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STATE OF T.~NNESSEE 

~EPARTMENT ~F CORRECTION 
4TH FLOOR STATE OFFICE BUILDING 

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 3721. 

January 3, 1983 

The Honorable Lamar Alexander 
Governor of Tennessee 
State Capitol 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Dear Governor Alexander: 

In January 1982, you instructed me to undertake developm~nt of a policy state
ment which would guide the course of Tennessee Corrections in the 80's. Your 
stated intent was that su~h a statement become the poUcy guide for restructur
ing the Tennessee Department of Correction in the face of burgeoning popt,llation 
and the inescapable reality of diminishing resources. 

« 

You reviewed early drafts and refipements of the Department's work on several 
occasions. As we approached consensus on essential issues, you instructed me 
to develop specific plans for implementation of the ~rging policy. You set 
a target of January 1983 for completion of the planning task. 

While we were in the process of moving from policy development to action plan, 
tl,e General Assembly also enjoined the Department to undertake a searching self 
evaluation. Our planning efforts were ongoing during May, June, and July. In 
earlyAugust,the U. S. District Court issued an order in the case of Grubbs v. 
Bradley which required changes which in significant measure had been anticipated 
in our previous and ongoing planning. It was at this point that we resolved to 
bring all our planning efforts into focus within a single project staff in order 
that the task be completed OJ! target. .. 

In early September, Deputy Commissioner Robert Morford was f~eed from his regu
lar duties and aSSigned full-time responsibility to develop a detailed plan for 

, responding to the problem issues faced by the Department. In doing so, he had 
license to use any resource of the Department and to call upon any element of 
the Administration in order to complete the task. He made full use of that 
license and the accompanying "Correction. Plan for the 89's" is, therefore, the 
product of the efforts of many people. 

Project Staff were instructed to concentrate on the feasible within the policy 
guidelines we had developed; to devise a plan for Tennessee rather than merely 
for the Department of Correction. 1 believe they have succeeded. 

l.~ 
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The Honorable Lamar Alexander 
Governor of Tennessee 
January 3, 1983 
Page Two 

The plan is not the epitome of conteJllporary correctional philosophy but nei
ther does it violate the essential elements of that philosophy. Most impor
tantly, the plan is achievable. I recommend it to you as a suitable guide 
for development of Tennessee Corrections throughout the 1980's. 
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Sincerely, 
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Tennessee Correction Policy 

As the essential first step in developing and, much more import-

antly, implementing this correction plan for the 80's, a correctional 

policy for the State of Tennessee must be publicly expressed. A tradi-

tional TDOC management dilemma has been the absence of a public policy 

for Correction that was supported by a majority of the Tennessee tax

payers. Th~ pOlicy guiding this plan and which is recommended for 

adoption as public policy is as follows: 

Tennessee Corrections: Declaration of Public Policy 

1. The correction system is one iri5trument of social control. 

It is the most forceful expression of the police power of 

the state • 

2. 'Except in the case of execution, the correction system 

exercises social control by the restriction of individual 

liberty or the threat of it. Such restriction of liberty 

ranges from.strict isolation in &'cell to quarterly visits 

to a probation officer. 

3 • The restriction of liberty must meet certain standards of 

humaneness. State and Federal Courts have set or are setting 

a'reasonablY high and specific set of minimum standards. 

There is not much need for policy-makers to spend time 

arguing what that standard of humaneness' ought to be. 

Tenntissee taxpayers have made it' cl'ea:r that they will not 

tolerate fA standard much higher than the minimum standard. 
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4. Because it costs so much, complete restriction of liberty 

incarceration -- should be used only where other forms of 

punishment are not appropriate. 

A. For example, it is more appropriate to require an embezzler 
/ ~ 

to work to pay back his victim than to charge the victirl,: 

and his fellow citizens $9,000 a year to pay for the 

embezzler's room and Doard in pri$on. 

B. In a state where family incomes are sixth from the bottom 

in the country, there are other urgently compelling ways 

to spend taxpayers' money. It costs $2,200 a year to 

educate an elementary or secondary school student, $100 

a year for adult education for each of the 600,000 

Tennessee adults who cannot pass an eighth grade compe-

tency test, $500 for prenatal health care for each of 

11,000 mothers and unborn babies who need i~, and $4,200 

to teach a high school graduate the skills he needs 

to get a job as a computer programmer. 

5. Restriction of liberty is punishment. 

Having established a system to restrict liberty, society 

does not need to thi~k of additional ways to punish people 

while they are incarcerated. At the same time, having decided 

to punish someone by restricting his liberty, society does 

not need to lessen the punishment by thinking of ways to 

spend extra money to make that restriction more pleasant than 

minimum standards of humaneness require. 

11 

6. Offenders should work. 

Today, the state government correction system restricts 

the liberty of 11,200 adults who are at work under super

vision outside prison walls providing for themselves and 

their families and are paYl.'ng th' , , elr Vl.ctl.ms back (restitution) 

and/or paying the public back by public service work. For 

those other 8,000 adults who are now incarcerated, the 

correction system's only other duty is to provide them 

with productive work. Th e reasons are that work: (1) provides 

better control of inmates; (2) makes it more likely that 

the inmate will be an independent, self-sufficient person 

when he or she emerges from prison; and (3) may produce revenues 

that reduce the costs of operating the prison system. Inmates 

will receive essential medical services and other services 

which meet the minimum standards of humaneness, but there 

,will be no "rehabilitation" or job training programs offered 

in the adult correction system except those that are directly 

related to making it possible for prisoners to work at the 

specific skilled occupations necessary to maintain the prison 

system. Taxpayers' money for general education or job train

ing programs will be spent first on those persons who by their 

observance of the state's laws remain outside the correction 

system and are deserving of the taxpay~rs' support. 
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I. OVERVIEW OF TENNESSEE CORRECTION PLAN FOR THE 80' s 

This document contains proposals from the Tennessee Department 

of Correction (TDOC) which point the direction for the State's correction 

system in the 1980's, based upon a clear statement of public policy 

which sets the parameters for the system's future development. 

Since the Department is but one part of the overall criminal justice 

system operating in this state, so~e of the proposals will necessarily 

touch on other areas within that system, including but not limited 

to state courts and local governments. 

It is the Department's position that TOOC must change the policy 

which currently guides the overall direction of how prisoners live and 

work. 

For the past twe~ty years, the TOOC has attempted to be pdmarily 

a treatinent-and-r.ehabilitation-oriented social service agency for persons 

incarc.ra~~a by the courts. 

Fundamental to this plan is the belief that the Tennessee prison 

syst~ should become a work-oriented, economically efficient system which 

provides humane custody for convicted felons. TOOC believes that pur-

poseful work is rehabilitating and that the assignment to each insti~ution 

of a specific mission - a special program purpose - is the keystone to 

developing such a vo~k-oriented system. We further believe that this 
,. 

approach reflects the views held by the majority of Tennessee citizens. 
':). 

In the area of institutions, TOOC proposes to establish ~~ree 

regional classification c~nters at existing facilities located in the 

three Grand Divisions of the State: Brushy Mountain Prison in East 

1 
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Tennessee, Tennessee Prison for Women in Nashville and the Memphis Correc-

tional Center. These three prisons, upon conversion to their new purpose, 

will replace the one statewide classification center now located at the 

Nashville Regional Correctional Facility. 

Inmates at the women's prison (TPW) will be relocated at the present 

Nashville Regional Correctional racility. This will permit the establish-

ment of a Geriatric Unit for male inmates in what is now the annex for the 

Tennessee Prison for Women. 

Through the upgrading and redirecting of the correction system's 

clas3ification program, inmates will be classified to specific institutions 

and jobs likely to be most suitable to their abilities and personal safety 

as well as to prison system needs. 

One other major change calls for a redefinition of the types of in-

mates placed at the State Prison in Nashville. TSP will house inmates 

requiring medical care at the prison hospital, all inmates classified 

maximum or close security (~pproximately half of which are already assign

ed to TSP), all ir~tes on administrative segregation, all inmates who 

refuse to work at another facility (as determined by a disciplinary board) , 

and all inmates who have been on voluntary check-in status for more than 

15 days (meaning they have asked to be segregated from the rest of their 

prison population). Even though the inmate population at TSP will be re-

duced from 1900 to 1000, there will be no reduction in the number of 

correction officers assigned to the institution for security purposes. 

The elimination of industrial and other internal activities at TSP, which 

currently necessitate considerable traffic in and out of the prison, will 

enhance security by cutting down on possible avenues for escape. 

2 
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Major revisions will be made in the operation of TDOC's farm and 

industry programs. 
Each institution wl.'ll have one 'f' 

purpose. 
specl. l.C program 

Inmates needed to SUpport that purpose will be assigned 

through the more thorough and effective classification process. 

Prison farms will continue to be located at Morgan County and 

Bledsoe County regional correctional facilities, Turney Center Annex in 

Only, and Fort Pillow Prison in Lauderdale County. (If 
it is determined 

that a 4S0-bed prison should be t d 
cons ructe to provide additional bed 

capacity needed in the system, it is recommended that it, also, be a 

prison farm.) 

While it is highly possible that a large portion of the Cockrill 

Bend area (adjacent to TSP and NCSC) will be sold to the Metropolitan 

Government of Nashville-Davidson Count.y for conversion to an industrial 

development complex, that portion of the Cockrill Bend prison farm lying 

below the flood plain r(l~y continue to be used for farming for an in

definite period. 

The prison-industries male inmate work '1 
program w~ 1 be consolidated 

and relocated at Turney Center. Currently, ,all such operations are 

located at the Tennessee State Prison, Turney Center and Fort Pillow 
Prison. 

AsSisting very directly in overseeing this new farm-industries 

'program will be the Agri-Industries Board, whl.'ch 
currently works with 

TDOC to make these programs more productive. 

In the area of inmate education, we propose the establishment of a 

prison facility which concentrates on education. Basic skills-voca

tional programs will be located at the Lake County Regional Correctional 

Facility and will produce a cadre of inmates who can provide the skills 

3 
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required to maintain the prison system. I nmates experienced in using 

these skills will also be more employable upon their release from prison. 

Only inmates classified as able to accept full-tl.'me, intensive training 

will be sent to this facility. N ' o l.nmates will be permitted to become 

"professional" students. 

Major revamping of TDOC training programs for staff is essential. 

It is proposed that Highland Rim School for Girls in Tullahoma be con

verted to the Tennessee Correction Academy. St d u ents at Highland Rim 

wi,ll be relocated to the Tennessee Youth Center in Joel ton. Students 

currently at TYC will be moved to a new 84-bed dorml.'tory at 
Sp~ncer Youth 

Center. 

It is vital to this plan that the Department's training prog~am 

be further improved and that both new and present TDOC personnel re~eive 

higher caliber instruction related to their specific functions. Est~lish-

ment of the full-time training center in Tullahoma will accomplish this 

as well as provide space for t ' , 
~al.nl.ng programs needed by other state 

departments. 

In response to the need to reduce overcrowding at Tennessee State 

Prison CTSP) and to provide housing for increased numbers of prisoners 

entering the state correction system, it is proposed that 930 beds 

be added to the State's prl.'son 'b capacl.ty y June 1984. 

It is specifically recOmmended that four I~O-bed " work camps, to 

be operated in conjunction with Department of T ransportation and Department 

of Conservation projects, be constructed throughout the state. The 

suggested site selection process, for the work camps as well as for the 

facility or facilities constructed to provl.'de an additional 450 beds, is 
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similar to that recently used successfully by other states - that is, 

seeking requests from communities which WQuld be interested in obtain-

ing the economic benefits from the construction and future operation 

of a new state facility in their area. 

One proposal, an Emergency Powers Act, is designed to ,accomplish 

dual purposes: to assure that overcrowding of the State's prison system 

will not reoccur and to avert the excessive cost of the taxpayers of 

continuing to build an ever-increasing prison capacity. It is recommended 

that the Legislature pass enabling legislation granting emergency powers 

to the Governor Which, when activated upon certification by the Commissioner 

of TDCC, would trigger an early parole mechanism when the State's prison 

population exceeds 95 percent of capacity: that prison capacity, as re~ 

flected in the Department's annual budget requests, will be reviewed and 

determined each year by the Legislature. The Parole Board will be authorized 

by the Governor ~~ advance the probationary parole date of all prisoners by 

a set period of time and then to identify and approve for release enough 

inmates to reduce the prison population to a given percent of capacity, 

at which point the early parole program would automatically cease. 

To address the Department's concern regarding adequate medical ser-

vices and health care, the plan calls for the following: a significant in-

crease in health care personnel; th·e provision of 24-hour medical coverage 

at all facilities; standardization of emergency equip~ent and emergency 

care training requirements at all institutions; continued contracting for 

specialized medical services; elimination of inmate health care workers in 

the area of direct patient care; a greater role for the division of 

health services in the development of a health care budget; and the 

assignment of one health care staff member in each institution to assUre 

adherence to sanitation standards. 

5 
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To meet the critical .need throughout the state for additional 

thl.'s plan calls for the addition of 53 such officers probation officers, 

in the TDOC system. 

The new judge-sentencing law has made it more important than ever 

that judges have access to in-depth pre-sentence reports as they decide 

whether an offender should be incarcerated or placed into an alternative 

status. Judges who have the benefit of more complete pre-sentence 

information may feel more secure in choosing sentencing alternatives 

which will favorably inlpact the population growth in the state prison 

system and the cost of operating that system. 

Development of specific recommendations in the area of assistance 

to local corrections has been a particularly thorny problem; therefore, 

proposals and options for action in this area will be completed ~nd 

presented to the Legislature by March 1 in conj~ction with the 1983-84 

budget recommendations. It is anticipated that superimposing these 

proposals on this plan will have some additional fiscal impact on both 

State and local correction systems beginning in fiscal year 1984-85. 

, h 1 1 assl.'stance proposals will be based is The premise upon whl.C oca 

that circuit court jurisdictions, and the counties therein, should share 

in the benefits which accrue to the State from their underuse of the 

system's prison and probation capacity as well as in the burden of their 

overuse of that capacity. The State's correctional resources should be 

more equitably allocated to the users of its system, and circuits and 

counties should share in the savings generated by their not overcrowding 

the State's prison system. 

Such a cooperative program will result in the upgrading of local 

jail facilities and i~ the development of new regional or circuit jails 

and workhouses which would be operated at the local level. 

6 

The current conditon of the State's economy requires that any TOOC 

correctional plan be implemented in a way best calculated to make the 

most effective use of the State's financial resources. Incarceration of 

those offenders who by their actions demonstrate a clear threat to the 

lives or physical wellbeing of all Tennesseans is economically accept-

able regardless of financial cost. Incarceration of other offenders who 

pose a lesser threat to society, however, may be neither economically 

sound nor in the best financial interest of the State and its taxpayers. 

The plan includes an analysis of the long-range cost!benefit of 

traditional prison construction compared to possible housing and sen-

tencing alternatives. 

Although this plan stresses economy wherever possible, some additional 

funding is unavoidable. Implementation of the plan will involve realign

ment of 204 existing TDOC positions and the addition of 276 new positions. 

New annual funding of approximately $3.100,000 will be required for 

operations after $4.0 million in operational savings have been realized 

in the TDOC restructuring. Non-recurring capital funds of approximately 

$26,000,000 will be needed for new facilities, including the estimated 

cost of site purchases. 

The Department is confident that this plan will create a correction 

system which adheres to a public policy which reflects the views of the 

citizens of Tennessee and that it will do so through means which require 

the least possible public expenditure. We are also confident that it 

will remedy conditions in the system cited in the U.S. District Court 

Order of August 11, 1982. 
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State and Local Crilllinal and Civil Justice Agencies and Facilities 

!y~e of Agency or Facility 

Tv;ee of Ac;enc:i: 

Law Enforcement. 344 

Prosecution arid Civil Attorney 172 

Public Defense 2 

Courts 512 

Probation 30 

Parole 1 

Other criminal justice 18 

!y~e of Facilitv; 

Juvenile correctional 18 

Adult correctional 

Total 1,224 

Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics - 1981 
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11. The Current SY5t~ 

Prior to examining the ~everal components of this plan, the reader 

should be aware of some additional underlying considerations which 

guided the Project Staff. Basic policy 9uidelines have already been 

outlined. The subjects to be addressed in this section are the nature 

of Tennessee's current criminal justice system and the problems involved 

in forecasting inmate population. 

A. Tennessee Criminal Justice System 

In Tennessee there are 1,224 state and local criminal and civil 

justice agencies and facilities within the criminal justice system. (See 

opposite.page) The fold-out chart in back of this notebook also clear~y 

illustrates the diversity and complexity of the'average state crim,inal 

justice system. 

This diverse system with obvious special interest requirements 

competing for diminishing resources, and hindered by a lack of central

ized ,data collection, leads t,o much misunderstanding among the principal 

agencies. For example, the belief that diver~ion of offenders from 

prison does not occur to a large degree in Tennessee is not supported by 

the evidence. From 1978 to 1980 inclusive, only 16.9 percent of those 

persons found guilty by trial or 'who pleaded guilty entered the state 

correction, system. (See next page) 
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Year -
1978 

1979 

1980 

Total 

Convicted After Trial-or Who Plead Guilty 
Number of Persons 

Received State Received State 

Gui1Ei Plea Total Correction Probation 
Convicted 

17,075 19.178 2.916 5.611 
2.093 

16.646 19.445 3,385 7,507 
2,799 

18,247 20,217 3,658 7,343 
1,970 

51,968 58;830 9,959 20,461 
6,862 

Or Who Plead Gui.lty 
Percentage of Persons Convicted After Trial 

Received State Received State 

Convicted Gui1ev Plea Total Correction Probation 
Year -- 29.3 
1978 10.9 89.1 100.0 15.2 

85.6 100.0 17.4 38.6 
1979 14.4 

90.3 100.0 18.1 36.3 
1980 9.7 

88.3 100.0 16.9 34.7 
Total 11.7 

Source: State Planning. Office. Supreme Court Annual Report. tOC/MIS 
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While it is true· that 30 percent of the inmates in the state 

correction system are first term inmates, it is not true that these 

inmates are serving a prison term as a result of their!!!!! non-

violent property crime. It is in fact extremely rare for a person to 

be sentenced to prison (or a youth facility) who never before the 

incarcerating offense was found guilty of criminal behavior. 

On September 27, 1982, there were 8,059 adult inmates assigned 

to the State's prisons. Of the total number assign~d, 2,377 were first 

term inmates; as defined by T.C.A. 41-1802: .. fl a state prisoner without 

a pri~r record of thirty (30) days or more detention upon conviction 

for a felonious crime at a federal, state or local facility ..... 

Upon random manual review of 15\ (357) of the first termer files 

no first term inmates were found to be serving a single sentence for 

a nonviolent property crime. The 357 first offenders are serving a 

total of 622 sentences. 

Remembering that correction is but one component of the criminal 

justice system, it is true that state correctional costs have increased 

dramatically in the past ten years (Table 1*). It is also true that 

, local government correctional costs have increased at an even greater 

rate (Table 2). It must also be noted that the State's average 

annual expenditure per inmate in constant 1971-72 dollars has decreased 

over a similar period at each TDOC prison (Table 3). Governmental 

fiscal allocation of criminal justice resources, as shown in Tables 

4, 5, and 6, clearly reflects public policy . 

*1.11 referenced tables appear in chronological order on pages 17-23. 
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One factor bears emphasis. The lack of a consistent method to Table ~o. 1 

collect uniform criminal justice data hampers coordinated planning ~--

for the future. Lack of such data has been a problem in developing -this plan. (Solutions will be offered in sections X and XI: "Management 

• 
Department of Correction - Annual Budget 

1972-73 through 1982-83 

Information Services" and "Research and Planning.") 

In summary, this plan asswnes that local government criminal 

justice resources are not capable of accepting a greater correction 
, -

or probation burden without additional state government assistance. 

As indicated seen in the "Assistance to Local Corrections" section, 

1972-73 

TOTAL 
OEPARnfE~T ADL1..T OIV!S!O~ 1 -Toeal 
$26.366.303.6~ $14,39 .. ,906.98 Appropriation 19.704,045.46 ll.882,126.78 Other 

6,662,258.18 2,512,730.20 2 

local government can be given the opportunity and resources to assist 

in making Tennessee's correctional system more effective. 
,.,:~ .. 

1973-74 Total 
$32,73':'.894.42 17,871,954.41 Appropriation 24.791.370.48 15.0l.8,2!.7.76 Other 

7.943,523.94 2,823,706.65 

19i':'-75 Total 
40.255,355.273 

20,091,689.93 Appropriaeion 31,566,473.99 16.853,437.96 Other 
8,688,881.28 3,238,251.97 

1975-76 Total 
48,321,631.29 25,635,221. 82 4 

Appropri~t1on 38,247,330.50 21,380,644.20 Other 
10,074,300.79 4,250:.,577.62 

1976-17 To!l:al 
60.095,403.83 33,105,079.1.3 5 

App\ropr b t10n 47.677 .604.89 28,870,161. 32 Other 
12.417,798.94 4,234,917.86 

1977-78 Total 
68 • 368 , 949 • 32 39,245,589.16 

Appropriation 56,070.695.69 34,602,116.70 Other 12,298,253.63 4,643,472.46 

1978-79 Total 
77,091,978.85 44,152,04':'.89 6 

Appropriation 65,608,259.92 40,667,768.83 Other 
11,483,718.93 3,484,276.06 .. 

(Concinued) 
13 
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1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 
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PAGE 2 

Department of Correction - Annual Budget 

Total $90,275,520.55 $54,405,290.93 
Appropriation 78,257,100.22 ·51,026.08~.~4 
Other 12.018.420.33 3.379.206.49 

100.932.664.55 63.433.043.25 
Total 

Appropriation 88,813,009.67 59,639.314.74 
Other 12,117,654.88 3,793.728.51 

Total 112,341,765.78 71,825.793.37 
Appropriation 99.363,549.23 67,740.788.76 
Other 12,978,216.55 4.085,004.61 

Total 136,098,557.00 88,136,300.00 
Appropriation 120,479,057.00 83.073,900.00 
Other 15,619,500.00 5.062,400.00 

Includes Adult Probation/Parole 

Other - Includes current services/federal/interdepart~ent/reserves 
Includes State Prosecution - in this a.nd ens\uing ye4r(s) 

Brushy Mountain - Reopen: Shelby County _ Ope.n 
DeBerry Open 

~ashville Regional - Open 

Bledsoe Regional - Open 

~organ Regional - Open 

Lake Regional - Open 

15 

7 

8 

Table 2 

Payroll for State and toeal ~onal Activities by Level of Goverment 

(IIalt.h of Oet.a:ler 1971 carpared to ncntb of October 1979) 

,. October 197: October 1979 Increase 
State 1.019,000 3.331,000 227% 
Q)U'lties - 317,000 1,055,000 232'-
MUniCipalities - 86,000 666,000 674% 
Local total 403,000 1,721,000 327% 
Tennessee 1.422,000 5,052,000 255% 

Sourcebook for Criminal Justice Statistics 

1981 
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Table 4 

1'9SO-8l Criminal Justice System 

State, County, & MuniCipal Government Total Appropriations 

CORRECTION JUDICIAL 

Public 

POLICE PROTECTION 

46c 

Adult Criminal Justice System: 
$ 

344,613,686 
% 

100.0 

1) 

Police Protection 
Judicial 
Prosecution and Legal Services 
Public Defense 
Correction 
Other 1) 

159,505,208 
47,450,575 
15,698,773 
- 1,567,882 
92,845,166-
27,546,082 

46.3 
13.7 
4.6 
0.5 

26.9 
8.0 

Institutional diversion programs such as probation, work release, training 
classes, community work service, etc. 

Source: 1982 State Budget Document 
1981 Sourcebook of Criminal Statistics 
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119,968,917 
22,081,951 
14,781,719 
11,139,048 

-0-
55,935,973 
10,030,537 

2,814,826 
3,179,863 

,.'",~,.~ ~ '-', .... --".- ,~-. ,-, 

Table 5 

1980-81. Criminal Just-ice System -

State and Local Government Appropriations 

Correction Police Protection 

100.0 
18.4 
12.3 

9.3 
-0-

46.6 
8.4 
2.3 
2.7 

1. Community 
Correction 

2. Probation 

Adult Criminal Justice System: 
Police Protection 
Judicial 
Prosecution & Legal Servo 
Public Defense 
Correction 
Other 
Probation 
DOC Community Correc. 

224,644,769 
137,423,257 
32,663,856 
4,559,725 
1,567,882 

26,878,656 
21,551,393 

-0-
-0-

Source: 1982 State Budget Document 

1. Prosecution 
& Legal Services 

2. Public Defense 

100.0 
61.2 
14.5 
2.0 
0.7 

12.0 
9.6 
-0-
-0-

1981 Sourcebook of Criminal Statistics 
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$ % 

95,614,858 100.0 
28,780,072 30.1 
25,051,092 26.2 
1,721,067 1.8 
1,051,763 1.1 

17,957,593 18.8 
21,035,271 22.0 

Countv . 

Table 6 

1980-81 Criminal Justice System 

County and Municipal Appropriations 

Municipal 

A. Prosecution 
B. Public 

defense 
A. Prosecution 
C. Other 

Adult Criminal Justice System: 
Police Protection 
Jud~tcial 

Prolecution and Legal Services 
Public Defense 
Correction 
Other 1) 

$ 

129,029,911 
108.643,185 

7,612,764 
2,838,658 

516,119 
8,903,063 

516,122 

1) Diversion programs luch as probation 
cOlllmunity service, work release, training 
classes, etc. 

Source: 1982 State Budget Document 
1981 Sourcebook of Criminal Statistic» 
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% 

100.0 
84.2 
5.9 
2.2 
0.4 
6.9 
0.4 
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B. Inmate population Forecasts 

A major problem which has traditionally baffled the TDOC and state 

government in general has been forecasting future inmate population. 

For the past year the short-term estima~es of the State Planning Office 

have proven quite accurate, more accurate in fact than previous TDOC 

estimates. Currently, the forecast is for net growth of 39 inmates 

per month to June of 1984, resulting in a projected modified in-house 

population (including jail contracts) of 9,037 at that time. This 

plan is based upon that figure: however, since the current (10/18/82) 

modified in-house population figure (including jail contracts) is 253 

below previous projections, the June 1984 estimate may have to revised. 

As will be seen in the actual planning recommendations, these uncertain-

ties will be amenable to timely adjustment. 

Demographers project that the young, crime-prone sub-population will 

decrease as a proportion of the state's total population, and this plan 

assumes this decrease will result in fewer commitments. The possibility 

has to be balanced, however, against the impact of possible increases 

in unemployment, other economic factors, a possible continuation of 

the rural to urban poP1.,lation shift, more prisoners serving longer 

sentences for Class X crimes, etc. There is no known resource in 

the state or nation that has a true fix on future prison populations. 

(An analysis of population forecasting is include)! in the Appendix.) 

. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ... ~ ...... . 
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The remaining sections, which combine to form the plan's total 

network, have been positioned in the sequential order which seems 

most reasonable to the authors. 

The "Economic Perspective" section is of critical importance to 

decision-makers. Its insights relate most directly to the "Adult 

Pt'obation Service" proposals and to the "Assistance to Local Corrections" 

concept, as well as to the "Institutional Programs" section. 

Proposals in the "Classification" and "Institutional Programs" 

sections lie at the "heart" of the total plan and are critical to its 

viability. The recommendations in these sections, plus those in the 

"Health Care" section g provide the remedies to long-standing and 

long-recognized problems in the State's prison system. Realignments 

in classification and other institutional programs are purposefully 

designed to eliminate inrnate idleness - a "cancer" which permeates 

our prison system and contributes to violence. 

"Staff Training" improvements are considered vital to the effective 

implementation of the new program plans. 

The final sections address other important support sel~ice needs. 

The "Summary" reveals the total cost of implementing the plan _ 

in dollars and personnel - and suggests an impl~mentation schedule. 

The complexity of the plan precluded simplicity in presentation. 

Perhat-;:;\' frequent reference to the "OVerview" will assist the reader in 

viewing it comprehensively • 

• 
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III. The Economic Perspective: Prison Construction/Alternatives 

A. Traditional Prison Construction 

The purpose of this section is to apply economic concepts to the issue 

of prison construction as it pertains to the State of Tennessee. 

Decisions to buiid or not build prisons are often undertaken without 

clear knowledge of their economic consequences. While many decision 

criteria -- some of them non-economic in nature -- may be involved in 

deciding whether to build, the cost implications are toe significant to 

be ignored. The approach taken here allows expl~cit assessment of the 

financial consequences of both prison construction and sentencing 

decisions. 

Opportunity Cost 

When·St~te.Governplen:t talks about choice, it should consider 

not only the itell'ro~, activi:~~ at hand, but also what it could have 
~ , 

instead -- the alt.rnati~. (:hoosingoption A implies, that options 

B ••• Z were ~c~eptable, th.t A represents the b.st Qse of scarce 
.' ". . ,; , , 

resources'';;- 1t conveys the most benefits.nd produces. the least , ' . 

pain. Essenti&lly, the concept of "9Pportunity cost" weighs the 
,,' . ~k.~...a-",...,. _ ... '" -' ( 

,! coat' ~o~ t)ltp {oregone alternati '!~~ 'What we might" h.ve done instead 

with, ou,i:acarc;er.sOQr,C'.$., 
, .' '·\1 ~. 

~~. what, i.~~~!.~~o,~'::~y~~t"~'~~ic~~,~~n~ opt~9~. ov.r. anoth.r. This 
1:···r.~.~,t.! --: ,; "''\' " '.', .'-?VT~~ '. \1 

ec"J{c.pti'·r.a4i:1Y"'WCfrks,' ~n ·th.,;· ... rk.tpl.c. wh~~e Fic.s ar. explicit 
.;. <>'~: )'.'::\'~:' J:;t. < ''';'1-1'~ '\.,' .~:' .. :- ,'; >:,. ' . '. (" (t. 
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and the "opportunity cost" of a theater ticket may be dinner at a 

French restaurant, or the cost of a college education may be the 

foregone income. In the public sector, the absence of prices makes 

choosing more problematical. What is foregone? 

A Solution 

If the TDOC is to apply the concept of "opportunity cost," it 

is first useful to know the cost of the option under consideration. 

Understating the costs of that option will distort our evaluation 

of foregone opportunities and the benefits we expect o~ our option. 

Tennessee is experiencing prison overqrowding and is considering new 

construction to alleviate the problem. Because the decision to 

build is one of enormous (and not fully recognized) magnitude, it 

is propitious to examine the ~ cost. implications of a decision 

to construct a new prison or prisons to alleviate the overcrowding. 

If the decision were made to build a 600-bed prison (400 cells - one-

half cel.ls double) similar in design to the Lake County Regional Prison, 

one might conclude that the new prison would cost 12 million dollars. 

(F&A inflation rate of 33\ applied to $9.14 million cost of La~e 

County.) In fact, this figure represents only the tip of the total 
,. 

economic commitment the State of Tennessee would have to make. Prison 

costs lie far beyond $12 million. Thus, in order to evaluate what could 

be bought instead, it is necessary to determine ~ the costs of a 

proposed prison. Prison costs comprise the following: \, 

Base capital costs (including site acquisition) 

Financing .charges 

Operating ,costs 

24 

table I 

la •• Capital Specifications and Costs 

60o-Ied Medium Security Prison 

Type of Space 

Manacement and Staff 

Support 

Procram 

Bou.inc 

la •• Construction Total 

CostlBed 

Other Cost 

Architect Fee 

Construction SuP.rvilion 
AC.ncy Fe. 

Equipment (I» 

Subtotal 

Gross Square Feet Per 
Inmate Bed 

22,654 

12,741 

134,879 (a) 

1% 

Site AcquiSition COlt (5,000 acre.) 

Site Preparation COlt (c) 

Total Pri10n COlt 
Colt/led 

(a) GrOll Iquare feet 
(b) Movable beds, bookcal.I, farm equ1paeDt 
(c) Landleapinc, utility lin.I, vater and lever 

25 

Cost/SF 

$73.00 

83.00 

98.30 

71.30 --
78.00 

Total Cost 

$ 351.130 

$ 2.048,002 

$ 2,220.108 

$ 5.874.65'3 

$10.493.898 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

17,489 

565,960 

108,378 

8U5.304 

$ 7,325,000 

$ 918.065 

$20,216,605 
$ 33,694 
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Base Capital Costs 

A wealth of Inisinformation surrounds this seemingly straight-

forward figure. One hears of costs ranging from $12,000 to $25,000 

per bed, $12 to $15 million per prison. Table #1 on the opposite 

page displays base capital costs to build a GOO-man, medium security 

prison (similar to the design of Lake County Regional Prison). One 

must realize that a "bed" is but a small part of the total space re-

quired per inmate. Administrative needs, support areas and program 

space are also included. These include items such as the administra-

tive offices, records room, warehouse, lockers, armory, and educa-

tional, vocational and counseling space. The housing space includes 

corridors, showers, dayroom space, etc. 

The substantial fees that attach to the base cost are also worth 

noting. These include everything from architectural fees to the costs 

involved for the state agency supervising construction. To all of 

these one must add equipment, site acquisition and site preparation 

costs. 

When the above costs are considered, the cost per bed rises to 

$34,000 and the cost per prison to $20.2 million. 

Financing Charges 

Once totally ignored in estimating prison costs, financing is 

now commonly considered. Although the recent experiences of Tennessee 

in see~ing to pass bond issues have been mixed, the fact remains that 

bond issues will be necessary if new prison construction is to be 

undertaken. The State of Tennessee has an excellent bond rating (AAA} 

26 
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and based on the latest bond issue for $100,000,000 on October G, 1982, 

the State received an interest rate of 8.37 percent over 20 years. 

(Comptroller of the Treasury figures) Thus, applying an interest of 

$14.5 million, the construction cost for a new GOO-man prison would 

translate into $34.7 million over 20 years. 

Ql>erating Costs 

A commitment to build a prison is also a commitment to operate 

it; yet, fiscal notes have been promulgated which ignore these sub

stantial outlays and thus understate the taxpayer costs. Because 

allied operating costs themselves are underreported in correctional 

accounts, deriving an average annual figure is a far more elusive 

task than estimating constructl.'on costs. Th' 1S section limits itself 

to TDOC operating costs. The curre t 1 ' n annua operatl.ng cost per in-

mate in Tennessee is $9,912. ThU$ the newly built GOO-bed prison 

would cost $5.9 million/year to operate, in 1982 dollars. 

Long-term Costs 

Summarizing, we find that the decision to build a GOO-bed insti

tution will require outlays of $152.7 million over 20 years (1982 

dollars) -- $34.7 million for construction and related costs and 

Sl18 million for operation. The average yearly cost (capital and non

capital) is $7.6 million. Therefore, the true annual cost of main

taining an inmate is $12,725 and the "opportunity cost" ()f a single 

Tennessee prison of 600 beds is whatever alternative goods and services 

that S152.7 million can command. These alternatives might be other 

corrections' projects or education or improvements in state social 

27 
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service programs -- or simply no additional taxes. 

The decision to build, then, is a long-term choice with signi-

ficant financial consequences. Flexibility in other corrections' 

outlays may be limited by the magnitude of prison outlays. 

Punishment Decisions 

Just as there is a lack of knowledge of total prison costs, 

a similar gap exists with respect to decisions about prison util,iz.a-

tion. Using the average annual prison cost of $7.6 million, it is 

possible to assess what can be "bought" with those funds. In common 

parlance, how many people can be "punished" for $7.6 million? The 

answer depends again on decisions -- by the Legislature, Executive, 

judges, and TDOC officials. A prison has 600 available beds: how 

they are used depends on mandatory sentencing, sentencing decisions 

of judges, use of sentence credits, and the release practices of the 

Parole Board. ("Sentence credits" is a term that applies to various 

methods used tel reduce the amount of time an inmate serves in prison 

usually granted for work performed or good behavior.) The number 

of people who can be "punished" for $7.6 million will be a function 

of the actions of these various groups. 

The concept introduced here and illustrated on the following page , -~. 

is "punishment experience" -- the sanction for any given offender. 

With a budget constraint (e.g., of $7.6 million), there are two generic 

options: either the total "punishment experiences" can be maximized 

(the total number of offenders receiving some sanction), or the punish-

ment per person can be maximized (e.g., life plus SO years, etc.). 

28 

The critical variable in determinir.g how many persons can be punished by 

incarceration -- prison "punishment experiences" -- is average length of 

stay. 

Prison Costs 
(Annual) 

$7.6 million 

Table 2 

Alternative Prison Punishment Experiences 

Average Length Annual 
of Stay Punishment 

6 months 1,200 

12 months 600 

23 months (Tenn. ALS) 314 

24 months 300 

5 years 120 

10 years 60 

Prison 
Experiences 

Inmate turnover, a function of average length of stay (ALS), 

affects how many people can be sent to a prison each year. If the 

ALS is 12 months, the prison in effect "empties" once a year and 600 

new admissions are possible. If the ALS is two years, an average of 

300 beds is available each year. If the average inmate remains five 

years, only 120 beds ar~ available each year. Convex'l;ely, if the ALS 

is six months, 1,200 prisoners can be accommodated each year. Hence, 

$7.6 million "buys" different things, depending on sentencing and 

release decisions. In the extreme case of an ALS of ten years, we 

~ould in effect be "punishing" only 60 new people annually in the 

prison -- at a cost of $7.6 million. 
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Table 3 

Alternative Punishment Experiences 

Annual Budget 

$7.6 million 

Average Length of stay 

Probation !I 

6 months 

12 months 

24 months 

3 years 

Community Residential 
(Basic Services) 

6 months 

9 months 

12 months 

24 months 

£I 

c/ 
Community Resinential -

(Comprehensive Services) 

6 months 

9 months 

12 months 

24 months 

!/Estimated at S322/client/year 

£/Estimated at $5,70C /year 

£IEstimated at $7,008/year 

30 

Annual punishment Experiences 

47,204 

23,602 

ll,801 

7,867 

2,666 

1,999 

1,333 

667 

2,169 

1,627 

1,084 

542 

Ii 

Alternative Punishments 

In order to appreciate the range of what $7.6 million can "buy" 

it is necessary to observe its expenditure on alternative punishments 

those punishments which in effect would be foregone by the decision 

to build a prison. Table 3 illustrates alternative "punishment ex-

periences" using $7.6 million as the available outlay. (The Project 

Staff is well aware that probation and other community supervisions 

are not perfect sub~titutes for incarceration for all persons. The 

intent is to demonstrate alternative uses of Tennessee tax monies.) 

As Table 3 shows, $7.6 million buys a substantial number of 

alternative "punishment experiences," depending on the option selected 

and the average length of stay. Given a probation ALS of 2 years, 

11,800 proba,tion "punishmerlt experiences" can be bought each year; or 

nearly 2,000 basic residential "punishment experiences" (ALS "" 9 months) 

would be possible. The "opportunity cost" of a new prison translates 

into the alternatives, such as probation or other community placements, 

which can be bought instead. If the average length of stay is two 

years, then the state can purchase, over the 20-year financing life-

time of the prison, either 6,000 prison "punishment experiences" 

or it can purchase 13,340 basic community residential "punishment 

experiences. .. What we can buy depends I then, on b'le punishment 

selected and the length of time for which it is imposed. 

[I 
J 
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Case Costs 

Another way of viewing expenditure data is to examine the cost 

of a particular decision. Armed with the average annual prison cost 

of $7.6 million, we can readily calculate the cost of an individual 

sentence. Mandatory minimum sentences have become increasingly popular. 

In addition, many Tennessee offenders will serve at least one-third 

of sentence imposed; at the reverse end, one .can calcualte the tax-

payer cost of sentence credits E2! granted or parole decisions denied. 

The average annual prison cost per inmate is $12,725 (capital and 

noncapital). Table 4 illustrates the case costs of sentences of varying 

length. A ten-year sentence served, for example, is a commitment of 

~".-: _.--

- .----
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are absent in the public sector, it has heretofore been problematic to 

calculate estimates such as these. This analysis is intended to faeili 

tate calculation of th'!l costs of various decisions. 

Table 5 

Case Costs of Sentence Credits and Parole. Decisions 

Sentence Credits Cost 

1 day S 35 

1 month Sl,060 

6 months S6,360 

S127,250 dollars at today's prices. Return on Investment 
-"~_, _-c-.:.... 

How does one interpret such figures as "punishment experiences" 

Table 4 
or case costs, other than to recognize their magnitude? Economics 

Case Cost of Prison Sentencing Decisions 
uses techniques of cost-benefit analysis or return on investment to 

Average Length of Stay 
(or Mandatory Minimum Sentence) 

Case Costs determine whether a particular outlay is warranted. Simply stated, 

1 year $ 12,725 ~ the benefits shoul.d equal or -exceed the cost and/or the return 
,~ 
-~ _ .......... , 

2 years S 25,450 on investment should exceed the return available from any alternative 

S years $ 63,625 program. For purposes here, a sentence of 5 years should be "worth" 

7 years $ 89,075 
.. :/'~:-

at least $63,625, however measured. (Table 4) 

10 years S127,250 Two common corrections' measures are incarceration benefits 

15 years S190,875 (crimes avoided because the offender is incarcerated) and recidivism 

benefits (crimes avoided because the offender is rehabilitated). 

Table 5 shows the costs of sentence credits and parole decisions. 
General deterrence is ignored here because of the ongoing debate 

USing these tables it is possible to calculate the taxpayer cost of 
as to its existence and magnitude. 

any decision -- legislative, judicial, correctional. Because prices 
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The few studies which have "priced" incarceration and recidivism 

benefits suggest that prisons do not "produce" enough benefits to 

warrant their justification on economic grounds. Presumably their ~"', . 

justification stems from non-economic premises. _.,_ 

One study which examined the incarceration benefits of a typical 

federal correctional institution concluded that the value of avoided ~-,-.."" ,,"'--,--

Table 6 
crimes was less than the costs of incarceration. (William J. McGuire, 

N\.r.ber of Prisaw Needed 
"An Economic Model of Criminal Correction Institutions," 1978) Another Based en Olanges :in Average Length of Stay 

determined that a specialized institution was more effective than 
~ .. --'. 

its traditional counterpart in reducing recidivism. How~ver, an ~'''. ~ lbTber Purlished Nl.r.ber of llew Prisons 20-Year Cost 

extra year of crime-free behavior was "bought" at a cost of $12,725 6 m:mths 1.200 '.S $ 77 million 

(for the longer, intensive treatment) and substantially exceeded the 12 m::mths 600 1 153 milliCl'l 

average cost to society of the offender's illegal activities. (Bloom 18 m:mths 401 1.5 230 million 

and Singer, "Determining the Cost-Effectiveness of Correctional Pro- 23 m::mths em ALS) 314 1.9 291 mi1liCl'l 

grams," 1979) 24 m::mths 300 2 306 milliCl'l 

There is not enough research of this kind to support an undeni~ 30 m:mths 241 2.S 383 million 

able conclusion that prison expenditures do not generate benefits 36 m:mths 200 3 459 million 

sufficient to justify them on economic grow1ds. The evidence is 
\\ 

'\ 

suggestive of this, however, which implies that non-economic justifi-

cation not only exists, but should be sufficient to outweigh potential 

negative findings on the financial side. 

Another Approach 

The advantage of reliable data is that they allow more informed 

planning. In the past the new prison choice has been considered 

by the TDOC as the only available decision. The operant goal was 
\. 
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" to provide additional prison "punishment experiences. ,I ,It has been' 

demonstrated that even the substantial sUm Qf $7.6 million each year 

" 
can provide only a limited number of such experiences. Further; fiscal 

realities suggest that there will be additional liniitations on TDOC 

allocations. 

If the goal is modified to provide a maximum respo:::~l~-~~:-~e.,:-
given a budget constraint, the information presented above can be used 

to construct different punishment scenarios. It has been shown, for 

example, that $7.6 million will punish only 314 new persons annually 

when, as now, the average length of incarceration in Tennessee is 23 

months. For Tennessee, that is a minute representation of those 

offenders apparently deemed to require punishment. If it were decided 

that 600 annual admissions constitute the probable intake for the 

new regional prison, and Tennessee's current ALS of 23 months were 

applied to these admissions, the State would in fact need to build 1.9 

prisons two prisons obviously at a 20-year cost of $306 million, 

or $15.2 miUd.on per year. Table 6 shows the changes in the number of 

punishments"'; number of new prisons, and cost as the ALS is increased or 

decreased. As the table reveals, by adjusting the sentence length and 

time served to 12 months, 600 annual admissions would be served, and the 

State would need ,to build only one prison. 

If the Tennessee ALS of 23 months cannot be shortened, or if the ALS 

increases, the 600 annual admissions could be accommodated without further 

: prison construction by implementing a controlled early parole program for 
-, 

selected offenders as outlined in Section VII, subsection D. 
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/) Conclusion 

Prison.~se and prison overcrowding result from a series of 

decisions by Persons and groups throughout the state's criminal 

justice syst~m and by those who affect that system through the state's 

political process. 'Legislative, executive"judicial and criminal 

justice system decisions aff~ct what kinds and levels of services can be , 
bought with taxpayer dollars. ,~rison construction costs considerably 

more than is commonly believed and buys considerably less than is commonly 

beU,twed. It remains for the State of Tennessee to examine aH:ernati ves 

anddetermin~ the best use of its acutely limited resources. 

B. Modular Prison Construction 

The foregoing seetiQn was based on traditional prisons of "brick 

and mortar." The State must also consider the use of modular facilities, 

whenever possible, for new prisons or camps. In cOntrast to the $33,694 

capital cost per bed of a600-bed regional prison on a 5,000 acre site 

as outlined in the prece~ing subsection, a l20-bed modular work camp on 

a lOO-acre site would costs from $14,230-$17,563 per bed. (See Table 7 and 

Exhibits which follow.) Modular construction may not be used in Tennessee 

for housing medium security prisoners because modular construction vendors 

are unable to meet the State's recent.ly enacted fire code regulations. 
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T.ble 7 

12o-Ied Modul.r Work C.mp (Minimum Security) 
Conltruction Cost 

Cross Sguare 

Adain1atr.Uon 

Support 

L:lvinl 

IJ Pover P1.nt 

I.,e Construction COlt 

Other Cost 

Archit.ct Fee (5.7%) 

Alency F.e 

Equipment 

Site Acquisition COlt (100 .cre.) 

Site Pr.p.r.tion Cost 

Tot.l Pr:l.on Cost 

Cost Per I.d 

BOTE: Above co.t. reflect 

P.'.S. luUdinl Syst_. Inc. 
quot.d pric. 1/30/12. (U.ed 
for .xampl.-oth.r vendor • 
• v.il.ble to b:ld) 

11,563 

5,900 

18.460 

2,000 

Feet CostlSF 

$35 

35 

35 

35 

Total Cost 

404.705 

206.500 

646.100 

70.000 

$1.327,305 

82.500 

13,273 

18,000 

146,500 

120.000 

$,h 707.578* 

14,230* 

*P' , A P.ciIit:l •• M.n.sement Div:l.1on •• timate. pos.ible .ddition.l coats 
of .pproximately $400,000 pt!r work camp for uUl1ty·.nd .• ewer Unes, ro.d 
con.truction, .nd other n.c •••• ry .upport ."UIU which would tr.nsl.te 
into. per b.d coat of $17,563. 
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C. Prison Site Selection 

A major obstacle to the implementation of any correctional plan 

that includes prison construction is the acquisition of a site for 

the proposed prison. Citizen opposition to a prison being located 

in the community is frequently total, and as was learned at Morristown 

can also be violent. 

The traditional Tennessee response by state government to community 

resistance is to build the new facility where prisons are already 

located, or to enter into private and very lengthy local negotiation, 

sometimes lasting years, in the hope of reaching a consensus for 

acceptance. Both of these approaches frequently have unfavorable 

correctional and political consequences. 

From a correctional standpoint, it is seldom desirable to add 

housing capacity to existing facilities as, incidentally, the TDOC 

is currently doing at four facilities. One basic reason that these 

housing additions make bad correctional policy is that additional supJXlrt 

facilities for food service, visitation, medical service, and so forth 

are seldom added in equal measure. Many non-correctional JXllicy-makers 

believe that simply ajding beds will solve the problem; and while 

TDOC management should acquiesce to policy directives, it has often 

failed to fully inform the policy-makers of the possible consequences 

of their decisions. It was demonstrated in a project staff survey 

of all TDOC disciplinary infractions (7/79-10/82) at each institution 

that the level of inmate violence and idleness rises when support 
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facilities and work opportunities are not added in equal measure with the 

additional housing, even if the housing itself meets constitutional 

requirements. 

From a political standpoint, the aforementioned process is also 

inadequate. Due to the situation as described, the institution often 

becomes more difficult to manage and in time the community reacts 

to its growing perception that the facility is "mismanaged" and "out 

of control." 

The other method of securing sites, that of protracted private 

negotiations, is also fraught with correctional and political danger. 

The state negotiators are seemingly so convinced that they have a poor 

product to sell that often they provide assurances to the community 

that subsequent TDOC administrations cannot deliver. The most frequent 

abuse is the assurance that only "low risk offenders" will be placed 

in the new facility. Also, The TDOC invariably pays an unusually 

high price for prison land when compared to any other "industry" 

that plans to spend millions of dollars par year in the community. 

The Lake County property, for example, cost $1,465 per acre; however, 

local farm land was averaging $900 to $1100 per acre at the time the 

prison was purchased. 

This plan requires several new facilities: four 120-bed work camps 

and either a 450-bed prison or other facilities which would add 450 beds 

to the system. Based upon anticipated state government work-needs 

which could be met with inmate workers, one camp is suggested for a 65-

acre TDOC-owned site in Hickman County. 

The plan, however, proposes a new Tennessee approach to securing 
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facility sites -- open, public solicitation for communities to ex-

press an interest. If it is determined that a 450-bed farm facility 

should should be built on a 3,500-acre site, such a facility would 

represent 190 new J'obs at an average salary d b f' an ene ~t total of $15,500 

per job. It would represent a total annual operating budget of $4,650,000, 

most of which would be spent in the community; it would also represent 

labor available for municipal and county road and other work projects. 

In short, it would represent a 20-year state operating commitment of 

$93,000,000. Communities should also understand that such a prison 

represents the occasional escape of an inmat.e who will not always be 

"low-risk." 

In the fall of 1981 the Illinois Department of Correction conducted 

a public quest for a new prison site. The following excerpt from a 

press report 'tells of the results. 

The prospect of a new prison was a hoped-for panacea among 
nea~lY,two dozen Illinois villages. Late last year, the 
Ill~n07s ~epartment of Corrections announced a search for a 
town w1111ng to accept a new 7S0-bed medium-security prison 
which,~Uld fulfill the state's need for more beds. It was 
a str1k1ng contrast to a 1977 search, when 17 communities 
w~re solicited before one would agree to provide a site. This 
t1me, 21 towns c~e.wooing the project. More specifically, they 
wanted the $40_m111~on construction investment, $10 million 
payroll for 42~ employees, and $6 million spent annually on 
related expenses. 

S~Ch intense com~etition between towns inspired some imagina
t1ve sales techn1ques. One Illinois county sent Governor James 
Thompson and Corrections Chief Michael Lane a dozen roses on 
val~n7ine's Day with a card reading: "When you make your 
dec1s10n/On a medium-security prison/You'll find not a frown/ 
In the county of Brown." Another community erected a bill
board near the governor's Springfield office. A third cleared 
the SIlOW from its high school football field and wrote "Welcome 
Mr. Lane" in hugh fluorescent orange letters so that the 
cor~ections director ~ould read it as he flew into town by 
hel~copter for a pub11c meeting on the petition. There were 
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also pep rallies complete with spontaneous chants ("We want the 
prison! We want the prison!"); caravans of buses sent to the 
capital; offers of free land; and furious lobbying by hustling 
municipal officials. (The governor an9, corrections officials.) 
The governor and the corrections department ultimately named 
Danville, Ill., as the site for the prison. Nic Howell, a 
corrections spokesman, says of the towns that lost out: "They 
at least have gone out and done something for themselves. 
They'll be prepared for the next thing that comes along." 

In September of 1982 a delegation of Tennessee legislators, 

accompanied by TDOC and Tennessee Department of Mental Health and 

Mental Retardation employees, visited Illinois to survey a mental 

health facility converted to a correction facility. During that visit 

they also heard first-hand of the campaign for a new prison site 

refert'ed to above. 

The Project Staff suggests that the Department of Economic and 

Conmlunity Development has the expertise to direct a campaign for 

prison sites. 
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IV. Adult Probation Service 

At no other point in the Tennessee Criminal Justice System do State 

Corrections, Local Corrections, and the Judiciary come closer together 

than in the offender probation process. The Probation Officers in 

practice must serve the court, the offender, and the Tennessee Department 

of Correction. 
This probation service proposal stems from the conviction 

that the greater the quantity and quality of the service provided to 

the Judiciary, the greater the ultl.'mate benefl.'t to the TDOC prison 

system and the Tennessee taxpayer. At the very least the court should 

always be provided an in-depth pre-sentence t'eport and the continued 

assurance that Offenders placed on probation will be well-supervised. 

Absent these factors, incarceration often appears to b 
e the wisest choice 

the court can make. 

The probation service is one instance where additional manpower, 

efficiently POSitioned, is truly the critical need. The average TDOC 

Probation Officer currently, is responsible for a caseload of 94 active 

probationers (11,299 probationers vs. 120 officers - 10/14/82). By 

June of 1983 the active caseload as currently projected will be at 101 

(:2,107 vs. 120). This plan requires fundin~ that would reduce the 

average caseload to 70 soon after July of 1983.' The addition of 53 Pro

bation Officers will liIake it possible to Il.eet this average caseload level. 

It is most important to understand that an "average" caseload is 

what the term implies. It is, and will continue to be, entirely appropriate 

for one counselor to have a caseload of 50 while another has a caseload of 

125. Each Regional Administrator must have the management prerogative to 

establish caseload levels for the counselors on the basis of court require-
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~ ments, density of po.pulation, types of probationers, etc. 

The Probation Service is divided into eight regions serving twenty-

nine Criminal Circuits. (See map on following page.) Seven CiT::'llits, 

the 2nd, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 24th, and 25th, are serviced by two 

separate TDOC regional offices. In the past this separation of service 

ha.s been of some concern to the courts and to the TDOC; however, the most 

economical TDOC use of a limited probation staff has heretofore required 

this arrangement. This plan proposes that the most economical use of the 

probation service is that which prcvides the greatest benefit to the 

Circuit Courts by virtue of the quality and conRistency of its service 

delivery. Therefore, in addition to increasing manpower, this plan 

realigns the TDOC probation regions so that each Circuit is within a 

single TDOC jurisdiction. (See map) A Circuit Court will have but a 

single TDOC regional administrator to interact with. 

As part of its review of the Adult Probation Service, the Project 

Staff also considered the field services currently managed by the Board 

of Parole. In 1979 the Board of Parole was separated from the TDOC and 

established as an independent agency. Concurrently, the parole officers 

in the field offices wer~ transferred to the agency although they con-

tinued to share the same offices and many of the same resources with TDOC. 

The separation of the field service did create additional administrative 

positions and expenditures, and for this reason the Project Staff con-

sidered recommending that the services be joined, thereby reducing 

costs. 

After careful evaluation, however, the Project Staff does not 

recommend rejoining the two services. The current system is working well; 
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the quality of service has not declined and may have increased. The 

Project Staff suggests that within two or three years the TDOC Commissioner 

and the Chairman of the Parole Board re-evaluate this issue again. 

While the emphasis of this plan is clearly to provide a higher quality 

of service to the court, there should be no inference drawn that the 

Probation Officers will become "employees" of the court. Efficient and 

effective supervision of offenders is the other, and equally important, 

factor for consideration. The regional administrator must have full 

authority to adjust available manpower to regional demands. Limiting 

specific manpower to a single Circuit would - or most certainly could _ 

be inefficient. The relocation of some TDOC area offices may be desirable 

at a later date. 

The funding requirements for 53 additional officers for salary, 

fringe, and other expenditures is $927,200. 
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V. Assistance to Local Corr~ctions 

The Project Staff approaches the issue of local corrections with two basic 

preconceptions: 

1. Local Corrections cannot increase its response to prison 

diversion without the State!s financial assistance. 

2. State Corrections cannot provide additional resources without 

some reallocation of its current resources. 

The concepts of "one man - one vote" and "equalization of educational 

resources" are well-established, practiced, and accepted in this state. 

It is but a logical extension of those concepts to conclude that each of 

the Judicial Circuits, and the respective counties included therein, are 

entitled to a proportionately equal share of the State's main correctional 

resource, i.e., its prison capacity as represented by the cost of maintain-

ing that capacity. A "proportionately equal share" may be determined by 
, I 
\.." :') 

variousoase factors: taxes remitted to the state; Circuit or county 

populations; urban/non-urban crime rates; or a formula based upon a combination 

of these factors. 

The accepted measure for cepacity is a "bed," i.e., the housing 

space necessary to hold an 1~ate in humane conditions. The projected 

cost of that "bed" to the State is $27 per day in fiscal year 1983-84. 

At least $20 of that daily capacity cost is fixed and, therefore, expended 

whether the capacity is utilized or not. Unused capacity costs can only 

be eliminated 1n steps by closing all or a portion of a facility. When 

total capacity 1& exceeded, new capital costs are required and the unit 

cost for capacity increases. 
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Clearly it is in the State's interest to reduce capacity demand if 

at all possible. It should be equally clear that a Judicial Circuit, 

which by its action co'ntrols the capacity demand, has a right to share 

1n the benefit or in the burden caused by that capacity demand. 

Proposals currently under consideration would provide that, on a 

quarterly average basis, when a Circuit maintained unused capacity in 

the prison $ystem it would be reimbursed at a predetermined rate per day 

per unit. When a Circuit exceeded its prison system capacity it would 

reimburse the State at a predetermined rate per day per unit. An agreed

upon formula, requiring legislative authorship, could actually transfer 

funds between State and County; however, if the formula were based on 

Judicial Circuits, a county in a Circuit with multiple counties could 

exceed its proportion, and as long as the total Circuit was not in 

excess, would not bear a financial burden. Conversely, a county could 

be paid for its unused capacity only if the Circuit in total were below 

capacity. The only major State stipulation that should be attached to 

payments to local governments would be that the funds be expended for 

correctional facilities, programs, or staff needs. Counties within a 

Circuit would be free to develop among themselves any method for equalizing 

cost or developing cooperative enterprises such as circuit or "regional" 

jails or workhouses. 

In contrast to other parts of this plan, this sect~on on '~ssistance 

to Local Corrections" will require further extensive review and consideration 

before specific recommendations are made. The basic intent at this tim~ 

is· to advance the proposition that prison capacity is a correctional 

asset that belongs Jointly to state and local governments and that 

simple equity requires that a system be devised to proportionately share 

that asset. 
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This concept is submitted as a basis for further discussion since the 

authors of the plan have not yet been able to devise a resource-sharing 

system that can be unanimously recom~endf-d. Specific proposals relating 

to assistance to local corrections will be submitted to the Legislature 

no later than March I, 1983. 

:' ( 
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VI. Classification 

f 

those circumstances; an assignment of the offender to an environment 

circwnstances; an evaluation ot the offender's ability to cope with 

distinct elements. an investigation of the offender's current total 

the criminal justice system. This classification process has five 

process of managing an individual offender's progression through 

In correctional terms, "Offender Classification" is an ongoil!S. 

behavior; and controlling inappropriate behavior. 

best suited to assist the offender in coping; monitoring the offender's 

pletion of parole. Generally, the first TDOC involvement in the 

decision to arrest an offender, and the process continues until com-

The classification process actually begins with a police officer's 

classification process is through a Probation Officer's pre-sentence 

The second and major TDOC classification involvement begins with 

investigation of the offender and subsequent report to the trial judge. 

. those offenders who are committed to TDOC institutional custody by 

the trial judge. 

It is the institutional portion of the classification process that 

is the focus of this section. 

In any institutional system the five major elements of classifi-

if present in sufficient quality, form the core of effective management 

cation -- investigation, evaluation, assignment, monitoring, and control 

-~"""J ~......- ..... that in the TDOC all five elements are currently deficient. 

limited, the system cannot function efficiently. This plan contends 

supervision.' If anyone of the five elements is missing, or sharply 

"'''-, 1~~"'i':W 

:1 

'-I I"!"'P'--~ 
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Currently, all newly committed male offenders are received at the 

Nashville Regional Correctional Facility; all female offenders are 

received at the Tennessee Prison for Women. A male offender usually 

completes the first step of the TDOC institutional classification process 

in four weeks at NRCF and is then assigned to another facility within 

the TDOC system. At this early stage the system is already in trouble. 

A review of offender files shows clearly that the "investigation" generally 

lacks a copy of the F. B. I. report, a copy of the pre-sentence report, 

and completed questionnaires from family and past employers of the 

offender. Most information is provided by the offender himself. It 

obviously follows that the "evaluation" is made without adequate know

ledge of the offender's ability to cope with his incarceration. In 

addition, the NRCF staff is not currently informed as to actual program 

space availability at each TDOC facility; therefore, the recommen-

dations of the staff for an offender's work assignment or educational 

training are infrequently met when the offender reaches his new facility. 

The most common selection criteria for assigning an inmate to an institu

tion is the availability of bed space. The two previous statements are 

supported by the TDOC's own internal review by the Classification 

Director and his staff and by the Project Staff. 

The situation just described is further exacerbated by the fact 

(as discussed in Section VII) that the Tennessee State Prison, Turney 

Center, Fort Pillow, Memphis Correctional Center, and the Lake, Morgan 

and Bledsoe County Regional Prisons attempt to provide all programs to 

all inmates. Each facility also houses Maximum, Medium, and Minimum 

Security inmates--often within the s&ne housing unit. 
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By this stage, in what is now a non-process, the potential for 

inmate violence and inmate idleness can be fulfilled. The remaining two 

elements of classification--monitoring and control--have little prac-

tical use (monitoring) or are impossible to effectively impose (control). 

One f~nal point: the TDOC currently does not intensively re-investigate 

and evaluate Parole violators, returned escapees, or Work Release violators. 

These offenders number approximately 1,600 men per year and are Simply 

placed back into the system with little consideration given to their 

most recent offense. 

Six factors must exist in order to implement a classification 

system that can effectively reduce inmate violence and increase inmate 

labor: 

The TDOC must develop substantial background information 

on all offenders entering the institutional system. 

There must be sufficient Reception bed space to allow the 

time necessary to properly evaluate each offender. 

Institutional housing and work assignments based upon the 

Reception evaluation must be implemented at each facility. 

Offenders must be segregated on the basis of their own 

abilities and conduct while in the prison system. 

The TCOC must concentrate its decreasing resources on pro

viding work for inmates, as a practical matter, to the 

exclusion of most other program activities. 
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The TDOC organizational components of the classification 

process must be under the direct control of a single admini-

strator, i. e. , Director of Classification. ". 

\" 

The Project Staff recommends that the initial classif~~ation be 
''\ 

expanded to an eight-week program, allowing sufficient time t~ gather 

and to give adequate consl. eratl.on. . 'd ' to 3,' nf'ormat;on from SOUl'ces other 

than the inmate, incll.ldiIlg former employees, family members, et ceteta~ 

Work Release violators .dll require a four-week intake classification, 

and Parole violators will require two weeks. In 1981-82 there were 

3,606 new admissions, 766 Parole violators, r~2 Work Release violators, 

. ,and 34(;\' returned escapees. ConSidering tite proposed time required 
1) /1 

to complete a Reception cla~sifi~ati6n, the 19~~-82 volume would re-
r; '.' . ~}\\ (j 

quire more beds than are, OF will be, available at,the NRCF. An addi-
? 

tional factor for consideration is the expense and public danger~in 
c' \' - .;) ;\ ~ ~ 

transporting prisoners from East 'and West to Middle Tenness'ee for 

intake classiJication and then return~ng most of them to !)the area 

from whic.h they came. 

To adequately' classify all offenders,entering the 'p~ison system, 
< '~;: - , 

'th~ PcI'ojec't Sta£f r~co~~nds"a ~nversion:to three Regional Classifi-
~ 8 

\, 
( I I' (, 

Project S:,taff believes that 
o ~l" 

, " " " (\ 5''' 

Tennesse~~Reception'Cent~ (nowTPW), and the Brushy MOuntain Prison" 
." ,," ,~O~ "fJ () . ' 

~i " 

could adequatel~'ac~~date ttte anti¢ipated,traffic f~.~,.':J~les. "This 
: (1 '" • " ,,' ':- " .;:; c..- ___ ~ 

'.traH!C would i~~. ali.!>ough.""n. llmi~"d ~. 1nitial.l:l~ssi£i~b \l 

cation s~~dies ~eclassificati6nscifrom,otttei facilities upon cOm;:.. 
,I , , ()' () 1,;\ ' U 

pleti6n of a prograzri), violation of a pro9r~,oand th~sebe1ieVed to ",be 

' o~, L '. 
classi'fiC!d. (See Table ,I at th~n end of ~his' sectpon~) 

~l . "" 
ina'ppropriately 
)~ 

r I'.' , 
/; " 

I, " 
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,Reg;l,t;;nal classification, based on the three grand divisions of the 

state.~ill reSUlt in savings of $3.0 million in the current operating 

costs of the three prisons as they are now functioning. Regional 

faCilities will" prOvide the consistency "which is available in a central 

classiH,cation center but will also enhance the ability of the staff 

to have knowledge of resour,ce availability and significantly decrease 

arbitra~ deCiSions in subjective areas. Regional classification 

will allow a smaller facility in Middle ''l'ennessee than that now being 

used for state-wide classification purposes. It is proposed, therefore, 

that male classification be placed at what is now the Tennessee Prison 

for Women and that all adult female inmates be housed at the Nashville 

Regipnal Co~r~ctional Facility. 

structure, to be cl~sed. 
Tl~is will allow Guild 17, an antiquated~_ 

. \.v~ 

() 

Regional classification will require seven teams as Opposed to 

the six riow operating. Each of these regional centers will require 

two Classification Teams conSisting of three persons ofcvaried baCk-

grounds combined to properly evaluate"offenders. 
These teams can share 

the services of. testing,diagnostician and"a chapla~n. (See Table II 
~ " 

at the end of this section.) 
I)" 

cat)'onTeb. ',' ,) 

" 
Femal~, prisonec~$' Cl~SSificati;l'Will cont~~ue as in' in-house 

(, ~ (y.<f 

o"~ctivitYWi~in~e institu1;ion a.~t§~~ir .use, N;R.C.F." The" 
, , , ". \) u 

c:lassifiCation TaWIl l,Iay be .ssigned additipn!1il duties within the 
~ .. ,"'; . .\ '.1 ." 0 . , 

'1~."titutiOn.~ since th.'intak.nuzM,>~r. :.will ,not .lwaysr~uire·. fuH-
~l . ,,' ~'. \ ~\ ';-' • 

timed,il'Y,,,class:i.ficat!ori team .. ' The women' So facilitY.unlik.t .. those 
"' :~ "1'1 ;, , 

w: 

~ U' ~' 

?' for males, will have a f~ll" range of programs t(h which-they can be 
"~" 1\" ',. 

,Cl~~,~if~ed, o including Workl~el •• se. 
o 

o 
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The TDOC need not continue to base classification in large 

measure on geographic area. Males will be assigned institutional 

placement ~ased primarily upon their employment abilities and institu-

tional needs. Only the individual needs for medical or psychological 

treatment or for personal security will take precedence over prison 

system requirements. 

The Director of Offender Classification will have direct line 

supervision of the wardens of the three reception centers and will 

be responsible to the Assistant Commissioner for Adult Services. 

The Classification Staff in the Central Office will be primarily 

responsible for on-site monitoring on a regular basis, continuous 

review and updating of departmental policies relating to classifi-

cation functions, recruitment and training of classification personnel, 

and regularly providing direction to the wardens of reception centers 

regarding system needs. Duties of this office will also include 

the gathering of data and planning for the future of classification. 

FUllflflment of these duties should make it possible for the Department 

to become cognizant of the need for program changes well in advance of ' ,. :) 

- "~, 

the need for their implementation, thus thwarting management by crisis. 
"", \)':, 

The Central Offic,e personnel of the offender c~assification 

section will not be involvedwith~the routine classification of 

specific indiv~~uals with regard to their plac~ent and/or program. 

" 
This 'responsibilj,tywill be 'delegated to the res~ctive'in$titutional 

wardens. Central ~ffice~personn~l will ,alwa9s be a"~il\~e but will 

partici~te in indivi'dual classification decisions only when requested 
\) \l 

to do SO:l by the" warden. 0 

() 

\\ 
o 
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A Central Dispatch for transportation of inmates will be directly 

supervised by the Director of Offender Classification and is to be 

located in the work area. Th' ft' . b 
loS unc loon loS to e staffed by two indi-

viduals, one to be equivalent to a correctional lieutenant and the other 

to a correctional sergeant. This function is to be in the Central 

Office in order to discourage identification with one facility and to 

promote communication between that office and the institutions. 

The tasks of intake investigation, evaluation, and initial assign

ment having been met at the classification centers, the other TDOC 

institutlons must be capable of implementing the monitoring and control 

functions of the classification process. The Project Staff, therefore, 

proposes th,at the male institutions have specific missions rather than 

attempting to meet all needs of all inmates. This concept will facili

tate segregation of offenders by compatibility factors and will permit a 

smaller staff with better training to produce at a higher level. 

The offender's work assignment will be a heavily weighted factor in 

determining his institutional assignment. Those inmates designated to 

work on farms will be, aSSigned to the Morgan C~unty Regional Correc

tional Facility, Bledsoe County Regio~al Correctional Facility, Turney 
" ,c ' " 

,Center Annex, or Fort Pillow (or possibly to a new,4S0-.bec1 farm facility) ", 

and thoseperso~s assigned to industrl.·al . b 'II b 1 
)0 S Wl. e P aced ~t Turney 

Center. The F •. rm and Industry facilities will offer an Adult Basic 

~ueotion program to inmates on a .volunt~ry. "after work." baSis. 
" 

Offenders who are assigned to a fUll,:-t,ime academic/vocational program, 
" v 

as required t9,·~pPOrt,,;t:he prf~on system, wi,ll be housed at theLake
c 

County Regional Correctional Facility. Persons aSsigned to work details 

(' 

with the Departm.nts of Transportation and Conse{"ation o"r in community 
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projects will be assigned to the work camps. Individuals with 'special 

needs will be assigned accordingly, i.e., DeBerry Correctional Institute 

for mental health care, the Geriatric Unit (current Tennessee Prison for 

Women - Annex) for aged and infirm who do not require daily medical 

treatment other than medication. Those requiring intensive medical 

care, all males classified as maximum or close security, all males 

on voluntary checkin ovp.r fifteen days, all males on administrative 

segregation and all males found guilty of refusing to work will be 

housed at the Tennessee State Prison. Those males placed on a Work 

Release program will be housed at Memphis Community Service Center, 

Knoxville Community Service Center, Nashville Community Service Center, 

or Chattanooga Community Service Center. 

Classification is, and must continue to be, open to initiatives 

by the offenders, but changes must be made for good and sufficient 
;, 
fl f 1 cause" only. This does not negate nor minimize the need or regu ar 

review. This x:~view must involve the inmate'~; work and· housing 

supervisors. On ,a quart~;lY" basis a rrk E"~val,uation must be made a 

part of the i'nmate's record with comments by both individua~s forwarded 

to an appropriate associ~te warden via the i~ate's caseworker. This 
,', 

associate warden will approve the evaluation or request the inmate 
. ,i" .'~, 

be' returned to a reception center for r~classific~tion statfnghis/her 

reasons for such aotion.' 
(.\:! 0 ' 

Each male institution will have two caseworkers (work camps will 
\) , ", ,; 

have one caseworker and TSP will'hav~ three) who will be responsible for 
'~ 

.) ~ 

\\ 

the preparation of repO~ts to the Parole Board. 'nfey will also function, 
Cl '~"L' .', 

as members of the program review committees and ensure that each inmate's 

63 
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progress is recorded on at least a semi-annual basis. This progress 

report is to follow a prescribed format, although it must ~ot be limited 

to that format. 

Indi viduals will be returned to a rece,ption center when classifica-

til,n is deemed necessary by the institution for any of the following 

reasons: (1) completion of program, i.e., educational program at the 

Lake County Regional Correctional Facility, a treatment program at 

DeBerry Correctional Institute; (2) violation of a program, e.g., Work 

Release, P~role, etc., or (3) when inmate has been inappropriately 

classified and such can be substantiated by new information. This 

does not pertain to those persons who refuse to work: they will be 

immediately transferred to the Tennessee State Penitentiary and, after 

suit~le time, from there to the Middle Tennessee Reception Center 

for reclassification. These actions will be accomplished through 

the review process described earlier with the exception that the ~,fork 
. r) ~ 

supervisor will be replaced by anoth~r staff member. 

" This classification system, combined with the work programs out-

" lined in Sect;i;~n VII, will significantly impact the degree of idleness, 

and con,sequently the degree of inmate violence, now existent in the 
. iL" .' 

~dult ins~itution~ operated by the TDOC. 

\) (I. 

H· 
(Additional supportive information related'to~thecl.1,ssification 

o 

progrUl,butnot .pecifically cited in thecltex~, follows the tables 

at the .nd of this .ection.) {I 
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Personnel and Fiscal Adjustments Resulting from 
the-C:~nversion to the Regional Classification Program 

SUMMARy 

Personnel Adjustments Fiscal Additions (Savings) 

erational Ca ital 

Classification Centers: 

Brushy Mountain (63) ($ 948,600) 

Mi~d1e Tennessee Reception 
Center (Currently T.P.W.) 24 482,600 

(Nashville Regional Correc
tional Facility.Code 329.17) (92) 2,176,600) 

Memphis Correctional Center 

Sub-Total 

(16) 349, 200 t 
($2,991,eOQ) 

Note: 

If 

In this and subsequent sections personnel and cost/sayings 

figu1:'e~ apply only to the partic'':''r institution,(s) 1hted Ii 

to the TDOC in total; for example; the 63 poaitions and not " 

to be aboliBlled "at Brush~ Mountain ate corr.~tiona1 Off~~er " 

positions no longer required due to ~he red~ced,secUJity re

quirements of ~ classification center vs., ~, maXim~:,~ .. ~urity 
" 'b"" ' •• poaitiona pri~pn; these Will be'offset ebewere Y ne~ , 

f i1ities The number ,of positions directly added at other ac ., , 
r. J"':\ " 

re'lated to cla.sification will actuall~ inc:rease. 

th~ Total Personnel/Cqst Summary for ,the 'rDOC plan ,is 

presented ~in""SecUon XIII. 

v, ).. 
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Table I 

!!!:,le ImBte 'l'raffic at Reception Centel.d 

(Estimated Annual) 

East Tennessee Reception Center (Brushy Mountain Prison) 

Cells Available 
Vacancy 

ImBte Workers 

315 

-16 (5t) 
-32 (lOt) 

267 x 52 weeks • 13,884 Cell weeks Available 

1981-82 New Aanissions 

*1981-82 Parole Violators 

1981-82 ~ ReleaSe Violators 

1981-82 Ret~ Escapees 

Middle Tennessee ReoeptiCXl Center 

Cells A~lable 
Vacaricy 

ImIftte Workers 

·;'1"\ 

255 
-13. (5t) 

-26 (10t) 

1,298 at 8 weeks • 10,384 cell weeks needed 
(1)" , • 

276 at 2 weekS • 552 ce11• weeks needed 
if 

37~ at 4 weeks· 1,492 cell weeks needed 

125 at 4 weeks • _..;:5_0 .... 0 cell weeks ~. .' 

12,928 cellc weeks needed 
u 

'('l'enliesaee Prison for Wcmen) 

o 216 x 52 waelcS' .. 11,232 Cell Weeks Available' 

1981-82 New AdmiuialS 

*1981-82 P.aro1e Vio1atots 

1981-82 Work Release Violators 
" 

1981-82"Ret;uz:Md·E&eap111 
01981-82 D.C.I. Pmgran Ra'Ii.w 

\,; 

'll \j 

D 

1,027 at 8 weeks. "8,216 cell weeks needed 
. ,~ (!-

,218 at 2 wades • > 436 cell weeks needed 

66 

105 at'4 weeJcs • ~ 420 cell waekS needed 

99 at 4 weeks • 396 cell 'weeks needed 

230 at;l wae1c. 230 \eell weeks needed 

9,698 cell Weeks needed 
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Table I (Continued) 

West Tennessee Reception Center (MeJtt:hls Correctional Center) 

Cells Available 
Vacancy 

ImIate Workers 

375 

-19 (5%) 

-=38 (10%) 

318 x 52 weeks • 16,536 Cell Weeks Available 

1981-82 New Adminissions 

*1981-82 Parole Violators 

1981-82 Wbt.k Release Violators 

.; 1981-82 Retumed Escapees 

u::R:F Program Review 

1,281 at 8 weekS • 10,248 cell weeks needed 

272 at 2 weeks • 544 cell weeks needed 

164 at 4 weeks • 656 cell weeks needed 

123 at 4 weeks • 492 cell weeks needed 

1,166 at 1 week • 1,166 cell weeks needed 

13,106 cell weeks needed 

*As neither the '!!XC nor the Parole Board has an accurate record of the nunber 

of ~le violators returned to the custody of the '!!XC each year, a fcmrula 

. was"deviseC to give an estimate of those~. 'Dle foinI.ila: 

Average Dail~' Cens\;s Assigned x No. of I!CnthsfJQf year • N\.11i)er of irlMtes 
., ,~verage length , stay released - (admissioos) 

+ returned escapees .. P. Va mtumed.. In tems ofn 1981-82 this fOJ:1ll1la WClU1d 

be expressed as: 7948 x ¥o • 4768.8 - !3606 + 397) • 765.8, rounded off to an 

estimated 766 parole violators retumed to the '!!XC in 1981-8~~. ,'DUs mm:er 
q (' 

nul tipll.ad by the percentage of intake f~ each :region gives us an estimate of the, 

ntITi:ler of parole violators to be admitted to each of ~ recepUon centers. ~'" 

'lbis same prooeduz:e was' follOWed ~ estimat:Lngthe IUJ'Ii)er of J:"etw:ned ~ " \\ 

~ to be reclassified at each pf the r«:epU\:m Centers., " 
In addition the West Tennessee facility will be responsible for the recl4$Sif1ca;' 

,) 

,tion of ~tes oc:rrpleting their ptogr2llu at Lake CQmty. 'lhis n1.l!b!r should 

(:1 
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Table I (Caltinued) 

ox exceed 1166 per ~ ( capacity - 10' ataff - 5' vac.ancy factor x 2). '!he work 

zelease violators fran the HQ;C will also be reclassified at this facility: this 
n\mber represented 191 Ul 1981-82. 

'Dle Middle Tennessee Reception Center will be responsible for reclassification of 

persons fran the D.C.I. (230 persons in 1981-82), 220 persons resulting fran work 

release vio1atiCl'lS (FY '81 - '82) and an 1.1JlJcrom n\l1i)er of persons referred 
through the '!'SP. 

'Dle East Tennessee Center should receive for the PllFOBe of reclassification 519 

(FY '81 - '82) WOJ:k release violators in addition to parole violators and retumed 
e~. 

All three centers will share in the reclassification of male !mates believed to 

be inappropriately classified. Nlile this is also an unknown n\llb!r, it is expected 

to represent a f~ly anal1 peroent.age of inmIltes annUBlly. 

" 
" 

I l 
o 

. ' 
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CoU'lSelor I 

Psychological Examiner II 

Interviewer 

'!ypist I 

Counselor II 

Psychological Examiner I 

IntervielNer 

Typist II 

Testing Diagnostician I 

Olapla1n 3 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

at 

Table II 

Classification Teams 

Base 
Salary 

921 

1,416 

884 

620 ' 

1.003 

1,267 

884 

686 

961 

1,045 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Fringe 
Benefits 

$211.83 

325.68 

203.32 

142.60 

Sub Totals 

230.69 

291.41 

203.32 

157.78 

Sub Totals 

221.03 

240.35 

(23"1..) ttmthly A.'1.i".lal 

.. 1,132.83 S13.5~3.96 

.. 1,741.68 20.980.16 

.. 1,087.32 13,OL.7.84 

.. 762.60 9,151.20 

$4,724.43 $56,693.16 

.. 1.233.69 14,804.28 

.. 1,558.41 18,700.92 

.. 1.087.32 13,047.84 

.. 843.78 10,125.36 

$4,723.20 $56.678.40 

.. 1.182.03 14,184.36 

-1.285.35 15.424.20 

$151,880.12 
X 3 

$455.6!+O.36 
J! 

.:: " ~f 

'Dle above team ccnfigurations are required .for each of the three adult male r,gic:n)al 

classifiCation centers. 
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Classification Team Responsibilities 

The chaplain of a reception center, in addition to holding the 

intaks interview a.nd regular weekly services, must also provide individual 

counseling services to the inmate. 

The testing diagnostician will be responsible for the administering 

and scoring of group tests to all new admissions. These instruments of 

evaluation will be delive~gd to the team leader in a timely manner al-

though not later than the end of the second work week during which th~ 

individual is confined to the reception center. 

The counselor, functioning as team lead~r, must be responsible for 

insuring that the inmate's institutional and central office files are 

complete, that the information therein is accurate and, insofar as possible, 

has been verified through contact with families, employers, etc. This 

individual will insure that inmate~ housed for both initial classification 

and reclassification are processed in accordance with TDOC and institu-

tional policies • 

The psychological'examiner will evaluate all information, in consul

tation with the t.sting"d~"gnostician, following inter\,iews with the inmate. 
~ " ~ 

He/she will also be responsib,le for any individual testing which is indicated. 

Examiner reports must be written in such a manner, that they may be used by 
,,' 

persons of other disciplines, ,since there wil+ be no psychological examiner 
(~ " 

in other 1I\al. institutions." 

~ne in.terviewers are responsible for two' primary calssification 

functions. They.are th~ ind~V'iduals who gather .~sential dembgraPhic 
o I 

: "data 'and pet form ~ent:~fication tas~s such a. photographing, fingerp~inting, 

and insuring that, ~. mittimus papers received .are in order~ These· 
, 0 . 

II"~ ~, 

. persons i~itiat. the •• tablishment of the inmate i • imititutional and 

central office filGs. 

'10' I' 
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'l1le West TenMssee Reception Center will serve those counties east of the MississiWi River to a 
line on the eastern bouhIa.ry of Henly County south to the eastern bouhIa.ry of Hardin County. 

'!be Middle Tennessee Recept.i<Jn center will serve those oounties fxan a line drawn soutIVcud on the 
western bounda.ty of Stewart County to the western bounda.ty of wayne Comlty am exterxl east to the 
eastern bounda.Iy of Clay Comlty south to the eastern bounda.Iy of Marion County. 

'!be Eastern Tennessee Reception Center will serve those ooonties fxan a line drawn southwud fxan 
the ~tem bounda.ty of Pickett County to the western bounda.Iy of Hamil ton County to the eastern 
bounda.ty line of Temessee. 

Regional Areas to be SeIved by Classification Reception Centers 

,C AI 
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V1I. Institutional Programs 

A. Current Programs 

Beginning in the early 1960s and continuing to this time the 

TDOC has attempted to provide a wide range of programs to all inmat~s 

at all institutions. By June of 1970 the TDOC policy commitment to 

the "rehabilitation" ethic was the expressed keystone of management. 

In the 1969-70 year the TDOC was highlighting a "recidivist percentage 

rate" of 53 percent. The TDOC annual report stated at that time: 

Correction officials believe the decrease in recidivism 
is largely due to treatment programs, increased vocational 
and academic training opportunities throughout the system, 
and better job placement upon release. It is hoped that 
Tennessee is experiencing a turning point in prison history 
that will continually reflect lower and lower recidivist rates. 

In order to insure that recidivist rates continue to drop, 
priorities must be placed in the areas of more and better 
educational, vocational, and diagnostic and treatment facilities 
thoroughly equipped with professional personnel to properly 
administer them. 

For this reason Tennessee Correction personnel strongly 
endorse the upgrading of academic and vocational skill 
training, diagnostic, behavior and attitude change and 
other programs in all state institutions. It has been 
observed in institutions havine such progra~s that re
leased inmates are much better equipped to adapt and 
earn their own way in a free society. 

Now, twelve years later, 70 percent of the state's inmates are 

recidivists, having received felony sentences prior to their current 

conviction. No firm evidence exists to indicate that if the TDOC were 

to continue on the same course for an additional twelve years and 

several millions of dollars the result would be any different. 

The policies cited not only have created a mUltiplicity of programs 

but have heavily and adversely impacted what had been the historic 
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traditie,n of inmate .... ork. Referring to th~ State's institutinn~l far~~ 

the same lQ6Q-70 report stRtes: 

The fann program .... ill continue to be designed to complement 
correctional rehabilitation progra~s. Inmate needs come 
first, production second. (Emphasis added). Changes in 
correctional prot-rams r~lative tll rehabilitcltion and trainin!, 
of inm2t~s sometimes require that fanning meth8ds and even 
crop or liveo;[,)ck proJuctilJn probra~s be changed to meet the 
alter~J situation. Increased mechanization, mod~rnizati~n, 
and the use of che~icdls in the gro .... ini of field crops have 
playeJ significant roleS in the adaptd!:ion of the farms t,) 
the needs of the changing times. Some points of em~~dsis 
duriilg the in::1Bt<"5 fann training arc: moder:1 fanning tech
niques, equi?~~:H ust.' and maintenance, and reiuctic'n of la:'·.'!" 
anc .... a5t". 

T\.,'elve years later the Farm Division has haJ an o?erJting profit :)f 

only $~7,SOb in the three years betw~en 7/l:7Q and 6/3C ' 5:. (See chart on 

oPJ1osi te page) 

Bv 1970 the Industry ~ivision had also identified rehabilitative 

training for iru::ates as a pri:::ary gl'dl: 

At the present ti~e rnuc~ t~0ug~t and ti~e is being spent in 
an effort to develop still mor~ industries for training purposes ... 

Only by continuing tl) imprl,ve our services in this area can '.Je 
establish a program to achieve the follo .... ing objectives: 

l. 

3. 

Create useful activity to help the iru::Jate to profitably 
pass the time. 

~otivate the i~ate to take pride in teamwork and establish 
good '.Jork habits in the production of goods. 

Provide the skills necessary to make a livelihood in a free 
society. by teaching modern techniques and the operation of 
modern machines. 

~. Place the individual in a position to associate his training 
.... it11 his desires for a lifetime career. 

5. Make it possible for the inmate to earn money to provide 
for some of his needs and to make some contribution to his 
family, ..mile he is a prisoner. 
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6. 

7. 

Expose the inmate to an industrial cJmplex whose objectives 
are comparable to Industries operating in a democratic 
society. 

Make it possible for the inmate to offset some of the 
expense of his incarceration. 

Twelve years later the Industry Division has had an operating loss of 

$716,798 between 7/1/79 and 6/30/82. (See previously cited chart) 

The range of programs in addition to farm and industry programs is 

extensive. As the accompanying chart displays, the TDOC provides some-

where within its syste,n 52 separate programs at 249 delivery points. In 

addition each institution has seven basic functions necessary to daily 

operation, i.e., food service, maintenance, security, etc. Management is 

often overburdened by the number of diverse programs it is expected to 

effectively prOVide, and this fragmentation of purpose limits the quality 

of all programs. 

This plan will by its specific recommendations reflect the Project 

Staff's opinion that the policies of the sixties are ineffective, expensive, 

and should be reversed. 

B. Proposed Programs 

The reorganization of the Tennessee Department of Correction's 

institutions outlined in this section is based in part upon the data, 

infonnation, and assessments contained in the other sections. This 

reorganization will provide a simple, unadorned, work-oriented, constitu-

tional prison system that will ultimately cost the taxpayers less per 

inmate to operate. 

The plan calls for each institution to have one specific program 

purpose and places high value on the classification of inmates. It 
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permits the Warden of an lnstitution time to concentrate on the foundation 

of any well-managed facility; Le., productive inmate work, sanitation, 

staff training and supervision, and budget management. While extensivel y 

reducing the number of programs being offered to innates to reduce their 

current frustration with enforced idleness, it offers full-time work, 

expanded off-hours recreation, and intensive full-time training based on 

departmental need. 

Farm FaciIi ties 

The institutional farms that surround the prisons have been managed 

by a centralized Division separate from the host prisons for administrative 

purposes since 1969, and for budget purposes since 1976. At least equal 

to, and quite possibly more than, the policy avoidance of inmate farm 

labor and disdain for row-crop farming, the current separation of program 

and fiscal accountability has significantly and adversely impacted the 

fiscal status and correctional benefit of the farming operations. The 

Farm Division is financed by revenues and the institutions are funded by 

appropriated dollars. The Farm Division's financial positions illustrated 

in the preceding chart do not include the farm-related expenditures of 

the host prisons. This plan proposes that a prison farm, as part of the 

prison, be funded with appropriated dollars offset by revenue. 

The ~gricultural management structure is perhaps the classic current 

example of noncorrectional expertise dominating a correctional enterprise 

to the detriment of the TDOC and, ironically, to the detriment of the 

inmates. Beginning in the sixties when the Department of Agriculture 

assumed the management of the farms, and continuing to the present 
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Agri-Industry Board, noncorrectional management has followed the course 

that has proven so successful in the "free world"; 1. e., a large quant i ty 

of farm labor replaced by a small but very expensive quantity of machinery 

and emphasis placed on producing a cash crop for market. When the cash 

income fails to meet the expenditures of a prison farm the experts can 

only assume on the basis of their own success that it is due to TDOC 

mismanagement or "the State's way of doing business." It is also unfortunate 

that no one apparently sees the contradiction in complaining about "idle 

inmates" or criticizing the TDOC for not providing full employment. 

This plan adopts the historic policy - prior to the sixties -

that prison farms exist to provide labor for inmates and food for 

inmates to eat. This plan abolishes the Farm Division (financial code 

329.31) and folds the operation into the four existing farm facilities. 

The farms are to concentrate on: raising beef cattle, swine, and 

poultry; egg and dairy production; and vegetable farming - all for 

institutional consumrtion. At least for the 1983-84 fiscal year no plan 

is proposed for a cannery or freezer plant but they may be considered in 

the future. h the current year the Adult Division has budgeted $9,000,000 

for the purchase of food. If consumption of in-season farm produce and 

other farm products can reduce that expenditure by $3,000,000, then 

consequently after expenses incurred, the TDOC wIll have benefited both 

fiscally and correctionally. 
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Maintenance activities, such as land and timber clearing, farm ann 

prison building repair and construction, etc., should be done in the 

winter months. Clearing of highway shoulders and other state and local 

government projects should also be undertaken in the winter IOOnths. 

The Farm Director's position will be transferred to the staff of 

the Assistant Commissioner for Adult Services. The Farm Wardens will 

report to, and be supervised by, the Farm Director. 

The Farm Facilities are: 

Morgan County Regional 1,600 acres 

Bledsoe County Regional 6,825 acres* 

Turney Center Annex 2,281 acres 

Fort Pillow 6,039 acres 16.745 

*The property deed on file in the Real Property office 

indicates that TDOC Bledsoe County property consists 

of 6,825.55 acres. This land is in dispute between the 

!DOC and Department of Conservation and the issue should 

be resolved one way or the other. 

- total 

The Cockrill Bend farm is not included since it may ultimately be 

closed since a large portion of the Cockrill Bend area will be sold to 

Met ro for conversion to an indust rial development. That portion of the .J 

Cockrill Bend prison farm lying below the floodplain. however, may 

continue to be farmed for an indefinite period. 

If it is determined that a 450-bed facility 1s to be constructed to 

meet the system's capacity needs, it is recommended that it be a prison 

farm. 
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Industrial Facility: Turney Center 

The Tennessee State Industry Division (ISI) is headquartered at the 

Tennessee State Prison and has operations at the State Prison, Women's 

Prison, Turney Center, and Fort Pillow. The bulk of the manufacturing 

enterprise is at the State Prison. As was outlined in the sub-section 

concerning farms. the Industry operation is administratively separate 

from the host prisons and is subordinate to regular prison activity. 

For the past eight years some TDOC operational staff have believed 

that for TS1 to be a profitable enterprise - in terms of income and 

irmate employment - it would require its own facility. Conceptually the 

need can be expressed as the requirement for a manufacturing plant which 

also houses prisoners, rather than a prison that includes industry as 

one of its programs. 

The Project Staff proposes just such an operation at the Turney 

Centt:!r. This plan requires that TSI (329.30) and Turney Center (329.14) 

operations be merged into one financial code and funded by state appropria

tion reduced by industrial revenue. 

The two staffs would be merged resulting in one administration not 

only uniquely suited to the purpose, but resulting in an initial annual 

operational savings of $1,119,400. Due to the complexity of this proposed 

mer~er the Project Staff includes in this section more detail than has 

been provided to the readers heretofore, 

The industrial buildings at the state prison are antiquated, multi

storied, environmentally inferior units not adaptable to modern manu

facturing demands or alteration. Since 1979 the TDOC has expended 

$430,473 on repairs to the Industry buildings at the State Prison and 
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has currently allocated but not yet spent $483,199 for the same purpose. 

A privatea;r:chitectural study and a study by the F & A 'Facilities 

Man"gement Division have identified additional expenditures of $2,086,700 

required ,to make the buildings usable for ten more years. 'nle Project 

Staff is convinced that the need to discontinue further financial 

investment in the Tennessee State Prison industrial plant is i~conto-

vertible. 

'nle conversion at Turney Center is detailed on the following pages. 

£1 
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Turney Center Conversion 

New Woodplant. Warehouse. and Refurbishing Plant 

Because this plant will be relocated in a one-level building at 

Turney Center. savings will be incurred throughout the manufacturing 

process. 

Straight-line manufat!turing will increase the speed of production by 

25 percent. Presently at TSP the flow of materials and products requires 

33 percent more handling than would be necessary for a one-floor operation. 

The current excessive handling generates an annual average of $12.000 in 

damage to goods, which would be substantially reduced. ~y implementing a 

straight-line flow. the availability of the pr.oduct is enhanced. which is 

one of the criteria for product certification. 

Woodplant supervisory staff codld be ,reduced by 33 percent. 

Additional savings from current TSP operation can be found through 

the elimination of elevator repair and building repair referred to earlier; 

and there is damage to material because of leaking roofs - $1,200/yr., 

dust removal from faulty dust collector - $1.200/yr., building maintenance 

costs of $81,000 and costs of $9.000 per year f()r electrical maintenance 

necessary for machines due to poor wiring. 

An appropriate, one-level production layout is calculated to save, 

conaervati,ve1y, $172,000 per year in efUciency. An increase in production 

capacity also is calculated to increase net profit by $21,500 per shift 

annually. 

The refurbishing plant will be housed in the woodplant section of the 

,:bul1ding, not interfering wi. th woodpl6\nt operations but probably sharing 

spray booth functions. 
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Since the exact location of this building has not been determined, 

1,500 feet was used as the distance to water and steam connections. 

(See'Turney Center layout on opposite page) r 
The dimensions of this one-level, butler-type building would be ! 

600' X 200' or 120,000 square feet. At a cost projected at $16/sq. ft. 

the building would cost $1,920,000. This includes lights, plumbing and • 
heat. Some building costs are optional and may be dismissed; i.e., access 

road, while other costs may be reduced if distances are actually less 

than those used for calculation purposes. Loading-unloading docks 

costs are covered within the speculated co:t. 

The proposed location for this building would not be threatened 

by flooding from the Duck River. Although there has been a drainage 

problem in this area, TDOC engineering says this problem has now been 

corrected. 

Fire hydrants will have to be installed in this area. The closest 

hydrant is 100' away. Discussions with Metro Fire officials suggest 

that a sprinkler system is our best alternative to a new f.ire engine. 

Costs for the sprinkler system are included in the package price which 

was calculated at $l/sq. ft. Costs associated with the hydrants are 

$10,200. 

The fire engine at Turney can pump a maximum of 760 g.p.m. and has 

1300' of 2 1/2" hose. This capability coupled with the sprinkler system 

and fire hydrant hookups will be adequate. 
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Turney Center 

~lant, Warehouse, and Refurbishing Plant 

Cost smmary' 

New Building 

Steamline to Building 

Electrical System 

Waterline to Building 

Sewage 

Transfcmners 

Sprinkler Bystem 

Engineering Fee (.05494) 

(AsSOCiated Costs) 

Relocate Existing Dust Collector 

Install 1\10 Additiaw. Collectors 

Engineering Pee (.06279) 

+10% 0nJcncwn 

+ 6% Inflat.iat 

6- PJt: Pipe + (2) 8ydrants 
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$1;920,000 

90,000 

150,000 

2,700 

45,000 

20,000 

120,000 

128,983 

$2,,476,683 

$ 65,000 

310,000 

23,546 

398,546 

$2,875,229 

287,523 

189,765 

10,200 

$3,362,717 

Paint Plant 

Costs for constructing the paint plant were calculated using a 

cost factor of S32/sq. ft. This figure was used because of the special 

needs associated with this type industry. 

All wiring for this building and equipment must be explosion 

proof(ed). This is a more expensive process than conventional wiring. 

Special ventilation needs are necessary also. In that paint f~~es 

are heavier than air, the building would have to be vented from near 

floor level. 

Special design considerations will be needed to prevent roof collapse 

in case of an explosion. 

A sprinkler system has been included in the cost. The proposed 

location of the building (See Table I) provides quick access for the 

fire engine. A fire hydrant should also be placed at this location 

which would cost $1,200. 

Cost Surnmarv - Paint Plant , 

Building 
$240,000 

Streamline 
6,000 

Electrical System 
22,500 

Waterline to BUilding 
900 

Sewage 
15,000 

Tr ans formers 
6,000 

Sprinkler System 
7,500 

Engineering Fee 
19,051 

+10% UI'.known 
$ 31,695 

+6% Inflation 
$ 20,918 

6" PVC Pipe - (1) Hydrant 
1,200 

$370,764 
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Metal Plant, Sign Plant, License Plant 

Although power 1s currently located in "J" building, locating 

all thre~ of these plants in the same building will require additional 

power. 

John R. Wald Company, the original supplier, can engineer and 

supervise the removal of the license plant from Fort Pillow and its re-

installation in "J" building. Accordingly, the TDOe will provide labor, 

rigging and vehicles. 

Owens and bonderizing tanks may be located outside the ?roduction 

areas. Additional expenses may be incurred here which are undetermined 

a t this time. 

Sufficient lighting is available throughout "J" building as is 

heat. Welding stations needing ventilation will be located next to 

walls and vented outside. 

Electrical (Including 750 KW) $132,924 

As a demonstrator of cost savings the "Rule of Thumb" product 

used is the "Four Drawer, legal size filing cabinet wi th lock, Catalog 

No. 036101." Tne rationale is that this filing cabinet is TS1's largest 

quantity and revenue-generating product in the metal plant. 

In depth time studies were recently completed at TSP on this filing 

cabinet and the data are astounding. For example, twenty percent of the 

time used to produce a filing cabinet is spent in a transportation situation. 

It is being moved from one operation to another. Forty-four percent of 

the time is spent in a storage situation. Either the parts are waiting 
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to be moved or ~ust wait h' 
w ~le other parts for different products are 

being produced. 
One percent of the time is in 

delay, such as waiting for 
an elevator to carry th ' 

e Cab~net upstairs. 
By the time one filing 

Cabinet has been finished 't 
... has traveled a total of 4.397 miles, or 

23,216 feet. 
One can reasonably project th t ' 

- - _ a w~th a one-level operation, set u to aCcommodate filin cabinets 
dies, it is ro ressi ve 
-:::~~~~~~S~S~i~b!l!e~to~m~a!k~e~a~f[~~'l~l~'n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t cabinet in less than half the 
time it currently takes. 

Costs of Movin License Ta 
Plant from Fort Pillow to Turne 

Crane rental: S60/day 

40' tandem, flat-bed, tractor-trail er: 

Tractor: SlOS/day or S525/7 days + .15 
cents per mile 

S 21/day or S150/7days + .03 cents 
per mile 

Tractor: 

(Round trip, TSP _ 
TC = 130 miles) - S23.40/rig 

State vehicle used f 
or transporting presses 

Low-boy: 

Center 

$50,000 
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Sewing Plant 

"H" Building 10,000 sq. ft. 

This plant location is close to the steamline; therefor.e, running a 

steam line into this building will not be a problem. There is. however, 

insufficient lighting for sewing processes. 

Although electrical power is in this building. some expense will be 

incurred to handle the numerous machines. 

The heating capabilities of this area are unknown at this time. 

Therefore. the speculated costs involved here are probably high by perhaps 

$5,000 to $10,000. 

Lighting 

Steam to Press 

Electrical and 

Heating Unknowns 

$10,000 

6,000 

26.000 

$42.000 

Print Plant 

Since there is currently electrical power in the building where the 

print plant will be located. minimal needs are anticipated. The room is 

void of appropriate lighting but only a 200 amp service is needed here. 

"G" Building 6, 400/sq. ft. 

Light ing 

Electrical 

$ 5,000 

5,000 

$10,000 
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Central Stores 

OUtside Warehouse - "H" Building, uF" Building 

No major expenses are foreseen to incorporate central stores. 

Storage racks will be manufactur~d by TSI to better utilize space. 

Minor modifications may be provided by maintenance. 

Dental Lab 

It is recommended that the dental lab, currently located at Turney 

Center, be moved to the Main Prison, with its supervisor, and placed 

under the jurisdiction of the prison hospital. 

Soap Plant 

The soap plant should be closed for production due to antiquated 

equipment and methods. TSI should instead act as a distributor for soap 

and associated cleaning products purchased from manufacturers. 

Capital Cost Summary - New TSI Plant at Turney Center 

1. Warehouse/Woodplant 

2. Paint 

3. Metal, Sign, License Plates 

4. Move License Plates 

5. Sewing 

6. Print 

7. Central Stores 

Total Capital Costs 

Equipment Costs (following pages) 

Total Cost - Capital and Equipment 
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$3,362,717 

370,764 

132,924 

50,000 

42,000 

10,000 

-0-

$3,968,405 

913,000 

$4,881,405 
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Equipment 

The equipment purchases necessary to bring TSI to a competitive 

postition vis-a-vis other vendors for government requirements are: 

~P~l~a~n~t~ __ ~E~q~u~i~p~m~e~n~t~ ________________________________________ Estimated Cost 

Tag 

Metal 

Wood 

1. Hydraulic Press Brake w!multi-die set-up 

2. License Plate coating machine 

NOTE: Required only if a management decision is 
made to contract for out-of-state 
business. Current equipment is suffi
cient for Tennessee volume. 

$ 60,000 

20,000 

$ 80,000 

1. Conveyorized spray bonderizing and paint syste~ 340,000 

2. Roll forming. tooling and equipnent 100,000 

3. Conveyorized spot welding system 20,000 

4. progressive dies and update jigs and fixtures 50,000 

5. Tig Welders-3 at S6,000 each 18,000 

6. Notching machine and tooling 20,000 

7. Tubing saw and handsaw 10,000 

$558,000 

1. 24" Planers - :2 at $12,000 each S 24,000 

2. Radial arm saws - 2 at S2,000 each 4,000 

3. Table saws - 2 at S2,000 each 4,000 

4. Glue rail 40,000 

5. Mould sander 4,000 

6. Straight line saw 3,000 

7. Conveyorized spray stripping hooth 5,000 

8. Sewing machines - 2 at Sl,OOO each 2,000 

S 86,000 
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_P_l_a_n_t ____ ~E~q~u~i~p~m~e~n~t~ ________________________________________ Estimated Cost 

Sign 1. Vacuum Silk Screen Table $ 5,000 

$ 5,000 

Uniform 1. Buttonhole machine $ 4,000 

and 2. Single needle machines-2 at SI,OOO each 2,000 

Clothing 3. Shirt Pocket Creaser 3,000 

4. Union special machine 2,000 

5. Pocket slitter 1,500 

6. Double needle machine zipper setter 2,500 

7. Top stich machine 1,000 

8. Double needle machine zipper setter 2,500 

9. Topper machine 6,000 

10. Legger machine 7,000 

11. Electric boiler reimer 3,000 

12. Belt looper and corner cutter 2,000 

S36,000 

Print 1. Offset Press $22,000 

$22,000 

Tool 1. Horizontal mill $ 6,000 

& 2. Vertical mill 6,000 

Die 3. Metal lathe 3,000 

4. Floor grinder 1,000 

5. Metal Bandsaw 7,000 

6. Radial Drill Press 4,000 
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C t summary - TSI Plan~ at Turney Center Equipment os _ 

Tag 80,ClOO 

Metal 558,000 

Wood 86,000 

Sign 5,000 

Clothing 36,000 

Print 22,000 

Tool/Die 42,000 

Warehouse 84,000 

SuD-Total $913,000 

. t for the Turney Center In reviewing the personnel requ1remen s 

conversion (See end of this section) two additional 

breaks from traditlo~ should be emphasized. 

and most significant 

First, the Director of Industry position is converted to a new 

ct ' Industry warden" (a warden IV salary range) .position of "Corre 10n 
'. Co' tion Industry warden" 'and the facility will have five "Associate rrec 
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positions: Administration. Security, Manufacturing. Sales and MarketIng, 

and Engineering. 

Secondly, the TSI positions (from foreman to superintendent) and 

Co~rectional Security positions (from Officer I to Captain) are merged 

Into~, new position group called "Correction IndustrY,Supervisor" I 

!'.hrough V. Inmate houdng will be based on job assignments. As inmate 

~rkers move from housing unit to job location the same supervision 

loes wi th them. 

In 1927 when the main industry facilities were placed at the State 

Prison along with the then .adem manufacturing methods, TSI was a pro

flt~ble enterprise. TSI continued to be profitable in terms of financial 

return and inmate .mployment until the late 1950's. By then the industrial 

plant had become outmoded as a .. nufacturing facility and incapable of 

providinl sufficient .. ployaent for the larger TSP inmate population. No 

strong remedial action was taken then and the downward slide has continued 

to this day. Once again, as in 1927. the State .us~ invest in new plant 

and equipment. Up.to-date manufacturing methods cannot be implemented 

profitably without the proposed investment. 

In addition to some of the as yet intangible benefits the staff has 

suggested will result from this conversion is the increased ability of the 

Agri-Industry Board to assist the TDOC. The Turney Center Industrial 

FaciUty with its managet:lent methods - even more than the fam facilities -

will Ir.atly enhance the blending of the Board's expertise with the 

TDOC's correctional expertise. It is entirely reasonable to believe that 

this enhancement can only ben~fit the taxpayers of Tennes8ee. 
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Educational Facility: Lake County Regional Prison 

The TDOC has, and will have, an ongoing need to develop a well-

trained cadre of inmates to provide the essential skilled services necessary 

to maintain the prison system. For such training to be academically and 

fiscally effective it should be con~entr~ted at a major "training academy 

for inmates" and provided to those inmates who are lntellectulilly capable 

and motivated to accept full-time, intensive training. 

Students for the Lake County educational facUity will be selected at 

the regional classification centers from new admissions or from referrals 

from the farm and industry facilities. The training at Lake County is to 

be full-time and a student must maintain a passing grade average and 

exhibit acceptable behavior to remain at the facility. Inmates may not 

remain at the facility to take multiple courses, i. e., no ,uprofessional" 

students. At the completion of an inmate's training program he is to be 

transferred to the Memphis Classification Center for further reassignment 

to a facility ~equiring his skills. 

The courses tentatively scheduled for the Lake County facility are: 

Adult Basic Education - as required for pre-vocational course. 

Food Service (including meat cutting) 

Painting Refrig .. ration and Air-Conditioning 

Masonry Automotive Repair 

Carpentry & Roofing Electrical Viring 

Welding Plumbing 

Horticulture 
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Several of these courses will provide actual job experiences as 

well as classroom and shop work with the inmate going into the community 

to provide services for public projects. Upon satisfactory completion 

of a vocational training course, the inmate will be awarded a certificate 

of successful completion. This will assist him in securing employment 

vhen paroled or discharged. 

Vo~en's Prison: Nashville Regional Prison Location 

It is not surprising that in a system where female offenders constitute 

5 percent of the total population they frequently receive less th.n 

their fair share of correctional attention and resources • 

In many cases it 1s not indifferenc~ but economy of scale th~t 

prevents femAle offenders from receiving a proportionately equal share 

of resources. Although the TPW does not appear overcrowded, the Project 

Staff believes that the need for nonhousing program space is more important 

for the female offenders than for male offenders. This b~lief is not 

based on the gender of the offender but rather on the fact that since 

female offenders cannot uaually go, and will not in the proposed system 

go, wIt.ere the program. are, the programs must be made available. where 

the women are. 

The women are to have an academic program ranging from Basic Adult 

Education through the General Equivalency Diploma. They are to be the 

only particip~nts in the computer school located at the Tennessee State 

Prison. The move to the Nashville Regional Prison will place them 

closer to this work site. Additional vocational training will be 

offered in the areas of cashier checking, cosmetology, and culinary 

aru. 
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Women completing these courses will rece~ve certificates Which will be of 

assistance to them in finding employment upon release from prison. 

The size~ location and configuration of the Nashville Regtonal 

Correctional Facility will accommodate a work release program for the 

women. These women are currently housed at the T~v Annex and transporta

tion into Nashville and to their work sites presents a problem. This plan 

corrects that, since the ~tetropol1tan Transit Authority has a regular stop 

at TSP. 

This move also should prove beneficial to the inm~tes' families, 

since Nashville Regional Prison has easier access to the interstate 

highway system than does the facility which they currently occupy. 

Loc2ting all 415 female offenders (June 1984) at the Nashville 

Regional Prison will provide the necessary ·p~ogram space and total living 

conditions to put the female offender on parity with the male offender. 

Tennessee State Prison 

Significant changes are proposed for the Tennessee State Prison. As 

noted in the classification section, TSP will house prisoners requiring 

medical care at the hospital, all inmates classified as ''Maximum'' or 

"ClolSe," all inmates on "Administrative Segregation," all inmates who have 

refused to work at another facility as determined by a disciplinary 

board, and any inmate who has been on "voluntary check-in" status for 

longer than 15 days at another facility. 
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There are many compelling reasons fo~ the proposed conversion of 

TSP and the reader must not only consideT each individually, but how 

they interrelate. 

The farm. industry. and educational facilities must concentrate on 

their primary programs and. secondly. must have the ability to issue a 

"awift and certain" response to inappropriate behavior; i.e., immediate 

transfer to TSP. 

At the reduced population level of 1000 inmates, TSP will be expensive 

to operate - $45.11 per prisoner day. Since the major portion of that 

cost is plant operations and security, the greatest financial benefit to 

the TOOC is reached by placing all inmates who require expen,lve supervision 

in one location. thus eliminating the additional cost elsewhere. Currently 

all prisons (not C.S.C.'s) house some of the prisoners of the type 

planned for TSP which is. overall to the TDOC, most inefficient. Most 

importantly, with no planned reduction in the security staff at TSP. the 

violent behavior of these types of inmates can be sharply reduced from 

the level they now produce throughout the .ystem. Further perspective 

can be gleaned from re~lizing that the cost per prisoner day at Brushy 

Mountain is $40.30 in the current ye~r. 

While no doubt the TSP staff considers it a burJen, the proximity 

to TSP of the TDOC management staff. Capitol Press Corps, Legislature, 

and other public oversight agencies makes this arrangement desirable. As 

now and always, the type of prisoner to be housed at TSP generates the 

attention of TOoe management and the Judicial System out of all propor

tion to their numbers or actual grievances. In rural facil1 ties 
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these prisoners often cause suspicions to arise because their charges of 

mistreatment are more difficult to investigate. This type of prisoner 

most often causes prison unrest, and except for facilities in Davidson 

County the !DOC cannot respond with additional staff in less than four to 

six hours. TSP can receive additional TDOC security and other staff from 

TOOC institutions within one hour. 

.!!.ork Cames 

In June of 1977 some of this Project Staff attended a meeting between 

the TOOC and other state government agencies concerning the establishment 

adaptable than larger facilities to local correction use for the lesser 

security prisoners in local custody. 

Specialized Facilities 

The Project Staff proposes no change at the DeBerry Institute; and 

proposes it changing the current. TN Annex to a Geriatric Unit for those 

aged and infirm male inmates who do not require daily medical attention 

other than medication • 

c. Proposed Prison Capacities by June 1984 

The chart on the pages which follow subsection D. illustrates the 

of a free-standing work camp. effect which implementation of all institutional program changes and all 

To date no such camp has been built, but two "work camps" have in capital construction called for in this moc plan would have on the 

fact ended up being built as 12G-bed annexes to existing TDOC facilities 

already short of work for inmates under the current system. 

Some of the most cost-effective state use of inmate labor can be 

derived from small work units located close to the work to be done - near 

state forests, regional highway garages, and major streams and rivers. 

The four work camps proposed in this plan are that type of facility. 

Prior to their actual construction, if approved, there should be some 

assurance given to the Executive and Legislature that the inmates in the 

camps will in fact be used by other agencies, such as Transportation and 

Conservation. 

As has been noted, the TDOC may continue to experience increasing 

growth in the percentage of Class X offenders and other long-term 

inmates in the prison system. If so, it may, in five or ten years, 

be difficult for the TOOC to find sufficient "minimum" security inmates 

for these camps. Should this be the case, the 12G-bed units are more 
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projected designated capacity of all facilities in the State's prison 

system by June 1984. 

It also reflects the designated capacity of each institution in 

October 1982, the actual in-house population on October 18, 1982, and the 

TOoe's current designated capacity projections for June 1984: these 

projections assume the completion of all currently approved and scheduled 

construction, double-ceIling in no more than half the cells in certain 

facilities, and the reduction of TSP population to 1550. 

Among the major changes in capacity which would result from this 

TDOC-proposed plan would be the further reduction of TSP population to 

1350 by June 1984 and the discontinuance of local jail contracts. 

It may be helpful to the reader to understand that the Projected 

Modified In-House Population figure represents the total number of beds 

whjch the State Planning Office demographer calculates the sys~em ~ill 
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need at any particular time in order to accommodate projected increases in 

prison population. Designated capacities are often "moving targets" which 

adjust as necessary to reflect new capacities coming on line from new 

construction as well as to meet actual system needs. 

Ideally, the total designated capacity of the State's prison system 

should rarely fall more than 100-150 below the projected modified in-house 

population figure if prisoners are to be housed without undesirable 

overcrowding. Institutional capacities should also stabilize at a 

constitutionally acceptable level. (Pitfalls inherel1t in the "game" of 

prison populatlon forecasting are thoroughly reviewed in Charles Friel's 

treatise on the subject which appears in the Appendix. ) 

D. Emergency Powers Proposal 

No matter what the short and intermediate range solutions to over

crowding may be, the issue will not be dealt with effectively until sone 

method is devised to control prison population into the long-range future. 

One logical option is to control the sentencing behavior of the courts. 

Such control. though within the prerogative of legislative enactment, 

tends to fly in the face of the doctrine of separation of powers and for 

that reason has been rejected by the planning staff. A more viable option 

is to establish control on the output rather than on the input end of the 

corr~ctional process - that is, to control the rate of release of persons 

from prison as a means of through-time control of prison population. 
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The underlying rationale for such "back end" control is the well

established fact that within broad limits the amount of time any person 

spends in prison has not been demonstrated to correlate with behavior 

.her release. That is, on a statistical basis. it doesn't make much 

difference whether a second term burglar serves 24 or 30 months in 

prison. As a group, burglars serving 24 months do not recidivate signif

icantly more or less than those doing 30 months. 

Though it may not be a popular idea, this fact represents an important 

potential opportunity for controlling prison population at minimal cost 

to the taxpayer without significant change in risk to public safety. A 

method of accomplishing such control has been demonstrated in several 

stat~s in recent ye&rs and is known as emergency powers legislation. 

The basic idea is to authorize the Governor to advance the parole eligi

bility of prisoners in direct response to prison population growth which 

is clearly moving toward overcrowded circumstances. Such advancement of 

parole eligibility in no way obligates the Parole Board to advance the 

release of a prisoner. In all respects, aside from the factor of eligi

bility for consideration, the system will continue to function as it 

does now. Advancement of engibility will be accomplished only to the 

extent carefully calculated to maintain control of prison population and 

in no event will it exceed limits previously established by the General 

Assembly. 

Such legislation is proposed for Tennessee and will contain the 

following essential elements: 

(1) A prison population capacity figure will be determined 

and certified by the Commissioner of Correction as part of the 

Tennessee Department of Correction's annual budget. 
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(2) The capacity figure will be reviewed and specifically endorsed 

as part of the appropriation bill enacted by the General 

Assembly. 

(3) Whenever the Department's total in-house population 

(those physically present at midnight of each day) 

meets or exceeds 957. of the approved capacity for 

30 successive days, the Commissioner will so certify 

to the Governor. 

(4) Such certification will include an analysis of the 

factors contributing to population growth together with 

~ prediction of popUlation both six months and twelve 

months in the future if emergency powers are ~ 

invoked. 

(5) The Commissioner's certification will include an analysis 

of the amount of parole eligibility advancement best 

calculated to maintain total population between 35 and 

95 percent of capacity. In no event will an effort 

be made to control population below 85 percent of 

capaci ty. 

(6) Certification will state both a time linit and a popula

tion figur~ at which the emergency powers will terminate. 

The time limit will not exceed 12 months. The population 

figure will be deemed to have been reached when total 

in-house population is at or below the stated figure for 

30 successive days. 
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(7) In no event will the CommiSSioner request parole eligi

bility advancement in excess of one-half of the total 

minimum parole eligibility as fixed by statute. Any 

advancement recommended will be the minimum required 

to achieve the population reduction stated 1n the 

certification to the Governor. 

(8) Statute will provide that the Parole Board may employ 

Hearing Officers. Hearing Officers may recommend any 

action within the authority of the Board with such 

recommendations becoming official actions upon review 

of case material and sign-off by three Board Members. 

A Hearing Officer and one Board Member may constitute 

a hearing panel With sign-off required by only two other 

members to become offiCial. 

(9) Statute will provide that any adult Associate Warden 

may temporarily be designated Hearing Officer during 

periods when emergency powers are in effect and when 

increased workload justifies, as determined by Chairman 

of the Board. Such temporary Hearing OfHcers ~ 1l2!. 

hear cases from the institution to which they are 

regularly assigned. Except for good ct.1!se shown, the 

Commissioner will honor the request of the Chairman 

for such designation of t~mporary Hearing Officers not 

to exceed half-time assignment of anyone Associate 

Warden. 
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(10) Statute will provide that during the operation of 

emergency powers the Board may discharge from parole I 
·~Ii~ 

One important caveat must be recognized, however. No system involving 

a number of persons equal to the number actually 

1-., 
pr~iction of human behavior (which is what a decision to grant parole 

advanced in their parole release in order to maintain 
].,. actually amount~ to) can be made error-fre~. Success or failure of an 

caseload control in parole supervision, provided no such 
emergency powers scheme can only be fairly judged on through-time performance 

advancement of discharge will exceed two-thirds of the 
of a large number of persons; it cannot be judged on the basis of the 

total period, and further provided the supervising 
first person to violate the conditions of his/her parole release. Such 

!~ violations are certain to Occur soon~r or later. The measure of success parole officer in each such case shall have certified 

to the individual's satisfactory adjustment for at 
will be the ~ of such violations compared with current rates. 

least 12 months immediately past or for all of their 

period under supervision if less than twelve months. 

(11) Upon appropriate review and with whatever modifications 

deemed appropriate, the Governor may declare a popula-

tion emergency and invoke the powers authorized by -this statute upon a date and time specific with like 

provision for termination of such powers not to exceed 

12 months from commencement, ur~less earlier population 

reduction otherwise results 1n termination. -
Such a plan of population control can be accomplished at no 

increase in operating cost beyond that required to bring the system to a 

satisfactory level of operation as it now exists. In both the short-run 

and long-run, such a program will offset significant capital and operating 

expense increases in the future. 
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CUrrent moc 
In-House CUnent 
PqJulatioo Designated 

Institutioo 10/18/82 CCIIlacitv 10/82 

KnaKville C.S.C. 171 170 

Brushy fbmtain Barracks 130 130 

Worlc canp MIA MIA 

Worlc canp MIA MIA 

Worlc Canp MIA MIA 

Work Canp MIA MIA 
.... 
~ Nashville Regional U8 458 

QUIt! 17 80 . 80 

DeBeny 282 285 

'l'IW Annex 120 112 

'I'emessee State Prison 1,885 1,875 

Jail Olntracts 186 200 

Totals 8,006 8,273 

Projected Hodified 
In-House PqJu1atioo 8,257 8,257 
(Bed capacity need, 

* See next page for (1' through (9' footnotes 

Page 2 

~'s 
CUrrently 'l1XX: Plans PJ:<p:I88d 
Projected PrqJosed DesiCjMted Specific 
Designated capacity by JW1e '84 Program ... itv 6184 -

170 170 Worlt Release 

130 130 state Projects 

MIA 120 State Projects 

MIA 120 State Projects 

MIA 120 State Projects 

MIA 120 State Projects 

600 US -.m's Prison 

80 -0- (7, Closed 

285 285 Paydlo1ogicall 
Drug 'l"reabnent 

160 (6, 160 Geriatric Unit 

1,550 1,350 (8' MlIxiJUI Securit 

200 -0- (9' Discontinued 

8,859 9,098 

9,037 9,037 

':, - :. ;~ , : 
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Footnotes for Prc:p?Sed Prison £apad ties Olart: 

(l) 432 base p::pllation 

216 

120 

eYe.t:y other roan double 

I'Ie'W fArm annex 

768 inM.tes 

(2) 620 base population 

every other roan double 310 -
930 

(3) -C- Building closed 

( 4 ) Main Building renovated and three doms CClTi'leted 

(5) Two new dorms CClTi'leted 

(6) Rerxwation CClTi'leted 

(7) QUId U7 closed pemanently. 

1970 when the 'l'PW was cp!ned. 

'nUs facility was unfit and ·closed"' in 

It should be razed. 

(8) Populaticn to decrease to 1000 by 7/1/85 

(9) Discontinue the contracting with I.ocal goverrrnent for the housing of 

'1tXX: pri8Cn!ra. 
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E. .. .. mel ani Pi .. l AIIj_belllu AeaultJ..ng (lOll Institutimal Progrllll Prqlo6alll PacJe I 

Pam Pac11lt.lea1 

Pam Divialcn 
41 

Hargan CIDunt:y Regional 

Bledsoe CIDunt:y Reglanal 

'l\Imey CeIter AmI!IIC 

fOrt Pillow 

450 addit:iG11a1 beds 
(either for one 4So-bed fam pri9CXl 2!: 
for other type facilitiE'h to house 
450 innatesr 

ii",',,; 

(45, 

5 

1 

3 

13 

190 

Fiacal Mditiona ex (Savings, 

(\?eratia\lll 

-0-

$385,500 

($268,500' 

-0-

($264,000' 

4,650,000 

. - ' 

Capital 

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

$11,510,000 
(including estimated 

site rost, 
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Persollnel Adjusbnenta Fiscal 1d:Iit1ons or (Savings, 

~tional capi taltaJu; 

2. Industrial FacUi tyl 

~ State Irx'tu8tIy , '!\Jmey Center (37' ($1,119,400) $4,900,000 

3. Educational Facilityl 

Lake 0Dmty Regional $ 55,400 440,000 
~ 

~ ..... 

4. ~Wizal FacUitiesl 

Female Prisoo/lrdustry ProgrMlS 27 $ -0- -0-

DeBerJ:y Institute No <llange -0- -0-

Geriatric Unit (curt'eId: 'I81ne88ee Priam No <l1ange -0- -0-
for tbnen Amex) 

'!Bleaul State Priam (38, ($2,965,800, -0-
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E. Ftieoall8l ant Piscal Mjusbeilbu 

OJmIJnity 5en'ioa Q!nten and tbrlt cartpla 

ttJrk CaIIp 

Norlt 0Inp 

ibrk 0Inp 

tat CaIIp 

Nashville c.s.c. 
QWlttanooga C.S.C. 

Knoxville C.S.C. 

HeIIPda C.S.C. 

Bru!Jhy tbmaln Barradta 

.... · 

Institutiooa1 h'oJICli6 

Section Total aid Plan SWtotal 

";.. .i 

i-I . 

PersoIlnl!l Mjusbnent:a 

45 

45 

45 

45 

No Olange 

5 

5 

5 

No <llange 

318 

Page 3 

Fiscal Mditions or (SaYings, 

~ratiOMI capital_ 

$1,043,000 $2,125,000 

1,043,000 2,125,000 

1,043,000 2,125,000 

1,043,000 2,125,000 
(ire1uiing estimate 

-0-
site oosts) 

12,]00 -i)-

72,300 ..0-

68,900 ..0-

-0- -0-

$4,858,700 $25,350,000 
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F. CaTp3.rison of Institutional Staffings 

October 1982 (Pre-Plan) and June 1984 (Post-Plan) 

'!be staffing patterns of those institutions affected by the program 

chan~s outlined in this section are displayed on the follOOng pages. Each 

display inclicates the nurrber of authorized p:>sitions attached to each insti-

tution in cctcber 1982 in each major p:>sition class and the p:>sitions which 

'WOuld be allocated to each institution by June 1984 if this plan is implerrer1ted 

incl uding the Iredical p:>Si tions discussed in the follo..ri...ng section. 
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10 
15 

. 7 
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1 
6 
1 
1 
8 
1 

1 
3 , 
7 

19 
170 

3 

..0-

..0-

..0-

..0-

272 

315 

l!L 
445 

329.11 B:nahy IDmta1n 

Auoc:. ~.tian 
FUca1 Se:vices 
.. .annel Scvic:.s 
I'ccd Serviou 
MU.ntanance Services 
Clerical Staff 
"'~Staff 

AI.ac. ~tment. 
a:uw.11ng s.v.s.ce 
-.cnaticn Service 
lducaticn Serviou 
Mldical Services 
Ieligioua Serviou 

Auoc:.~ty 
captain 
Li-=-nt 
1cgM1'lt 
~or 'trAM. Off.iclr 
~cna1 OfficE 
MaU Clm 

hm HanIIgE 
rum Staff 

JnISustry Dinct.ar' or ~ 
JnISustry Staff 

ti.al Staff PtMIitJcna 

tial Innate CAplM:ity 
Iazncka 

114 

- "'t, 

Proposed 6/84 
(Converted to ~l.onal 
Classification Center) 

1 

1 
4 
3 

10 
15 
7 
4 

1 
9 
1 
1 

16 
1 

.0-
1 , , 

17 
110 

3 

..0-
-0-

217 

315 
130 
445 

,r 

''.: 



Q:rent 10/82 

·1 

1 
3 
2 
8 

11 
4 
5 

1 
14 

2 
16 

7 
1 

0 
1 
4 
5 

11 
80 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

17.' 

00 

329.16 

Assoc. waraen-~"'ninist:ration 
Fiscal Se%vices 
Perscnnel ~Jices 
FcoCI Services 
Maintenance Sezvices 
Clerical Staff 
w.r.house Staff 

Assoc. Warc5en-'rrMtnImt 
Ccunleling Service 
Jec:rutiCil Service 
Educaticn Se:v.lces 
MEdical $er'rices 
Religious Services 

~~. WarcSen-Security 
CApt&in 
Li.ttenant 
Sergeant 
Corporal ar 1'ranl. Off!:. 
Ccnec:ticnal OffiCK 

~ StAff fositicna 

1'ot:4l Imatl~ Capacity 

111; 

~6/84 

Ragicnal Classification 
Center 

1 

1 
3 
2 
8 

11 
4 
5 

1 
13 

1 
1 

14 
1 

-0-
1 
5 
5 

11 
80 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

168 

375 

CJnent 10/82 

1 

1 
4 
2 
6 
4 

3 

1 , 
2 
8 
6 
1 

1 
1 
3 
3 

12 
81 

-0-
-0-

..0-
1* 

151 

223 
112 

335 

PrQ:Iosed 6184 

1ba!n'. Prison (located at the 
pa: seut site of Nashville Regimal 
CO:aa:ticmal Facility) 

AncIC. Warden-~stration 
Fiscal Servicu 
hncnnel lezvices 
I'accS Services 
Mi1ntervance Services 
Clerical Staff 
NarehcIuM Staff 

Asa:c. ~t:ment 
CcIunIeling Sel'Yice 
RKrMtiCil SerY1ce 
.~ticn Scyicu 
Mel!ical Sel'Vic:u 
Raligicu ServiceS 

As~.~ty 
c.pt&in 
JJ.~ 
Sergeant 
Cozporal ar 1'rans. Off1cltr 
CcmIctJ.cnal OffleK 

~ Staff PtMIit1c:lna 

Total Innate capacity 
Annex - Geriatric Uft1t 

*329.30 Industry 

116 

1 

1 
4 
2 
6 
4 
3 
2 

1 
9 
2 
8 

10 
1 

0 
1 
5 
5 

12 
102 

o 
o 

·3 
o 

182 

415 
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c.wr.nt 10/82 Pr~ 6/84 

twftnt 10/82 ~6/84 

ClAfsificaticn Kashvi11e Middle 'l'ennessee 
Jegicnal-329.17 Classification Center ~ 

329.18 Blldsoe County 
1 . 1 

1 1 A.uoC'. WarcSen-Alininistration 1 1 
5 5 Fiscal Services 

Aasoc. WarcSen-Actn1nistZ'aticn 1 1 
5 

2 
5 FUcal Services 

2 

2 PerSonnel Sezvicu 
7 

2 Pvscnnal Sezv.icu 
7 

'7 F= Services .. 
7 I'ca.1 Sezv1ces 

6 

.. Maintenance Sezvices .. , ~SCViCIU 

.. Clerical Staff .. 4 w.r.hause Staff .. Clerical Staff 4 , w.r.hause Staff 6 

1 Assoc. ~tn8nt 1 
24 ~ling SUV1ce 9 

Auoc. ~1:2wIt .0-1 
2 

1 
13 Q)unaeling Sezvice 

1 

1 Rec:r .. ticn Service 
1 

3 Jac:r .. ticn Service 
2 

..0- Education Servic:u 
18 

13 EdUCllticn Sc'Y:l.cu 
Medical Seiv1cu 

1 
14 

JaligiCQS SCV1cea 2 
7 HlcU.c&l Sezv10u '12 
2 JaUgiCQS Sezv10u 1 

0 '1 AUoc.~ty 
1 3 e.pt&1.n 

.0-..0- AaICC.W~ty 
1 

5 
1 capta1n 

5 

4 Li~ 
5 

5 IJ.wt.mInt 
7 

• := or !'rana. Offjc£ 12 
'7 ~ 

16 

20 
90 

16 Oxp:nl or !'rAM. Off1c:c 
160 

154 ecn.cuCNl Officm' 

1 .. 4 Ccrnct.1cnal Offic:w 

..0-..0- Fam Manager 

..0-..0- Fam Staff 
1 1· rum Hanagv 

10 ,. Fem Stiff 

Wust.ry Direc:tol' or ~ Q ..0-
0 1· !nI5ustzy Staff 

Jnduatzy Directar ar ~ ..0-..0-
..0-.0- Jnduatzy Staff 

260 ~ StAff Jait1cna '172 

618 'aU1 lmate Capldt:y 415 24 .. ~ Staff ro.itkN 250 

.Jnduatzy Cede 329.30 MI Ift*.al Innate CapE1ty '68 

.329.31 Faa. 

117 
118 
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1 
1 

CInwnt 10/12 Pl'crosed 6184 

329.19 tm'gan CDunt:y 

1 Nu"dan 1 

1 Assoc. WlU'den-Mninistr.tian 1-

• riscal Se:vices • 
2 Personnel Services 2 
7 1'= Services 7 
5 Maintenance Services 5 
5 Clerical Staff 4 
5 Nanthouse StAff 5 

1 Assoc. ~tnent -0-
2 13 CQm!eling Service 

2 Racruticn 5e:'Yice 2 
10 r4x:atien ScYices 2 

" Mec!ical Scvicu 12 
1 Religiows 5c'Vicu 1 

-0- AsIOC.W~ty -0-
1 CIptAin 1 
5 Lieutenant 5 , 

Sergunt . 6 
31 Oolporal or Trans. Offit:c 33 
'3 Ccrrect.ic:nal Offic:C' 110 

-0- rum HlMger 1 
6 -0- rum Staff 

-0- Wusuy Direc:tor or S\.1pel'Y1.ar -0-
-0- Industzy StAff -0-

199 'n:Jt:a1 Staff Posi t.icna 210 

02 'l'ota1 IfInate eap.c:1ty 768 

119 

-.. ,. 
~ I ..-' 
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,..~ 
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w:.r-~. 
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Current 10/82 

1 

1 
6 
2 
8 

16 
7 
7 

1 
12 
1 
2 
9 
2 

1 
4 
7 
8 

27 
190 

1-
14-

1" 1·-
312 

.75 

329.12 Port Pillow 

Assoc. Warden-Administration 
Fiscal Services 
Personnel Sezvioes 
Fcod Services 
Maintenance Services 
Clerical Staff 
W&r8hcuse St&.ff 

Assoc. Warden-'l'r .. tm!nt 
Counseling Se.rviae 
Recreation Service 
Education Services 
Medical Services 
Religious Selvices 

Fum Manager 
Fum Staff 

Imustry Di.rector or S\.1pel'Y1.ar 
Industl')' StAff 

Total SWf Posi t:icna 

Total Innate capacity 

*329.31 Faz:na 
**329.30 ~ 

120 

Proposed 6/84 

1 

1 
6 
2 
8 

16 
7 
7 

-0-
J 
1 
1 

22 
1 

1 
4 
7 
8 

27 
204 

1 
11 

..0-

.0-

338 

750 
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CUrrent 10/82 

1 

1 
3 

-0-
2 
1 
3 

-0-

1 
6 

-0-
-0-

. -0-
-0-

-0-
-0-
-0-
1 
3 

17 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

39 

126 

329.05.5 Merrph.is C.S.C. 

Warden 

Assoc. Warden-Administration 
Fiscal Se:vices 
Personnel Services 
rood Services 
Maintenance Services 
Clerical Staff 
warehouse Staff 

As soc: • Warden-'l'raatnent 
Counseling Service 
Recreation Service 
Educ&tion Services 
Hectical Services 
~li9ious 5e%vices 

Assoc. Warden-Securi ty 
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Sergeant 
Cmporal or Trans. Officer 
CorrectiCl'Wll Officer 

Industry Director or SUperviaor 
Industry Staff 

TotAl Staff Posit.iaw 

'rotal Innate Capacity 

121 

~sed 6/84 

1 

1 
3 
-~ 
2 
1 
3 

-0-

1 
6 

-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

1 
1 
3 

20 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

43 

195 

ClJrrent 10/82 

1 

0 
4 
1 
4 
2 
3 

-0-

1 
7 

-0-
..0-
1 

-0-

-0-
1 
2 
2 
5 

70 

104 

378 

329.05.2 Nashville C.S.C. 

Assoc. WardP.-n-Aaninistration 
Fiscal Services 
Personnel Services 
Fcod Services 
Maintenance Services 
Clerical Staff 
Nanhou.se Staff 

Assoc. ~Itment 
Counseling Service 
Recreation Service 
Education SerVices 
Medical Services 
Religious SerVices 

As soc • Warden-Sec:urity 
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Sergeant 
Corporal or Trans. Officer 
CorrectiCl'Wll Officer 

Industry Director or Supuvi.or 
Industry Staff 

Total Staff Pos! ticns 

'1'ot.Il IJ'lTWlte cap.city 

~a:rm l':ode 329.31 

122 

~6/84 

1 

0 
4 
1 
4 
2 
J 

-0-

1 
7 

-0-
-0-
1 

-0-

-0-
1 
2 
2 
5 

70 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

104 

394 



CUrrent 10/82 
Prq:csec3 6/84 CUrrent 10/82 

329.05.4 ~lle C.S.C. 329.05.3 O1attanooga CoS.C. 

1 warc5en 1 1 Warc5en 1 

0 Assoc 0 Warden-~stration 
3 

0 Assoc. Warden-Administration 0 

3 Fiscal Services 3 Fiscal Services 3 
..0- Personnel Services -0- -0- Personnel se.-vioes ~ 

3 Food Services 3 2 Food Services 2 
\ 1 Maint.enanc:e Services 1 1 Maintenance Services 1 

2 Clerical Staff 2 1 Clerical Staff 1 
..0- warehouse Staff ..0- -0- warehouse Staff -0-

1 Assoc 0 Warden-'l'reatnent 1 1 As soc • Warden-Treat:rent 1 
4 Counseling Service 

.. .. Counsel ing Service .. 
-0-

-0- Recreation Service -0-
-0- Recreation Service -0-

..0- Edl.lcation services ..0-
..0- Edl.lcation Services -0-

..0- Medical Services ..0-
..0- Ma:1ical Services -0-

..0- Jtali9i~ Services ..0- Religioos Services ~ 

..0-

Assoc. warden-SeCUri ty 
..0- ..0- Assoc. Warden-Sec:uri ty ..0-

..0- ..0-

..0- CaptAin 1 
..0- Captain ~ 

..0- Lieutenant 1 
-0- Lieutenant. 1 

1 Sergeant 3 
1 Sergeant 1 

1 Corporal or Trans 0 Officer 23 
1 Corporal or Trans. Officer 3 

21 Correc:t.i~l Officer 13 Correct.iooal Officer 15 

Fum HaMger 
..0- ..0- Farm Manager ..0-

..0- ..0-

..0- Fum Staff ..0- Fatm Staff ..0-

In:5l.lstry DireetOr or SUpervi.or ..0- ..0- IndIlStry Director or Superviax 
..0- ..0-
..0- Indl.lStry staff ..0- Ind\lStry Staff 

38 'l'ota1 Staff Posit.ic::lna 43 28 'nXal Staff Poe! t..ic:m 33 

170 'rotal Irl'Mte Capacity 170 120 'nXal lmate Capacity 120 

124 
123 



Current 1 () /82 

1 

1 
4 
3 
7 
4 

12 
6 

1 
13 

3 
15 
10 
1 

-0-
1 
6 
7 

38 
117 

-0-
-0-

-0-
-0-

250 

648 

329.40 Lake County 

Warden 

Assoc. Warden-Administration 
Fiscal SeIVices 
Personnel Services 
Food Services 
MainteMnce Services 
Clerical Staff 
Warehouse 'Staff 

Assoc. Warden-Treament 
Co.lnseling Se%vice 
Recreation Service 
Education SerVices 
Medical Ser.-ioes 
~li9ious Services 

Assoc. warden-Sec\lri ty 
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Sergeant 
Corporal or Trans. Officer 
Correctia1&l Officer 

Fa.rm HImIlqe%' 
Fum Staff 

I.ndustry Director or SUperviaor 
Industry Staff 

'1t1tAl Staff Positicns 

Total Inmate capacity 

125 

Prax>sec3 6/84 

1 

1 
4 
3 
7 
4 

12 
6 

1 
2 
2 

31 
14 

1 

-0-
1 
6 
7 

38 
117 

-0-
-0-

258 

648 

Cuttent 10/82 

1 

1 
9 
6 

15 
22 
10 
11 

1 
23 

1 
16 
74 

4 

1 
4 

14 
13 
37 

332 
4 

-0-
-0-

1-
47-

599 

1,175 

329.10 Tennessee State Prison 

warden 

Assoc. Warden-Mninistration 
Fiscal SeIVices 
Personnel Services 
FocXJ Services 
Ha.int.enAnc:e Services 
Clerical Staff 
warehouse Staff 

Assoc. Warden-Treat2Tent 
Coun.se ling Service 
Recreation Service 
Education Services 
Medical Services 
Religious Services 

Assoc. warden-Securi ty 
CaptAin 
Lieutenant 
SergeAnt 
~ral or Trans. Officer 
Correct.ialAl Officer 
Hail Clerlt 

FArm Manager 
Fum Staff 

Industry Director or SUperviKlr 
Indusuy Staff 

'l\::Jtal Staff Pesi tiala 

'rotal lmwlt.e caped. ty 

-Industry Code 329.30 

126 

Proposed 6/84 

1 

1 
e 
6 

15 
22 
10 
11 

0 
4 
1 
1 

105 
2 

1 
4 

14 
13 
37 

332 
4 

592 

1,350 
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(5) 

(1) 

(3) 

(1) 

(3' 
(2) 

(5) 

(1) 

(1' 
(1) 

(1' 

(1) 

) 

1 

1 

(34) 

. - ------------~--------------------------------------------------------

VIII. Health Care 

The TDOC recognizes a number of both general and specific deficien-

cies concerning health services within the correction system. While 

many of the deficiencies will be alleviated by additional health care 

personnel, it is clear that the development of a sound health care 

program will require a sophisticated medical management planning process 

including identified goals, objectives, and strategies for implemen-

tat ion in addition to increased personnel and resources • 

The Department can only benefit from the development of a Comprehen-

sive Health Services Plan. The development of such ~ plan is a lengthy 

process, but when developed the plan will include the following: 

I. Standards: Statement of applicable standards, statutes, 

studies, recommendations, legislative direction, and pro-

fessional advisory group reports applicable to TOCC . 

II. Overview of Current Health Care System: 

A. Basic Concepts for Health Ca.!:'e 

B. Services Provided 

C. Staffing 

D. Budgetary Process and Expenditures 

III. projected Service Delivery System: 

A. Basic Concepts for Health Care 

B. Goals And Objectives 

C. Functional Planning Areas: 

1. Emergency Health Services 

2. Primary Health Services 

3. Inpatient Health Services 

4. Specialty Care Services 
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D. The Levels of Care Concept 

E. Classification of Health Care Beds 

F. Organization and Man~gemcnt of Health Services 

G. Health Services Components 

H. Internal and External Sources of Utilization 

Review and Quality Assurance 

IV. Implementation Strategies: 

A. Implementation Process 

B. Priorities for Implementation 

C. Implementation Plan 

V. Cost Data: 

A. Staffing Standards and Needs 

B. Equipment Needs 

C. Estimated Costs 

Pending completion of this plan, the following actions will 

address existing deficiencies, as noted. 

Deficient Administrative Structure 

The Department has made significant progress over the last 18 

months in linking health care resources within th. Department and 

community to form a planned £system of health care delivery. This is 

evidenced by the health care policies and procedures now in effect, 

regular Health Administrator meetings, development of a Centralized 

Pharmacy, Standardized Health Records System and an improved health 

classification system. 

The Department is committed to a centralized medical program 

management approach. While some departments have a centralized health 

service with ~ authority and control, it is certainly possible to 

130 
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develop an effective health care program consisting of two functional 

levels--institutional delivery control and departmental management 

control. 
~- ----' 

Action to be Taken 

1. The present organizational structure, consisting of two 

administrative levels, institutional and departmental, 

will be retained for management of the health syst~n. 

Present responsibilities and functions will be more 

clearly delineated to depict the specific role of each ad-

ministrative level in the overall health care program. 

2. There is a need for modification of the administrative 

structure to insure effectiva coordination and account

ability for every aspect of service delivery. Particularly 

important will be a mechanism by which the Division 

of Health Services can realign staffing patterns and functions 

of health care employees through transfer, adding, deleting, 

reclassification, or temporary loan of positions in order to 

better maintain the integrity of the health care system. 

3. The Division of Health Services will have more direct 

control over a Health Care Budget in order to maintain 

consistency of service, meet the constantly changing medical 

needs throughout the gepartment, and again, maintain the 

integrity of an effective health care program. 

4. Overall responsibility for the coordination of health care 

,'- will remain assigned to the Director of Health Services at 

the Central Office level. It is recognized that the 
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task of supervising and coordinating the entire range of 

health services is beyond the ability and trainin~1 of a single 

person. While improved health care may be linked to more 

'personnel, it is clear that the primary mechanism by which 

contractors accomplish such rapid and effective improvements 

is through more effective health care leadership and manage

ment--not necessarily more persorulel. The TDOC will continue .Jl!'!W 

Persons assigned to these positions will provide direct care, 

but in addition vill have coordinating, monitoring, and 

advising ft.lnC'tions. This group forms a nucleus of professional 

advisors capable of monitoring all aspects of the health care 

program. Periodic institutional visits to monitor services 

in their specialty areas will form the basis for a sound 

quality assurance program and permit input to the Division 

to make progress towards an adequate health care program; of Health Services for the development of programs, policies, 

however, such progress will occur more rapidly if there is an 

adequate administrative staff for health services. Whereas 

the health care management is generally adequate at the 

institutional level, it remains deficient at the departmental 

level--a crucial link in a two-tiered administrative structure. 

This plan requires the addition of an Assistant Director 

~ .-... ~ 

and operating procedures. This group will improve coordination 

of the many components of the health care delivery system and 

will bring about its rapid development and implementation. 

Deficient Service Delivery System 

The projected health care program is one which will integrate 

for Health Services. mUltiple sources of care into a single unified system which allows 

5. The Division-of Health Services will also need to have access 

to a complement of professional staff with expertise in several 

health specialty areas to effectively carry out its coordinating 

responsibilities. This plan assigns lead coordinator positions 

to be used part-time to meet this need. These positions .... 

are in the following specialty areas: .__- ..... _ 

a. Chief Medical Advisor (20 hours/week) 

b. Dental Advisor (10-15 hours/week) --,'--~- JrP""-

c. Psychological Advisor (presently authorized in this 

capacity, Nashville Regional Correctional Facility) 

d. Phar.macy Advisor (presently authorized, TSP) 
w;o ... -' 

e. Nursing Advisor (20 hours/week) 

f. Medical Advisor/Training Specialist (20 hours/week) 
111:'" 
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for the identification of services best provided by the Department and 

those which will be provided by other private and public agencies based 

upon need, availability, quality, and cost. The key elements in the 

success of this system are: 

1. Identification of appropriate levels of care for each institution 

2. Establishment of linkages between each source of care 

3. Establishment of an administrative structure which is capable 

of managing such a complex system in a way which assures 

maximum therapeutic and economic effectiveness. 

The system is rooted in two basic concepts: 

1. A system which is composed of multiole units must be centrally 

controlled if it is to actually function as a system. 
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2. Health services will be delivered most effectively through a 

network of facilities and providers based upon the "levels of 

care" concept. This concept embodies the provision at each 

institu~ion of a defined range of health care services commensurate 

with the day-to-day needs of the institutional population, 

with pre-established linkages between it and succeedingly 

higher levels of care. This results in optimum use of available 

resources, minimizes duplication of services, and reduces 

fragmentation of care. Levels of care required in the TDOC 

include: 

a. Emergency care 

b. primary Care - Ambulatory clinic care 

c. Secondarv Care - Routine hospital care, npecialty consultant 

care 

d. Tertiary Care - Level of care requiring great technical 

capacity and sophistication. 

The Tennessee system will provide emergency care and primary care 

services at all institutions. Secondary care is largely provided at 

the Tennessee State Penitentiary. Advanced secondary care and tertiary 

care are provided in Nashville, using community resources. 

Inao ro riate Provision of Hedical and Health Care b Persons 

Without Ad~quate Training or Credentials 

At this time the Department has eliminated the use of inmate 

workers in health care at all facilities except the Tennessee State 

Penitentiary Hospital. Inmate workers at TSP have been reduced by 50 

percent since September 1981, and the elimination of all inmates in 

direct patient care services will be completed by 9/1/83. 
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The issue of inadequately trained and credentialed personnel centers 

on the practice of hiring nonlicensed Medical Technicians and the use of 

nurses in place of t ' d h ra1ne P ysician Assistants. 

Action to be Taken 

1. Reduce to zero the number of' t 1nma es at TSP employed in 

2, 

3. 

4. 

1S w111 require additional direct patient care serv1'ces. Th' , 

personnel. 

... Technicians. Eliminate the practice of hiring unlicensed Med;cal 

As of early October 1982 the specifications for the position 

have been changed to require licensure. 

... will be assigned Remaining Medical Technicians without l;censes 

tasks commensurate with their ability and training as per 

Policy *113.02, Credentials of Health Care Personnel. 

Physician Assistant/Nurse Practitioners will be assigned at 

all facilities as part of an effective program of primary 

care. Their practice will be under the direction and 

supervision of a licensed physician. (This will require 

... e personnel study. additional personnel as reflected ;n th 

... ...... NCSC 1ncluded) , At this time, of the 12 adult ;nst;tut;ons ( , 

eight have mid-level providers.) 

Failure to Provide 24-Hour Emergency 

Coverage at all Locations 

An effective health care system must provide the availability of 

... n pract1cal t.enns this includes emergency care on a 24-hour bas;s. I ' 

24-hour personnel with the expertise to readily assess inmate complaints, 
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administer first aid and appropriate emergency treatment, and where 

necessary, arrange for additional care in a community emergency department. 

At this time only two institutions, TSP and DCI, maintain 24-hour 

coverage on an uninterrupted basis. Maintenance of such coverage can 

only occur with additional personnel and a staffing pattern which takes 

into account the need for relief coverage. A principle of cost effective 

emergency coverage is to utilize paraprofessional personnel for coverage 

on shifts having a minimal need for care. An effective emergency care 

program involves all members of the institutional heal ~:h care staff. 

Only through proper training, appropriate equipment, coordination and 

advance planning will emergency care improve system-wide. 

Action to be Taken 

1. Increase health care staff to the extent necessary to provide 

24-hour coverage. (Requires additional health care personnel 

reflected in the personnel section of this report.) 

2. Standardize emergency equipment at all institutions according 

to the emergency care needs of the institution. (This has largely 

been accomplished via Emergency Care policy and technical 

handouts from the Medical Director's office.) 

3. Standardize emergency care training standards for health caIe 

personnel. All health care staff members will be certified 

annually in CPR and receive training in emergency care pro

cedures. 

Inadequate Numbers of Health Care Personnel 

at Each Location 

Health care staffing as outlined below has been developed for each 

institution according to the need for 24-hour coverage as well as the 
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"manpower mix" needed to operate an efficient and effective health 

care program. Most notable is the inclusion of an administrative component 

at the institutional level consisting of a Correctional Health Administrator 

(Hospital Super_ntendent II) and a Medical Records Technician. This 

will promote orderly and efficient service while freeing the health care 

providers to deliver care. The TDOC has demonstrated that clinics lacking 

an administrative component require more providers who must then serve 

in this capacity. It is clearly not cost effective to use licensed 

nurses as records clerks. In smaller clinics the Health Administrator 

may be a Nurse and have clinical duties; however, she remains responsible 

to the Warden for the day-to-day operation of the health care program. 

Effective July 1983 the Tennessee Department of Personnel will 

implement a new personnel structure which will influence the titles and 

salaries of the positions. The personnel plan below reflects current 

positions and titles appropriate for conversion to the new personnel 

system. 

This Medical Improvement Package outlines the personnel necessary 

to accommodate the health needs of inmates in the adult institutions. 

The package will enable the Department to accomplish the following: 

1. Eliminate throughout the Department the use of inmates for 

the provision of direct patient care activities by 9/1/83. 

(At present there are 35 inmates employed at the TSP.) 

2. Provide 24-hour nursing coverage at all adult institutions 

and enhance the availability of emergency care. Included 
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are positions necessary to provide relief coverage for days 

off, holidays and vacation in order to eliminate interruption 

in the availability of service. 

3. Provide each facility a health care program appropriate to 

the needs of the institution which includes a program of 

on-site primary care. 

4. Provide each institution a mid-level provider (PA/~~) in 

order to adequately meet the primary care needs of the inmate 

population. (This is presently the most cost effective means 

of meeting the Department's enormous primary health care needs.) 

5. Permit the appropriate utilization of professional personnel 

and improve the quality of care delivered by including ad

ministrative support personnel where appropriate in the staffing 

pattern. 

6. Achieve health care consistent with legal standards for 

correctional facilities. 

7. Upgrade the Tenn~ssee State penitentiary Hospital to enable 

the provision of quality hospital care for all adult institutions. 

8. The number of personnel necessary for twenty-four hour coverage 

will also be capable of frequent health inspections of each 

facility. Specifically, these persons will conduct week'.y sanitation 

inspections within the institutions. These will include the 

housing units, food service areas, toilet facilities and work 

areas. 
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Reports of findings will be directed, wi thin twenty- four !,ours, 

to the institutional warden and summarized in the quarterly 

report to the Assistant Commissioner for Adult Services. This, 

in conjunction with the Central Office staff reports to the 

Commissioner, will be sufficient for each warden to provide 

proper sanitation practices within the institution. '!'he 

current health standards and reporting format as used for 

state and local inspection of public facilities will be used 

within the TDOC. 

Division of Health Services - Administration - Central Office 

Present Staff: 

Director of Health Services 

Secretary 2-S 

Additional Staff Needed: 

Assistant Director of Health Services 

Two F.T.E. (Full Time Equivalent) positions to be shared with 

Institutions as follows: 

Physician 056 20 hours/week Shared with 

Registered Nurse IV 20 hours/week Shared with 

Nurse Specialist III 20 hours/week Shared with 

Dentist 055 20 hours/week Shared with 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP hospital improvements include the elimination of inmate workers 

except for a very limited number in facility custodial work. They also 

include personnel needed to continue the hospital program and staff the 

Special Care Unit. 
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Dental Care 

The personnel plan includes ~i,nimal increase in dental positions. 

However, more dental service will be provided at each location by 

increasing contractual care. At this t,itne th~re is no standar.d level 

of dental care provided at each institution. The amounts and types of 

service vary from location to location, as does the availa~le equipment. 

1. Oental care needs will be under the coo~dination of a dental 

director who would be responsible for monitoring dental programs 

and ev"aluating institutional dental service and equipment 

needs. As previously noted, a part-titne advisor having other 

clinical responsibilities will meet this need. 

2. Preventive dentistry will be made more available through 

the hiring of or contracting for Dent~~ Hygienists. 

Lack of Administrative policies &nd Procedures 

This is no longer an issue. As of this writing 36 health care 

policies have been published and are in the field. Four mere are in the 

final stage of review, and less than 10 remain unissued. The remainder 

will be issued no later than the end of 1982. The polici~s issued are 

adequate for a quality health care program and compare favorably with 

those of other state Departments of corrections. The current health care 

policies are, in the l~~ge, con~istent with AHA and ACA standards. 
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Communicable Disease Centrol 

In years past control of communicable disease within the Department 

had been a legi titnate concern." At th' t' th 1 1S 1me e evels of communicable 

illness are on the decline. A communicable disease policy has been imple

mented, including a system for monitoring the incidence of disease at 

the Central Office level. All institutions now have an institutional 

policy describing procedures for the reporting and surveillance of 

communicable disease. 

Also itnplemented is a policy which outlines the Department's tuberculo-

sis control program. The Depa h rtment as recently completed a Department-

wide tuberculosis screening of all inmates and employees in accordance 

with health d~partment guidelines. This will continue as an ongoing control 

program, with all inmates/employees receiving an annual TB screen in 

the future. 

The Department has entered into an agreement Wl.'th the T ennessee Depart-

ment of Public Health to evaluat~ the problem of hepatitis in adult institu

tions. ~epatitis B is the most prevalent type. With Health Department 

assistance, an evaluation of the adult facilities will begin in December 

1982 to permit the accurate identification of subgroups and individuals at 

high risk for the disease. After analysis of the data concerning the 

incidence, prevalence and acquisition of Hepatitis B within the inmate 

population, the Health Department will provide guidelines for the use of 

a newly developed vaccine. 

Central Pharmacy 

A central pharmacy is prese~tly providing service to Tennessee State 

penitentiary, Nashville Regiqnal Correctional Facility, Nashville Community 

Services Center. Tennessee Youth Center, Spencer Youth Center. and Tennessee 
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prison for Women. The pharmacy will begin servicing other institutions 

at a rate of one per month and has significantly increased control and 

reduced costs at facilities which had been using community pharamacies. 

Inadequate :Distribution of Equipment/Budget 

This has been a pzoblem in the past due to the lack of Central 

Office Health Services input to institutional budget and equipment 

purchasing. 

Action to be Taken 

l~ All medical equipment requests will be reviewed and approved 
• 

by the Director of Health Services prior to purchase. 

2. The Director of Health Services will provide guidelines 

to institutions concerning the medical budget which outline 

health needs from both an institutional and system-wide 

perspective. 

3. The Director of Health Services will participate in the 

Commissioner's review of final budgets submitted for inclusion 

in the departmerltal Dudge't. 

4. The Director of Health Services will review all Health Care 

Contracts annually prior to final approval and, where indicated, 

participate in the negotiation of them. 

5. Prison .medical budge~s once approved by the Commissioner 

will not be adjusted without the dizect written approval of 

the Commissioner or Director of Health Services. 

6. The Director shall have the authority, subject to the 

standard goverMent rev.iew process, to transfer medical resources 

between facilities as changing demand for service may require. 
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Lack of Treatment Protocols 

Many institutions lack treatment protocols, and those which exist 

lack consistency. Writing treatment protocols, like policy development, 

is a major undertaking ~equiring the efforts of a number of individuals. 

While protocols must ultimately be approved by the Sponsor Physician at 

the insti~utional level, there is a need to develop standardized treatment 

protocols consistent with good medical management and which are adaptable 

at the institutional level. 

A departmental committee will be formed to develop treatment protocols 

and review existing protocols. The task is estimated to take six to 

eight 'months to complete. The committee will be multidisciplinary and 

will emphasize recognized community standards of care in the treatmen~ 

protocols. All subsequent treatment protocols will be reviewed by the 

committee prior to their implementation. 

Deficient Emergency Care 

Access to emergency care is largely influenced by: (1) adequate 

numbers of personnel; (2) adequate training of personnel; (3) ap~ropriate 

equipment and supplies; (4) adequate policies and procedures relative to 

emergency care; (5) linkage to emergency transport system, and (6) 

linkage to community emergency rooms. 

l ' h b 1'mplemented which requires each An emergency care po 1CY as een 

institution to have a policy outlining emergency procedures. Deadline for 

-~~---------

• 

local pol 'cy and procedure statements is January 1, 1983. completion of these -

1'5 present at all institutions, and arrangements Emergency equipment 

have been made for utilization of community emergency resources. 
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Full access depends on 24-hour nursing coverage within each 

institution. A training program specific to the needs of health care 

providers will have a great influence on the level and quality of emergency 

care provided. This is another example of health care personnel's needing 

an ongoing training program pertinent to their needs. 

Quality Assurance 

Quality assurance is an integral component of is sound health care 

system. Needed are both an internal monitoring process which is ongoing 

and an external review process. 

The Department's plan for quality assurance includes three components 

which will result in periodic clinic monitoring, health record review and 

evaluation of the quality, quantity and effectiveness of health care. 

By March 1, 1983, the Department will form a quality assurance committee 

to develop and implement a comprehensive program. !.t is expected that 

this program will require a year to fully im.plement. 

The Department will seek accreditation of health services by the 

American Medical Association during FY 1983-84. The expense is estimated 

to be SlO,OOO and is provided for in the proposed medical budget. 

The Depar.tment will employ a consultant to inspect and review the 

health services annually at each adult institution and generate a report 

of findings relative to the quality of care. 

Need for Improved Continuity of Care 

Providing continuity of care poses ill real challenge in a system 

characterized by frequent inmate movement.· The Department has implemented 
i 

a standardized health record system which is the cornerstone of t~e 

communications network r~quired to maintain continuity of care. Other 

improvements are a Health Records MOvement Document which has improved 
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accountability during transfer of records and medication, a Patient 

Problem List which summarizes patient health problems to facilitate 

follow-up, and a Medical Transfer summary. Plans outlined in the 

classification section will substantially ~educe inmate movement. 

Need for Periodic Physical Examinations 

A program of this type is properly called a health maintenance 

program. Such a program is presently on ~he Division of Health Services 

planning docket. It will focus on the periodic evaluation of inmates 

over 40 years of age, inmates with identified health conditions re-

quiring periodiC evaluation, and long-term offenders. The program will 

be based on risk factors associated with age and other variables and 

will be individualized according to the needs of the inmate. 

This program will require the services of a Physician Assistant at 

each adult institution as requested in the personnel section of this 

plan. 

Need for a psychological Director and Dental Advisor 

Previously discussed under "administration," this is Ii definite 

need, and one which can be accommodated best with advisors having dual 

responsibilities in the field and to the Central Office. 
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Evaluation of Contract Health Care 

The recent trend in corrections to contractual health services 

represents an alternative to the "in-house" concept of health care 

delivery and was considered by the Project Staff. "mrr.ber of State 

Departments of Corrections have used contractual cale as a means of 

rapidly improving the delivery of health services, including Maryland. 

Delaware, Alabama, Iowa, Georgia and Illinoi~. Many other states are 

considering contractual care at this time. 

probably the strongest argument in favor of contractual care is 

in a circumstance where there exists substantial inadequacy coupled 

with an :~perative to rapidly bring the care up to a recognized standard. 

Three years ago contract health care would likely have been the best 

option for TDOC. Given the substantial progress of the past tHO years, 

the issue is definitely debatable. project staff has opted against con-

tract care in the belief that an in-house program will be more economical 

in the long run. In any event, the contract option is available for 

future response to experience. 

private contractors have demonstrated outstanding ability to 

accomplish major improvements rapidly (i.e., system building) due to the 

inherent flexibility of a private system's financial resources. While 

contractors are certainly capable of maintaining a health care system, 

the cost associated with contractual care is a decided disadvantage in 

the routine application of contract care for the maintenance of an 

established and well-organized health system. 

Contractual health care is not without additional cost, though the 

private contractor often can improve the quality and efficiency of care 

for a reasonable increase over current operating expenses. This is 

largely attributable to the management expertise and personnel flexibility 
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associated with a private employer. As a rule contractors utilize 

highly competent employees who are well-compensated and motivated to 

perform. Frequently the employees receive a profit share or raises 

based on demonstrated efficiency and their ability to meet rigorous 

management objectives. 

It is realistic to expect that contractual care will exceed present 

health care expenditures; however, the state may in fact realize a 

savings in outside security staff since contractors effectively reduce 

the average length of stay in community hospitals. 

Probably the major factor that makes contract care attractive to 

many correctional systems is that the Department is relieved of the day-

to-day health care delivery, is assured of auality health care that 

meets the community and court standards, and knows in advance what the 

service will cost. 

In contrast to contract care, some states choose to operate their 

own health care system both for the cost advantages of a well-organized 

program and the belief that the Department 3hould maintain complete 

control over all aspect.s of the con' :t.ional system. Such states as 

North C~rolina, Florida, Oklahoma, Michigan and others have been successful 

in creating an adequate and well-organized health care system within the 

department of correction. The key to an effective state-operated system 

rests with an effective management program combined with adequate resources 

and personnel necessary to accomplish the task. The success contractors 

ach~eve in providing correctional health care is not impossible to dupl~cate 

on the state level; however, all state Departments of Correction with 

effective health care systems have a more sophisticated management component 

at the Central Office level than does Tennessee. 
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It has been four years since TDOC hired its first Medical Director. 

Should TDOC decide to continue providing its own care, as the project 

staff recommends, it has an excellent base on which to build. Much of 

of a sound program of health care has been established the basic structure 

during the past two years, including policy development, a health records 

system, etc. As previously described, full development is contingent 

on a better defined administrative/support staff and the necessary 

personnel and financial resources. 

A third option whi.ch has been considered is the liberal use by 

the TDOC of "Suhcontracting" specific aspects of care. Massathusetts 

has an extensive program on this order in which all physicians and 

specialists are contracted by the state. To a moderate extent the TDOC 

currently does this at some institutions and at TSP for physicians and 

dentists. This option holds great potential as there are some health 

care services which are just not feasible to provide under a civil 

service structure. One of the greatest determinants of quality care is 

'h l'b h" ns The TDOC (and obviously the employment of h~g ca ~ er p ys~c~a . 

contractors) have proven over and over the virtue, desirability, and cost-

h ' h ' d b t competent physician for 20 hours/week effectiveness of a ~g -pr~ce u 

over a mediocre physician 40 hours per week. ]~ effective state-run 

system will certainly need to expand the present program of contractual 

care, provision for which has been made i- the proposed budget. 
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Position 

Administration 

01 Asst. Director of Medical Services 

DeBerry Correctional Institute 

01 Nurse Specialist III 

~rushy Pt:>untain Prison 

06 Licensed Practical Nurse II ( $10, 176 ea.) 
01 Dentist 
01 X-Ray Technician 

Opgrade Medical Technician to Registered Nurse III 
Upgrade RN-I to Physician's Assistant II 
Upgrade RN-I to RN-II 
Upgrade Medical Tedmician to RN-II 
Downgrade Medical Technician to Dental Assistant 

'lbtal : 5 Positions changed 
8 Positions added 

Middle Tennessee ~ion Center 

05 Licensed Practical Nurse n ($10,176 ea.) 

Delete Physician 
Downgrade Medical Technician to Dental Assistant 
Downgrade Medical Technician to Medical Records Technician 
Downgrade m-III to m-III 
Downgrade Nurse Specialist III to Alysician' s Asst. I 
Downgrade Medical Technician to LPN II 
Upgrade Medical Technician to lDspi tal SUperl.nt:eOOent II 

Total: 6 Positions changed 
1 Position deleted 
5 Positioos added 
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Annual Cost 

$ 19,500 

$ 19,504 

61,056 
33,228 
7,440 

$ 3,348 
7,992 
1,128 
3,672 

..l!t168 ) 

$113,496 

50,880 

(47,892) 
(4,368) 
(2,832) 
(1,788) 
(3,840) 
(2,364) 
3,252 

$ (8 .• 952) 
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Position Annual Cost 

l'brgan Cou'lty Regional Correctional FaciliSf 

01 Hospital Superintendent II 
01 Med:ic.al Reco-rds Technician 
04 Licensed Practical Nurse II ($10,172 ea.) 

Total: 6 Positions 

'I'urney Center for Youth-f:ul Offenders 

Upgrade Hospital Superintendent I to 
Hospital Superintendent II 
Upgrade P .A. I to P .A. II 
01 Registered Nurse I 
02 Licensed Practical Nurse II ($10,172 ea.) 
03 Licensed Practical Nurse I ($9,628 ea.) 

Total: 6 positions and 2 upgrades 

Tennessee Prison for W'om!n 

01 Dentist C51 
01 Registered Nurse III 
02 Licensed Practical Nurse II ($10,186 ea.) 

D::1.o.ngrade Medical Technician to Dental Assistant 
Convert RN! to Hospital Superintendent II 

Total: 4 positions added 
2 positions changed 
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$ 15,796 
8,1.48 

4IJ,688 

Total: $ 64,932 

$ 4,746 
7,188 

14,078 
20,344 
28,884 

Total: $ 75,240 

$ 20,999 
16,404 
20,352 

(6.384) 
-0-

Total: $ 51,371 

... .""" 
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Position Annual Cost 

Lake County Regional Correctional Facility 

01 Hospital Superintendent II 
01 Medi.cal Records Technician 

$ 15,796 
8,448 

20,344 02 Licensed Practical Nurse II ($10.172 ea.) 

Total: 4 Positions 

Tennessee State Penitentiary 

Upgrade Hospital Superintendent II to Health 
Adminis trator rJ 

06 Clerk Typist ($8,231 ea.) 
01 Secretary II 
01 Storekeeper II 
01 Dentist 055 
03 Registered Nurse III ($16,401 ea.) 
03 Registered Nurse I ($14,078 ea.) 
13 Nurse Aide II ($8,076 ea.) 
01 X-Ray Technician III 
02 Lab Tech II ($10,172 ea.) 

Total: 36 Positions 

_his Regicnal Prison 

West Tennessee Reception Center 

01 Dentist 
02 Registered Nurse ($15,204 ea.) 
04 Licensed Practical Nurse II ($10,176 ea.) 

IkM'lgrade Asst. Hospital Superintendent to 
Medical Records Technician 
Upgrade Medical Technician to Physician's Asst. II 
Upgrade Medical Technician to Physician's Asst. II 

Total: 7 Positions added 
3 Positions changed 
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Total: $ 44,588 

$ 4,500 

49,386 
8,701 
8,231 

33,223 
49,203 
42,234 

104,988 
11,049 
20,344 

Total: $331,859 

$ 33,228 
3Q,4IJ8 
4CJ,704 

(2,832) 
11,160 
10,l4CJ 

Total $122 , 808 



(Continued ) 

Position 

Bledsoe Cotrltv Regional Correctional Facilitv 

01 PhYSician Assistant I 
01 Regis tered Nurse I 
03 Licensed Practical Nurse ($10,172 eL.) 

II 

Total : 5 Positions 

Fort Pillow State Fa.~ 

01 Dentist 051 
02 Physician Assistant II ($23,199 ea.) 
03 Registered Nurse I ($14,078 ea.) 
06 Licensed Practical NUrse II ($10,172 ea.) 
01 Dental Assistant II 

Total: 13 Positions 

Annual Cost 

$ 16,401 
14,078 
30,516 

$ 60,995 

$ 20,999 
46,398 
42,234 
61,032 
7,608 

$178,271 

- -- - ~ - ~ - - - -- - -- ~ - - - - -- -- - -- --- - - -

1.nnual 
23\ Fringe 

'rorAL: 90 Positions 
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$1,073,600 
246,900 

$l,320,500 

IX. Staff Training 

Of all the sections devoted to the plan, this particular section on 

staff training is perhaps the most important. No plan, no matter how 

well-conceived or funded, can hope to reach a high level of success 

without a well-trained, well-managed, and knowledgeable staff to im-

plement it. Within the TDOC, staff training has for many years had 

a high priority of concern; however, the concern has not always resulted 

• 
in efficient and effective training. Interestingly, in the current 

fiscal year the TDOC Adult Division has budgeted $343,019 for training 

3,154 staff and $1,775,447 for training 5,500 eligible inmates. 

TCA 4-3-603 and 4-3-606 make it incumbent upon the Commissioner 

of Correction to provide adequate staff training. TCA 8-30-202, however, 

requires the Commissioner of Personnel to provide training progr~ns 

for state employees, and TCA 41-2106 requires the Board of the Tennessee 

Correction Institute to provide the training for certain correctional 

employees. Not surprisingly the actual delivery of correctional train-

ing is often fragmented and not well-organized. (See Table I at end of 

this section.) 

This plan assumes that the pri"".::':"y responsibility for the training 

of correctional employens should rest with the Commissioner of Correction. 

Secondarily, the training ~~~~ided to correction employees should, in the 

interests of efficiency and economy, match as closely as possible the 

training provided to all other state employees. Only that training 

specific to operating a correctional facility should be separate from 

other state employees. Finally, this plan assumes that training courses 

which cover specific institutional procedures such as inmate work 
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details. dining room security, counting of inmates, key control, tool 

control, etc., must be given by instructors with direct institutional 

experience. 

The TDOC employees represent by far the majority of Tennessee 

Corrections Institute students; however, the TDOC has only two of the 

seats on the seven-member TCI Board of Control and only one TCl train-

ing instructor has direct experience in a Tennessee prison. Certainly, 

many academic disciplines must be utilized in training TDOC employees; 

however, the mode of the delivery of academic concepts must be responsive 

to TOOC line staff need. The actual total number of "training person 

This plan proposes to more than double the training hours provided 

to TDOC Adult Division employees, provids additional training to other 

TOOC employees, eliminate the training management separation of authority, 

improve the quality of training, and reduce the cost per training 

hour by establishing a full-time Training Academy. 

This plan requires that: 

1. The Highland Rim School for Girls be converted to a 

Correction Training Academy with a ISO-bed boarding 

facility for the training of TDOC employees (including 

hours" provided to TDOC employees and the providers of that training Adult, Youth, and Field Services) to be established 

in 1981-82 were: at that site. 

43,520 Tennessee Correction Institute 

32,694 Tennessee Department of Correction 

9,486 Department of Personnel 

1,600 American Correction Association 

1,849 Other 
89,149 

The actual number of employees trained and the providers in 1981-82 

were: 

6S3 trained by Tennessee Department of Correction 

569 trained by Department of Personnel 

544 trained by Tennessee Correction Institute 

40 trained by American Correction Association 

139 Other 
1,945 
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2. The Acad~i provide 112.5 hours of pre-service training 

to all new employees of the Department of Correction who 

will directly supervise adult or juvenile institution or pro-

bation offenders. (Estimate 725 trainees an.nually) 

3. The Academy provide 112.5 hours of pre-service training to 

local government correctional employees if requested. 

4. The Academy provide 37.5 hours of additional training each 

year of the employees identified in Sections 2 and 3 

above. (Estimate 2,715 trainees annually) 

5. All new state employees in positions directly supervising 

inmates must attend the Academy during their first three 

weeks of employment. 
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6. Upon graduation from the Academy and until the successf'..ll 

completion of six months of service all new institutional 

employees must wear an insignia denoting their probationary 

status. An institutional probationary employee may not directly 

supervise offenders except in the presence of another non

probationary employee of a similar or higher classification. 

7. The Academy buildings and grounds will be maintained by the TDO:. 

8. The Academy curriculum will be determined by an Academic Boa~= 

of Governors established in place of the current Tennessee 

Corrections Institute. The Board will be composed of four 

employees of the TDDC, two of whom are institution or field 

managers; three employees of the Department of Personnel, one 

of whom is the Director of Training; and three members at 

large appointed by the Legislature. 

9. Since the Academy will have 48 training weeks per year, there 

will be 270,000 training hours available (150 beds x 37.5 x 48). 

Correction training will require an estimated 185,000 hours, 

and the remaining 85,000 hours will be made available to all 

User state agencies at the direction of the Academy Board. 

agencies other than the TDOC would pay tuition per trainee 

to cover the cost of their training. 

Additional Comments 

The Highland Rim School is a 222-bed facility originally designed 

as a boarding school in 1917. Despite its age the facility is well 

maintained and has many years of service remaining. 
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In preparation for the 1981-82 budget the TDOC attempted to 

convert the facility from Youth to Adult offender use. The community 

reaction was intense in its opposition and the change did not take 

place. The inescapable fact remains, however, that the facility is 

the most expensive to operate at $86.09 per offender day due to its 

chronic underutilization. The current (10-18-82) population is 63 

and the average daily population for the past year has been 79 girls. 

In 1981 as an economy measure the local probation field office was 

moved to Highland Rim which reduced the school capacity to 188. 

At a time when the TDOC must make the most effective use of its 

funding and at the same time increase the quality of its service delivery, 

the continued use of a 188-bed facility with 106 employees for housing 

79 offenders is totally unacceptable to the project staff. 

It is therefore recommended that a new 84-bed modular housing unit 

be constructed at Spencer Youth Center for the male population currently 

at the Tennessee Youth Center. The ~ennessee Youth Center could then 

house the female offenders currently at Highland Rim. 
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Conversion of Hi hI d R' 
an ~m School to Correction Trainin 

Personnel Adjustments 
Fiscal Additions or (Savings) 

Correction Training 
Academy (Conversion 
of Highland Rim 
School) 

Tennessee Youth 
Center 

Spencer Youth Center 

Ac'ministration 

Sub-Total 

Note: 

Estimated Academy Costs 

(51) 

10 

( 1) 

(42) 

1982-83 Highland Rim budget 

1. 

Operational 

($795,100) 

70,600) 

477,700 

21,600) 

(S409.600) 

1983-84 Academy operating budget (Including 
management, Support staff & 15' t , ~ns ructors) 

2. Non-TDOC Training @ 85,000 hours 

3. TDOC Training @ 185,000 hours 

4. Cost per training hour of 270,000 hours 

Capital 

-0-

-0-

650,000 

-0-

$650,000 

$2,190,600 

$1,271,700 

$ 400,400 

$ 871,300 

$ 4.71 

Table I 

Summary of Major Training Completed by TDOC Employees in 1981-82 

1. 555 supervisors completed DOP Employee Relations Training 

(6 hours) - 3,330 hours. 

2. 324 of the 555 supervisors who completed Employee Relations 

Training also completed 5 modules of DOP Interaction Manageme~~ 

Trainina - (19 Hours) - 6,156 hours. 

3. 40 employees attended an American Correctional Association 

correctional Staff Trainers Workshop (40 hours) - 1600 hours. 

4. 3 institutional training officers attended a 2-week course 

at the Federal Prison Academy in Prison Techniaues (80 hrs.) 

- 240 hrs. 

5. 78 employees from various DOC institutions attended a Hostaoe 

Neaotiation Class presented by the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation at Mor;jan County Regional Correctional Facility (8 hrs.) 

- 624 hrs. 

6. 38 personnel employees attended a class on Instructional 

Methods (3 hrs.) - 114 hrs. 

7. 544 employees attended the Tannessee Corrections Institute 

Basic Training Course (80 hrs.) - 43,520 hrs. 

8. 7 employees attended a Mid-Management Level Workshoo sponsored 

In 1981-82 the TDOC invested $685,555 in trainee sala 
X S7.69). This t lan requires a tr ' ,ry (89,149 hours by the National Inst~tute of Corrections (73 hrs.) 511 hrs. 
(185,000 X $7.6.). This reallocat~~neefsalary.~nvestment of Sl,271,700 
t'" ~on 0 cost ~s not sho ' 

o operat~ons" since it is not f d' wn as an addltion 
staff utilization. new un ~ng but a conversion of current 
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9. 2 employees attended an Advanced Level Management Course 

sponsored by the National Institute of Corrections (160 hrs.) 

- 320 hrs. 

10. 48 employees attended a Chemical Aqent Usage Workshop sponsored 

by the Smith and Wesson Firearms Company at Lake County 

Regional Correctional Facility. 

11. 420 employees actively participated as DOC In-Service trainin9 

instructors in addition to their primary duties and responsi

bilities. 

12. 14 emFloyees were certifie~ by the Department of Personnel 

as Interaction Management Skills Facilitators. 

13. 21 Policy Implementation Workshops (400-500 Index Series) were 

conducted by C~mmissioner Greer and members of the Adult 

Services Division staff for Wardens and selected key institu

tional staff members, at scheJuled dates and locations through

out the state. 

14. 1 of our training officers was selected by the National Correc

tional Academy to attend a course in Disturbance Control 

(40 hrs.) 40 Hrs. 

15. 100 Health Care employees attended an in-house training 

-
X. Management Information Service 

The Management Systems Staff of the TDOC consists of a director, 

three systems analysts, a data control clerk, and a secretary. This 

core group was created in April 1979 and has not increased in size 

since. 

Current responsibilities of the M.I.S. Division include: 

(A) Coordinating the ongoing production of four data processing 

systems: 

1. OBSClS (Offender Based State Corrections Information System) 

2. Trust Fund Accountin9 

3. Volunteer Services Reporting 

4. Interim Probation System 

(B) Troubleshooting any problems related to these systems. 

(Cl Training and monitoring the personnel who a~e updating or 

inquiring into these systems. The OBSCIS System and Trust 

Fund System encompass 49 terminals, 2 printers, and about 

80 personnel in the department and on the staff of the 

Board of Parole. 

(D) Writing programs to answer special requests for information 

from the Department of Correction staff, the Legislature, 

session on Problem Oriented Health Records (8 hrs.l - 800 hrs. and the Executive Branch of Government. 
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(D) Writing the program specifications necessary for computer 

specialists in ISSD to modify or write new programs. Major 
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Conversion of High1 d R' 
~ an ~m School to Correction Training Academ~ 

Personnel Adjustments 
Fiscal Additions or (Savings) 

Correction Training 
Academy (Conversion 
of Highland Rim 
School) 

Tennessee Youth 
Center 

Spencer Youth Center 

Ac.ministration 

Sub-Total 

Note: 

Estimated Academy Costs 

(51) 

10 

( 1) 

(42) 

1982-83 Highland Rim budget 

Operational 

($795,100) 

70,600) 

477,700 

( 21,600) 

(S4()9.600) 

1. 1983-84 Academy operating budget (Including 
management, SUpport staff, & 15 instructors) z 

Non-TDOC Training @ 85,000 hours 2. 
or 

3. TDOC Training @ 185,000 hours 
:z: 

4. Cost per training hour of 270,000 hours 

Capital 

-0-

-0-

650,000 

-0-

S650,000 

$2,190,600 

Sl, 271, 700 

S 400.400 

S 871,300 

S 4.71 

In 1981-82 the TOOC ' d 
X $7 69) Th' 1 ~nve~te S685,555 in trainee salary (89 149 hours 

. . ~s r an requ~res a tra' l' ' 
(185,000 X S7.6 ) This rea110c t,~neefsa ary ~nvestment of Sl,271,700 

- . a ~on 0 cost is n t 'h ' , 
to "operations" since it is not new fundin 0 S own,as an add~t~on 
staff utilization. g but a convers~on of current 
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Table I 

Summary of Major Training Completed by TDOC Employees in 1981-82 ... 

1. 555 supervisors completed DOP Employee Relations Training 

(6 hours) - 3,330 hours. I 

2. 324 of the 555 supervisors who completed Employee Relations 

Training also completed 5 modules of DOP Interaction Manageme~~ 

Trainino - (19 Hours) 6,156 hours. 

3. 40 employees attended an American Correctional Association 

Correctional Staff Trainers Workshop (40 hours) - 1600 hours. 

4. 3 institutional training officers attended a 2-week course 

at the Federal Prison Academy in Prison Technioues (80 hrs.) 

- 240 hrs.· 

5. 78 employees from various DOC institutions attended a Hostacre 

Neootiation Class presented by the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gaticn at: Morgan County Regional Correctional Facility (8 hrs.) 

- 624 hrs. 

6. 38 personnel employees attended a class on Instructional 

Methods (3 hrs.) - 114 hrs. 

7. 544 employees attended the Tennessee Corrections Institute 

Basic Training Course (80 hrs.) - 43,520 hrs. 

8. 7 employees attended a Mid-Management Level WorkshoD sponsored 

by the'National Institute of Corrections (73 hrs.) 511 hrs. 
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-
X. Management Information Service 

9. 2 employees attended an Advanced I,evel Management Course 

sponsored by the National Institute of Corrections (160 hrs.) The Management Systems Staff of the TDOC consists of a director. 

- 320 hrs. three systems analysts. a data control clerk. and a secretary. This 

10. 48 employees attended a Chemical Aoent Usage Workshop sponsored core group was created in April 1979 and has not increased in size 

by the Smith and Wesson Firearms Company at Lay.e County since. 

Regional Correctional Facility. Current responsibilities of the M.I.S. Division include: 

11. 420 employees actively participated as DOC In-Service trainin9 (A) coordinating the ongoing production of four data processing 

instructors in addition to their primary duties and responsi-
.- _$!'9-~ 

systems: 

bilities. 1. OBSCIS (Offender Based State Corrections Information System) 

12. 14 ~~Floyees were certifie~ by the Department of Personnel 2. Trust Fund Accounting 

as Interaction Management Skills Facilitators. 3. Volunteer Services Reporting 

13. 21 policy Implementation Workshops (400-500 Indf~x Series) were 
w;.,- -- 4. Interim Probation System 

conducted by Commissioner Greer and members of the Adult 
I (B) Troubleshooting any problems related to these systems. 

jt;P'~---

Services Division staff for Wardens and selected key institu- (C) Training and monitoring the personnel who are updating or 

tiona 1 staff members. at scheJuled dates and locations through- inquiring into these systems. The OBSCIS System and Trust 
;#('/'<.-

out the state. Fund System encompass 49 terminals, 2 printers. and about 

14. 1 of our training officers was selected by the National Correc- 80 personnel in the department and on the staff of the 

tional Academy to ~ttend a course in Disturbance Control Board of Parole. 

(40 hrs.) 40 Hrs. Writing programs to answer special requests for information 

15. 100 Health Care employees attended an in-house training from the Department of Correction staff. the Legislature. 

session on Problem Oriented Health Records (8 hrs.) - 800 hrs. and the Executive Branch of Government. 

Writing the program specifications necessary for computer 

specialists in ISSD to modify or write new programs. Major 
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changes have been made in the OBSCIS System as a result of 

the following: 

(1) Class X Law, 1979 

(2) Labor Reform Act of 1980 

(3) Judge Sentencing Act, 1982 

(4 ) Changing needs of the department 

(F) Implementing new systems 

As an example, the trust fund accounting system was L~pla~ented 

during 1981-82 at all adult facilities. 

A new on-line perpetual inventory system was designed by systems 

analysts and developed by the information systems services division in 

F & A. This system will be utilized by all institutional w~rehouses to 

track food and non-food items. It will also be used by the central 

pharmacy center and Tennessee State Industries. 

Major projects which the three systems analysts will address during 

fiscal year 1982-83 include: 

(a) System testing the perpetual inventory system, developing a 

users manual for institutional personnel, and implementing 

this system at four institutions. 

(B) Converting the interim probation system to the OBSCIS System 

and training field office personnel in the use of terminals 

and the OBSCIS System. 

(C) Developing program specifications to accomplish the centraliza

tion of the trust fund system and performing the conversion. 

(D) Updating the documentation on the OBSCIS System. 
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(E) Developing statistical porgrams in the OBSCIS System to 

supply TDOC management information and annual report in

formation. 

(F) Working with the probation division in further defining 

its requirements of the OBSCIS System and translating those 

requirements into program specifications for ISSD computer 

specialists. 

(G) Reviewing the current status of OBSCIS with adult services 

staff to determine future direction and additional needs of 

OBSCIS. 

As is evident from the scope of these tasks, expectations of and 

demands on the management systems staff are high, and more and more 

resources will be spen~ in supporting the production aspects of the 

MIS. Developing new programs to bring about more efficiency within 

the Department, answering special requests, and anal)zing the wealth 

of data maintained by these systems are management needs that must 

also be met. 

It is projected that by July 1983, the management systems staff 

will be almost totally consumed by the work involved in supporting the 

production requirements of the five data processing systems mentioned 

earlier. 

Considering that the TDOC did not actively begin utilizing data 

processing capability until June 1979, the management systems group has 

a few years yet before it will be on a par with other state agencies in 

its ut.ilization of computer information systems. Clearly, the TDOC is 

moving toward using the computer to its fullest extent in amassing 

the increasing amounts of information which the Department's staff 
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must generate, use, and synthesize for management decision-making 

purposes. Many efficiencies have already been brought about with 

the existing information systems. If the TDOC Management is to 

become as economical and deliberate in its decision-making as limited 

funds and common sense require, then no other single area has a higher 

potential for use in such endeavors than the Management Information 

Systems Division. 

The TDOC management staff at the departmental and institutional 

levels has been, and is still, hampered by an inability to secure 

highly accurate operational data on a timely basis. At times the data 

received by TDOC managers from many sources, not just MIS - are outdated 

and in often inconsistent formats. 

This current planning project has had considerable difficulty in 

this area. Although data used in this project are of proven, auditable 

quality, they are on occasion inconsistent due to the inability of the 

Project Staff to isolate a particular date or short span of time to 

which all data could be related. 

This plan requires the addition of three Systems Analysts and a 

Data Control Clerk to the current staff. The fiscal expenditure for 

this addition is $78,000. 
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XI. Research and Planning 

NOTE: No members of the TDOC Planning Staff referred to herein 

were among the Project Staff preparing this section. 

Prior to 1973 the TDOC did not have a planner on its staff. 

1 ' t ff f four Unfortunately, the TDOC Currently the TDOC has a p ann~ng sao . 

Management has often viewed planning as a means to respond to a particular 

crisis - as in the instant case - or has viewed the planning staff as 

a personnel resource which may be assigned miscellaneous duties within 

the Central Office. 

This plan assumes that correctional planning should be a process 

which provides a rational continuity of TDOC management from past - to 

current - to future operations. The TDOC plann:'ng staff should always 

, f a plan for the next 18-24 months and a forecast be in possess~on 0 

looking forward at correctional needs at least five years hence. Such 

an on-going plan can remain responsive to short-term need only by con-

stant assessment of all new data as developed by MIS and many other 

sources. The most effective use of a small planning staff is to permit 

11 f lo'ts efforts on the maintenance of a TDOC plan it to concentrate a 0 

for future operations. 

d that all non-planning functions be reassigned This plan recommen s 

away from the planning staff and that one of the three Planner positions 

1 II 't' The Systems Analyst will be coverted to a Systems Ana yst pOSlo loon. 

, "t and analyze MIS data with a minimum enable the Planning DloVlos~on 0 assess 

of disruption to the MIS Division. 
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The TDOC Planning Staff should be required to file a written 

report via the Commissioner t~ the State Planning Office every six 

months. The report should detail the current status of the TDOC 

plans and should be available to appropriate Legislative Committees 

upon request. 

Planning Division repositioning within the Central Office organization 

will be discussed in Section XII: TDOC Central Management. 

XII. TDOC Central Management 

~1 organization as complex as the TDOC, with 4,688 employee positions, 

54 work sites, varied and often conflicting programs, and fiscal demands 

in excess of $120 million requires three core areas of Central Office 

management concentration: general oversight, operational direction, and 

operational support. On a daily, non-emergency basis operational direction 

management and operational support management should function separately 

wi thin clearly defined areas of I'esponsibili ty. 

Under the current TDOC management structure (Table I at end of this 

section) a single Adult Service Wc.rden may be "regulated" or "directed" 

by four Assistant Commissioners and six Central Office Directors. In 

theory the only immediate supervisor for a Warden is the Assistant 

Commissioner for Adult Services. In practice, however, the other Central 

Office officials mentioned can legally, and frequently do, issue in

structions to the Wardens or, creating even more problems, issue in

structions to members of the Warden's staff. 

Assuming that the aforementioned situation could be corrected 

administratively, the Assistant Commissioner for Adult Services would 

still be required to directly and operationally supervise fourteen 

managers in twelve locations, an excessive spread of control under any 

management standard. 

As Table I indicates, the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner have 

"shared the same box" on the organization chart for the past three and 

onehalf years. At the inception of that arrangement and for most of the 
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intervening months this management arrangement has been quite successful. 

Its success in fact has now resulted in a fiscally and programmatically .' 
...... " 

","<. -- .. inefficient use of the Deputy Commissioner position. 

In developing the proposed TDOC Central Office management structure 
"'II 

" -r 
""~ 
~ 

as reflectep on Table II, the Project S~aff had four priorities. First 

and most importantly, common program and operational control should rest 
'Ie - . II'"" ,f I 

within one position whenever possible. Secondly, no manager should have 

a span of supervision greater than eight positions. Thirdly, the Assis-

tant Commissioner for Adult Services position should be a "general oversight" 

position rather than an "operational direction" position. Fourth, the 

" commissioner and Deputy Commissioner should, collect~vely, have no manage-
, of: " 

- .~: . 

ment layer between them and the administrators of the monitoring and 
.~' 

evaluation, medical, and fiscal components of the Department. A common 

theme that has run thx'ough much of the historic criticism of the TDOC 

is that the Commissioner is often uninformed on major departmental matters. 

While the project Staff believes such criticism has been overstated 

on several occasions, it does contain an element of truth in reference to 

a large organization such as the TDOC. The proposed management structure 

will tend to lessen the problem by increasing the general oversight 

capability of TDOC executive management. 
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XII I. Summa rv . 
A. Personnel, Operating Costs, and Capital Costs: 

Sectiun IV Probation 

Section V Local Corrections 

Section VI Classification 

Section VII Institutions 

Section VIII Hedical 

Section IX Staff Training 

Section X ~.l.S . 

Section XI Planning 

Section XII TDOC Management 

Overtime/Training 

Plan Totals 

lAnnualized Costs 

2 To Be Recommended by March 1 

New Additional 
Positions Operating 

Funds 

53 

-0-

(147) 

318 

90 

(42) 

4 

-0-

-0-

-0-

27f, 

$ 927,200 

2 

2,991,800) 

4,858,700 

1,320,500 

409,600) 

78,000 

-0-

47,700) 

($ 597,300)3 

$3,138,000 

Additional 
Capital 
Funds 

-0-

-{}-

-0-

$25,350,000 

-0-

650,000 

-0-

-0-

-0-

-{}-

$26,000,000 

3Reduction in Overtime as a Result of Training Being Accomplished 

During Employees' Regular ~ork Hours 
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B. Plan Lmpl~entation 

This plan, if enacted in its essential form, does provide the 

State of Tennessee with a prison system that: 

Puts all able-bodied inmates to work; 

Reduces the cost of maintaining a prisoner in state confinemEnt; 

Establishes a mechanism for properly implementing the classifica

tion of inmates, thereby descreasing inmate violence; 

Provides for quality data collection, analysi 1d future planning; 

Increases the quality and quantity of training for TDOC employees 

as well as those in other state agencies; and 

Provides substantial financial and technical correction assistance 

to local governments. 

The Project Staff believes it has developed a plan that can form 

the basis for a broad correction consensus throughout the Tennessee government 

structure. While the plan is clearly designed with parts that interlock, 

it is also capable of significant adjustment as it is tested in the review 

process. The reviewing authorities are cautioned, however, to be mindful 

of the "ripple" effect that an adjustment in one particular component 

may have on another. 

Some possible adjustments are built into the plan. For example, 

the modified in-house prison population is projected to be 9,037 at the 

beginning of the 1984-85 fiscal year; this plan calls for a prison svstem 

capacity of only 9,098 at that time. We have planned that capacity to 

closely approximate projected bed need for two reasons. 
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First, if in June 1984, the bed needs to accommodate projected pop

ulation increases in the prison system remain at their current level of 

253 below projections, and given the proposed 61 surplus bed construction, 

the State will have 314 beds above the capacity proposed in this plan. 

This would allow the continued reduction of TSP population for several 

months without further capital invesunent. 

Second, since a relatively short construction time is needed to 

complete contractor-built modular facilities, it wouldt?e prudent to 

delay until October 1983 any recommendation to build additional facili

ties in the 1984-85 fiscal year. By October 1983 the TDOC and the State 

Planning Office will have twelve more months of intake history to 

apply to projections encompassing only twenty months (10/83 - 6/85); 

if projections were made now to predict population growth and the 

system's bed needs thirty-two months in the future, their validity would 

be tenuous. 

Present project Staff will remain in place to respond as may be 

needed during the review process. 

If this plan is adopted in its essential form it must be implemented 

during the 1983-84 year. If that is the case, an implementation sched~le 

should be in place by June 1, 1983. Thereafter, development should be 

guided throughout the ensuing fiscal year .oy a TDOC implementation team. 

Such a transition team should be in place by March 1, 1983, to allow time 

for development of a comprehensive implementation plan in preparation for 

the first actual steps in the transition to be taken in June 1983. 
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AOMINIS7RATIVE AND POLlCY lSSUES IN 
FRISON POPULATION FO~CASTING 

Charles M. Friel, Ph.D. 
Criminal Juntice Center 

Sam Houston S~te University 

Few would dispute the claim that pri~on overcrovding is the pr~ry 

i~sue facing corrections today. Some m.y suggest that judicial intervention, 

inmate gangs and diminishing inmate-to-statt ratios are more important, 

but most of thes. problems are either the direct or indirect result of 

overcrowding. 

s~. argue that tn. only way to solve th~ pro~lem is to initiate a 

massive program of prison construction. Others suggest that thEre are 

too many prisons now, and a dramatic exp~nsion of community-~ased alterna-

tive. i. what's n •• ded. Regardless of which position i. adopted, it is 

evident that reasona~ly accurate forecasts of the future correctional 

population is a prerequisite to any intelligent solution. It is irrespcn-

aible to make major investments in either c.pital construction or community-

based alternatives .olely on the basia of ephemeral hunch.s about the 

ma9nitude and composition ot the future population. 

While thea. considerations .ay appear obviaus, it is surprising that 

the state of the art of correctional forecasting is so primitive, considering 

the magnitude of the overcrowding problem. • Currently, moat state and 

federal agencies ar. actively attempting to develop lorecasting technolo9Y . 

While some have been reasonably successful, most haven't. Many have ap-

proached the problem offhandedly, assuming that they can -buy· their way 
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out by eit-hcr hiring a consultar.t or assigning th~ ta!<k to on~ staff 

membcr for a couplp of months. 

Developing accurate forecasts i. a complex and ongoing activity 

requiring not only technical exrertlsa, ~ut a thorough understanding of the 

workings of the cr iminal jusdce system and tht» impact of a host of exogenous 

factors onth~ size and composition of the population. Assur~dly, if correc

tional forecasting wero merely a technological proLlem, transferable models 

would be readily available. Regret~~ly. forecasting technlques that .eem 

to work well not only utilize somewhat sophisticated technology, but also 

depend upon the forecaster'. intuitive jadqment of the likely .ff~cts of 

administrative and policy changes on the future population. 

(A) Why Make For~c~sts? 

Institutional corrections has been with ua for a long time, yet as 

the nation'S prisons become mere overcrowded it is increasingly evident 

that the state ot the art of correction~l forecasting is poor. Certainly 

this ia not the first time in the history of correction~ that prisons have 

been overcroweded, eo it'. curious that auch a useful technology has not 

been developed already. 

It is historically axiomatic that correctional administrators make 

little investment in foreeasting technology during periods of no growth, 

or when growth i. continual but modest. Even when population growth ia 

substantial, it o~ratinq bud;ets an~ appropriations for capital construction 

e'Jt~ac. growth, invest.nlent in forCcolsting technology i. nltqllqible. 

Historically corrections doesn't invest in forecasting technology 

until it finds itself in a crisis. The par~eters of crisis are rapid 

growth 1n the population, r~lative decline in the ~peratin9 budg~t, prison 
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overcrowding and le~isl&tive unwillingness to elth~r dlv~rt sizeable 

proportions of the population, or bUlld new prisons. In recent times this 

scenario has been accompanied by litigation resulting in correctional 

adminlstration by court order. 

These conditions constitute what ~n'i forecasters call a f _ su tl! 0 pol i cy 

diseqcilibrium. Everything seems to be going wrong, and only a hazy ~mage 

of the future ia possible. Typically, it is under such undesirable condltions 

thAt administrators first seek highly 5ccurate and disaggreg&ted projections 

of the future population. Regrettably this 1s the werst situation in which 

to attempt to ~uild a !~recasting model as evidenced by the substantial 

number of unsuccessful attempts that have taken place in recent years •. 

(B) OCJl!ctives of Correctional Forecas~ 

There are three basic objectiv •• of correctional forecasts: 

o Preparation of the operating budget for the next fiscal ye~r 

o Planning future constructions 

o Policy .imulation 

Budget Preparation 

To adequately prepare the budget, it is necessary to have a reasonably 
.-

accurate notion of th. size and composition of the c:crreetional population. 

This must be determined one to two years in advance, depending upon whether 

the state operate. under an annual or bienni~l legiAlative cycle. Since 

budgetary planning usually begin. a year in ~dvance of the advent of the 

le;islative aession, forecasts must be completed at least this far in ad-

.anc •• 

It one has been unsuccessful 1n foreca.ting next year's population 

Cor purposes of budgetary planning, it is unlikely that forecasts tor 
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purposes of capi tal construction \Ii 11 bt) any IIIC're !iuC'('"esstul. It is • 

truism that the further into the future a forecast ia made, the more 

likely it will ~ Wron~. Neo h t ! 
7 P Y e orecastees are .ometimes surprised by 

the .m.ll degree of error in forecAstin M the poMulation Over ., r short periods 

of time. This should ~ot CAuse the anAlyst to become overly Co~f!de~t in 

the model, since small errors in short-term predictions are almost guaranteed. 

In predicting the population twelve months into the future, for eX4rnple, a 

plurality of the inmate. predicted are already in prison now. If the average 

time served is 26 ~onths, a aizeable proportion of the prisoners in the 

future population are already known to the forecaster. As forecasts go 

beyond the averaq. time aerved, errors will increAse and confidence intervals 

will become greater. 

The consequences of errors in short-term forecasts for budgetAry purposes 

are far less than those associated with cApi~l construction. If the popula-

tion is modestly underpredicted, budgetary trAnsfers can be made to mAke up 

for the error. More sizeable ~derpredictions m.y be co~pensated for by 

.upplementary approprUion •• 

Generally, the technology required for ahort-range forecasts is rather 

.imple. If the institution hilS experienced z~ro growth or only moderate 

yet consi.tent growth, extrapolation of the past popUlation to foreeast 

the future may be all ·~-t'. req"l·rad. u_ . • . W~ w ~ r_ny lnstltutlon. use simple lin.Ar 

regression over ti~e to accomplish this task. This works veIl durinq periods 

of equilibrium, and m.y be .ufficiently accurate for budgetary purposes. 

Capital Constructio~ 

Generally, foreeasts of from five to eight year. into the future are 

required for purposes of capital construction, although this varies greatly 

from .tate to .tate, and i. dependent upon the type of in.titutions planned • 

.. 

tl.JI\e serv~d b)' a ral.:"tor of two or t.hrt-E:-. ThlS l114:anl tMt t.he greater part 

of the population will have turned over several time. by the tim~ one can 

determine ~hether the forecast wa$ correct. By normal human .tandards, 

five to .ight years from now does .not seem like a great distance into the 

future. However, for the correctional forecaster, this is an extraordinary 

distance. A demographer considers one generation to be approxi~tely 

tventy years. This is the point. at which the previous generation beglns to 

beget the next generation. Depending upon circ~tance, many demographers 

fe~l comfortable in m.king foreca.ts within the current generation, or 

possibly into the next. 

The correctional forecaster has a much .horter fuse. If the average 

time served is 26 months, then projections made five to eight years into 

the future are foreca,ts made over .everal generation.. For example, 

forecasts eight years into the future would be equivalent to a demographer'S 

making forecalts over 3.7 g8nera~iona, aomething a protes.ional rlemographer 

would only attempt with the gr.atest trepidation. It ia understandable, 

therefore, that while administrator. and legislator. m.y construe predictions 

eight y.ar. into the future a. relatively .imple, th~ wis. forecaster would 

approach this chAllenge ~ith • good deal of care and humility. 

Since correctional generations are relatively short. forecasts for 

purpose. of capital construction can be .ubject to a good deal of error. 

It 1. to be expected, therefore, that the sophi.tication of .odel. u.ed 

for this purpose s~uld be greater than those used for planning next year" 

budget. Simple linear extrapolations of past population. vill likely be 

usele... Being linear, they posses. no capability of predicting upturns or 

downturns in the future population, a minimum prerequisite of any model used 



for rurl'ol'Ocs of }.IIanning capital constru::tion. rrol.·ably the only circUlTl

atance in .... hlCh sil'n}-'Ie linC".lr extrapolation could bt: justified .... ould be 

.... hen there h~s been zero growth in the population, or when the growth hAS 

been modest and constant. Under the former condition, new construction is 

probably unneeded, and under the latter, the increase may not be dramatic 

enough to justify new construction. 

As alluded to earlier, the more tYPlcal scenario in corrections is a 

legislature grudgin;ly granting appropriations for new cor.struction when 

growth in the population deviates erratically and the aystem ia thrown 

into a s~te of diaequilibri~. More frequently than not, population growth 

becomes curvilinear and complex, clearly unsuitable for a simple linear model. 

Policy Sim~lation 

The moSt useful and sophisticated application of forecasting technology 

is policy simulation. The correctional administrAtor has the responsibility 

of advising legislative committees of the li~ely impact o~ the popula~ion 

ot propo.ed changes in sentencin9. laws. parole atandards. 90~-time. proviaion •• 

In this case. the forecasting model can be uaed as a silllulA.tor tC) est~te 

the net effect of such changes on the size, co~position and tillle served of 

future populations. 

There are two modes ot poliey simulation: reActive and proactive. 

In the reactive mode, the .dministrator is trying to determine the likely 

effects of changes in law or procedure initiated by others. This mode ia 

akin to what i. referred to in the parlAnce of prize-fighting as -eount.r

punching-. For the most part, the policy .imulation practiced by correc

tion.l administrators today ia reactive in nature. 

The more creative and innovative mode ia proactive simulation. 

Here the ad~inistrator actti as -chief penologist-, a. the attorney general 

act. a. the st&te'. chief law enforcement officer. Instead of 
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WAiting fpr others to lnitiate change, the admlnistrator ~ses the forec~stln9 

~del to determine whAt the likely effects of proactively initiated policies 

~ight be. It is a sign of good stewardship for the administrator to ~nder

.tand the relation$hip between demographic trends ana the prison population, 

and advise the legislature what the likely future impact might be. Similarly, 

a. the state'. correctional populAtion grows, the Administrator sho~ld tak~ 

the lead in understanding what the f~ture costs of ._ecuring the popuhtion 

aight be. and the trade-off benefits associateo with future construction 

vers~s diversification of co.mmunity-based alternatives. Obviously. if the 

atate'a ·chief penologist- doesn't understar.d these relationships and have 

an 4genda tor ~e future, it ia not likely that others less familiar with 

the correetional process are going to come up with more constructive alterna

tive.. It .eems insufficient for the adminictrator simply to receive indi

viduals .entenced by the court and hold them in as secure and humane a 

manner po.sible. The professional respon.ibilitie. of the correctional 

administrator. are more extended and demand a ecre proactive approach, which 

in turn assumes the availability of foreca~ing technology with p~o4etive 

policy simulation capability. 

(C) Can Accurate Forecasts be Made? 

It correctional populations continue to be 8. capricious as they have 

been over the last decade, can accurate forecasts be m.de? If predictions 

five to eight years into the future represent predictions aade over multiple 

generations, can we do acre than simply guess at the direction of change? 

Operationally u.eful forecast. can be .. de a. evidenced by the few 

.Ute. which have a good track re,corl! in t.his regard. The slI\&rter question 

i. not whether one can forecast, but the conditions under which good fore

ca.ts can be developed. Normally administrator. don't invest in forecastinq 



tcchnlJloqy durlng periods of policy cqullibnum, thlt 1S, where there 

1S elthel zero ;rowth in the po~ulatlon, or ~nly ~Idcst and conslstent 

growth. Equilibrium exists because factors that affect the population 

~re themselves monotonic or only growing at a IDOderate and consistent rate. "',_ .. '_ 

t.w, procedure, policy, econo""ics, demography, .ocial values and other 

relevant factors arc in equilibrium. Interest in forecasting us~lly 

occurs only When one or .ore of these factors is thrown into a .tate of 

di sequilibr i UDI. 
".ro--. 

The optimal time to develop a forecasting model is during a period 

of equilibrium. Curing .uch ti~., the forecaster can ~.cover which 

factors drive ad.-T,ission. and which condition. determine the time l3erved • 
by different .~-groups within the population. Baving discovered these 

. relationships, a model can be constructed and validated, and reasonably 

accurate foreca.t. made. 

The reason that good forecast. can be made during .uch times i. 

because the forecaster can as.ume th.t tomorrow will be like yesterday. 

The .ame factor. that determined the population in the pa.t will continue 

to do .0 in the future. The relation.hip between d~ogr.phy, economic. y 

law, procedure and poli~ which have determined the past population can be 

counted on to determine the future population. 

An important principle in corroctional forecasting i. that a model 

c~n't be developed e.sily during periods of profound disequilibrium. By 

its very nature, disequilibrium means that tomorrow vill not be like 

yesterday: that factor. thAt were determining the papulation may no longer 

determine it in the future, or at lea.t not determine it in the .ame vay. 

If unprecedented changes are ~de in the .tate'. penal code, thet. ~y be 

no historical basi. for determining what the likely effects might be, 
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Slnce the past pro':.lCCS no 9uid~nce for the future. How does the. foreC'~stcr 

bUllcS into a model aensitivity to the effects of proc~dures and poliCH .. 

vhich have no hiltoircal precedent? 

The regrettable implication of these observations i. that administrators 

vait until disequlllbrium occur. before investing in technology, this being 

the worst possible circumstance in vhich to develop accurate forecasts. 

Ironically. the best time to develop foreCAsts is during periods of equilibrium 

when they are the l.ast usef~l. but investment. made under these conditions 

are more likely to produce tacnnology which will prove beneficial as the 

.ystem enters perioas of disequilibrium. 

(0) Is a Universally Transferable Forecasting Mo~el Possible? 

Co~iderin9 the ubiquitous nature of the overcrowding problem, it 

~ay be vi.e for the Fed~ral Government to aponsor the development of • 

.inqle forecasting ~del that could be used by all .tate and federal correc-

tional agencies. This appear. to be an attr~ctive idea, but there is 

considerable evidence that forec~sting approaches proven to be .uccessful 

in one state may not be tran.ferable to Another. 

Regardle.s of. approach, a foxecasting model has two essential ~ving 

parts. an algorithm to predict admissions and another to predict time 

served. To forecast the future population, one need only add to the current 

population expected admis.ions, amortize the future population by SOl:le 

estimate of time .erved, and the result i. the future population. 

While this i. conceputally simple, it is o~rationally ~ery difficult 

The to develop good estimate. of future .dmis.ions and likely time .erved. 

fundAmental reason that 8uccessful forecasting models have a low probability 

of transfer i. that the factor. that aftect admissions and time served are 

hiqhly idiosyncratic {rom one ~tate to another. 
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Predicting Admissions Ca]~~~atin9 Time Served 

The number and type of people admitted to prison are a function of 

a complex set of factors both endogenous and exoqenou. to th* crtminal 

justice system. Certainly arrests and convictions coupled vith criminal 

'justice system policy and procedure are primary determinants. So also 
• 

are such exogenous factors as the proportion of 18 to 3S year old males 

in the general population, the uneployment rate Al1d other economic 

considerationa. The extent to v~ich each of these factors affects admis

sions varie. from stat. to atat.. For example, s~e states find a sub-

sUntial correlation betv •• n unemploym.nt and admissions, others find 

virtually nO relationship at all. Some find that admis.ion. are a con-

.tent proportion of the total population, othars have found only a marqinal 

relationship vt~ch is ncts~ffici.nt for forecasting purpo.... Thi. aAy 

.urpri •• the uninform.d, but considering the .normou. economic, .acial and 

demographic pluralism of the United States, thh .hould be obvious. For 

this reason alone, a for.casting model vhich has proven to be .uccessful 

in one juri.diction is likely not transferable to another. 

Even if the factor. that determined Ildzni .. iona vere the same ifl all 

jurisdiction., there 1s no reason to believe that they viII remain so in 

the future. It is not unco~n to find that a factor vhich 1n years pa.t 

vas highly correlated vith admission. is ceaSing to be .a nov. It may have 

been tbat the n\Rber of males in the crilllinogenic age range vu the primary 

determinant of admi •• ions, ~ut, vith a downturn in the economy, this re-

bUonship IIlAY fall apart Md the primary determinant becomea unemployment. 

Since the 'rate of .acial, economic and demographic change is not the same 

from state to state, there is no reason to believe that indicators used to 

forecast admi.sions have either intra or interstAte transferability over 

long periods of tae. 
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The second essential component of A foreCAsting modol is prOjection 

of the expected time served by the future population. This is determined 

p.rtially by the lenc;th of the originAl sentltnce, whether it is determinate 

or indeterminate, policies for ~ranting and rescind;ng good ' • t1me, and ~arole 

policy. It is unreAlistic to assume thAt these factors are the same from 

one state to another, or even if they were, thAt they vould be applied 

wi~ the same degree of alacrity. For thi s reason, procedures for predictinc; 

time served vhich are successful in one jurisdiction ' may not transfer to 

another. In fact, in aome states, procedures used to predict time served 

by portions of the population can't even be transferred to other portions, 

lince different parts of the population vere sentenced before and after 

substantial changes in sentencing la",s. This i. a particularly complex 

problem in some states where part of the popUlation is serving under determinate 

sentences and part under indeterminate, part receiving good time under a 

previous statute and part under a nev 5tatute. 

Several conclusion. seam reasonable reilar~l'n~ th .- f ~~'li 7 w 7 e ~&ns er~l ty of 

forecasting technoloqy. It is carta' I h hil 1n y wort w e studying the approaches 

tried in other stat •• , if for no other reason than to understand vhy they 

hiled. At the generic level, conceptual approaches may be transfe~able, 

but specific equations for calculating admissions and time served certainly 

are not. Curing the current period of policy disequilibrium 1t would be 

foolilh to put off the development of forecasting technology in the hopes 

that some sister state vill achieve a technical breakthrough permitting 

the r.pid and inexpensive transfer of the teehnoloqy. 

11 
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eE) ll~C' of Mul tll,le rClrpcAst! 

Correctional for~c.stin9 is • lot like ~ird hunting; if enough shot 

is put in th~ air you're bound to hit something. rorecast~rs som~tirn~s 

hedge their bets by d~v~lopin9 multiple forecasts. Typically, th~y will 

prepare low, most likely and high estimdtes of the future populatlon. 

The rang~ among these forecasts can be made large ~nouc;h that the probability 

of error is close to zero. Obviously, the greater the range, the more 

likely the future population will fall somewhere within. 

This is a .afe, but not a particularly useful approach. Multiple 

fcrec.sts are usually the product of different assumptions &bout the ad

~issions or time served components of the model. NormAlly, the factors 

that affect admissions are more capricious than those which affect time 

served, although in c,ases where the legislature has changed sentencing laws, 

the reverse might be true. Since we must project the lead indicator of 

admissions in order to forecast future admissions, it i. sometimes desirable 

to develop low, medium and high estimates of the l~ad indicator. This 

results in multiple predictions' of a~issions which produce' ~ultiple 

forecasts of tJ'Ie ~uture population. 

Multiple forecasts may be reasonable and defensible from a technical 

standpoint, but m.y create problems from an administrative perspective. 

More often than not, when three different .cenarios are presented to tJ'Ie 

administrator, management will select the highest estimate tor budgetary 

purposes. If three estimates are presented to the legislature, they 

usually opt for the lowest and appropriations for operations and capital 

construction will likely be biased by the lower e.ttmat •• 

Sometimes ethical problems arise when management seleets the highelt 

toreclst, and the forecaster is advised not to .hare other estimate. with 
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the 1~9illature or other intere5t~d persons. This is an ethical problem 

since the forecaster believes in good ~onsciencc that the most likely 

estimat~ i. the best. 

As a result of experience with such conflicts, ~ny ecrrectional 

forecalters offer th~ir management only a singl~ for~cast, and qualify 

th~ ~stimate by describing th~ assumptions upon which it is based and the 

likely conditions which could cause it to be either higher or lower. The 

decision to prepara multiple forecasts should be made in light of the 

political environment in which the forecasts will .be used, end the extent 

to v~ich all parties concerned are likely to deal with the technical merits 

of each torecast a. opposed to the political advantages of selecting any 

particular one. 

(F) Oisagcr~sated ro~ecasts 

For understandablo reasons, administrators frequently request disaggre9ated 

forecasts. They may want predictions of the number of minimum, ~dium, and 

maximum security inmat.s within the future population. Similarly, treatment 

personnel m.y want to know the future numbers of mentally retareSed, mentally 

ill, and physically handicapped inmate •• 

~Iere are .everal axiom. which ought to be considered in developing 

4isaggregated forecasts. First, it 1. probably easier to predict the totAl 

population than any part thereot. Thi. is based upon the assumption that 

it is e •• ier to hit a bigger target than a smaller one. 

Secondly, the ability to predict a disaggregate portion of the popula

tion i. no better than the operational definition used to define that portion 

of the population. It is reasonable, tor example, for an administrator to 

request forec •• ts of the number of minimum, medium and maximum security inmat~s. 
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How~ver, if th~ hlsl~rical dcfinltion of se~urity class is ~ore a fun~tion 

of aVAilable bed space than oLs~rv&ble b~havior, th~ forecast is m.de 

against an arbitrary standard. In .. ny correctional aystems aome i~ates 

in medium security institutions are the least risky people who ought to 

be in ~ximum security institutions, if bed apace permitted. Since 

historical datA is used to build the forecasting model, future tor~casts 

can be no better thAn the stability of definitions used in the past. 

Attempts to forecast the number of ~ntally retarded, mentAll ill and 

physically handicapped assumes that treAtment a~ni.trators CAn operationally 

define such individuals and have consistently used these definitions in the 

A third principle relating to the accuracy of disaggregated forecasts 

concerns the 5i~e of the disaggregated group. The smaller the group, the 

greater the m4~9in of error. Since historical data ia used to develop 

the model, ita Itatistical power can't be gr.ater than the si~e of the 

historieal s~ple used in ita construction. The smaller the data base 

used, the less the statistical power. 

Ironically, disaggregated forecasts are frequently needed to plan tor 

the atypical rather than typical inmate. Frequently, it i. the very groups 

which are tewest in number about vhich ve have the gr.atest need to fore

cast, the result being that predictions are likely to be the least accurate. 

Another important question concerns what the administration proposes 

to do differently vith these special groups of inmates. If the administxation 

doesn't propose to treat them any djfferently, there ia s.rious question about 

the ~tility of making such disAggregated forecastl. Considering the time 

and effort it takes to develop the model and the gr.ater likelihood that 

pr~diction. viII be incorrect, vhy gambl~ on m.king risky foreCAsts about 

am~ll 9roups of priscners if they are not going to be treated any differently 

anyway. 

SOI'lf!times the reverse si tUAtion is tz·ue. An institution might be 

under co·\lrt order to provide spedAl treatment tor the aentally ill or mentally 

retArd~d, vh~re no such treatment VAS provided in the pest. If this is the 

case, it ~y also be that there are no historiCAl data on the incid~nce of 

these individuals to be used in the construction of the model. In the absence 

of such hinoricAI data, it may no~ be possible to generate disaggregated 

forecaltl. 

(G) One-Shot vs. Continuous Forecasts 

Historically, correctional administrator. don't invest 1n forecasting 

technology vhen it is not needed. During periods of policy equilibrium, 

little effort is made to forecast the future. Hovever, if the populAtion 

suddenly increases and begins to outstrip capacity, the need for foreCAsting 

becomes paramount. 

In this situation, it is not uncommon for the administrator to seek 

outside as.istance in developing a foreca.t. Not having developed a 

capability internally, and lacking the time and technical staff to do so 

now, the administrator may vish to buy a one-shot forecast from an outside 

conSultant. This il understand~Jble, but not necessarily desirable. Not

vit~'t&nding the technical expertise and professionalism of consultants. 

this approach has not proven to be too successtul. 

In developing a lorec.st, the consultant can do no better thAn the 

department aight have done had it properly invested in forecasting technology 

during periods of equilibrium. The consultant vill have to go back and 

recreate the historical profile of the pri~on'. population, find pr~dictors 

of AdmiSSions, and algorisms to predict time served as would anyone else. 
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The consultant, h~wev~r, usu.lly operates und~r the hAndi~aF of not b~ing as 

thoroughly famili.r with the workings of th~ criminal justic~ syst~m as a 

~orrectional researcher with long experience might be. In a climate of 

di~equilibrium, the consultant is usually operating within a crisis environ-

ment in which the forecast ~ust be develo~ed quickly. Sufficient time may 

not be .vailable to thoroughly understand the interaction of demographic, 

economic and procedur.l changes on the prior popul.tion. In this cir~umstance 

the consultant is greatly disadvantaqed and is less likely to came up with .s 

accurate a forecast a. ~i9ht otherwis~ be possible. 

When foreclsts are developed during periods of equilibrium, there is 

atnple tiJ:le to validate the aaodel. During such per:i.ods there is no pressure 

to ~nstruct new prisons or develop ~ssive community-based alt.rnatives. 

Year by Y.Lr the system gains experi.nc. with the model and i. increasingly 

:knowledgable of its accuracy and ability to explain t.rends in .dmission., 

tot.l popul.tion .nd r.le ••••• 

When a consultant 18 hired it is usually ~urin9 time. of disequilibrium 

when significant decision. about future construction ar •• minent. There ia 

USUAlly no time to aub.~tially v.lidate the model and it mu.t be t.ken at 

face value. The only measure of its predictive efficiency i. the ext.nt to 

which it has been able to predict pa.t popul.tions, which ia regrettably a 

tautological demon.tration in mo.t cas ••• 

The main reason an out.ider is retained to develop the for.c.st ia 

that the depar~ent l~cks the techni~al per.onn.l to de it th~~.lves" 

Typically, when the tinal report 1 •• ubmitted, th~r. 1. no on. within the 

~epartl2lent competent to judge it. technical merit.. The forecast is usually 

taken on faith and when found to be incorrec~, i. quickly abandoned since no 

one inside the department i. technically capable of making the modifications 
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n.~essary to correct the .adel. Forecastin9 models can be very heuristic 

~hen they are found to he incorrect. This i. precis~ly the circ~stanc~ 

in ~hich the forecaster can begin to understand the effect. of various 

outside factors on the prison population and determine how they can be 

"incorpcrated in~o the model. Usually, when one-shot forecasts .rc ~urchased 

from without, this opportunity is lost because as th~ disparity between 

the predicted and actual populations becomes greater the model is simply 

thrown away. 

In recent y.ars, a number of correctional systems have approached 

forecasting in this ~anner. In most cases the for~casts prepared by 

outsid.rs have been abandoned, .ome after relative ahort periods of time. 

Thes. experiences reinforce the prinei~le that for.casting technology should 

be de\'eloped during periods of equilibrium, and that it is a wise adr.linistra-

tor ~ho develops this capability internally. This does not mean that one 

should never .eek outside advice, but a strong capability developed intern.lly 

during periods of equilibrium viII certainly pay for itself as the department 

ent.rs periods of disequilibrium. 

(H) Conseguences of Error 

Auuzne fro~ the beginning thAt any forecast vill be incorrect. The 

pertinent question ~ncern. the tolerable lim~. of error. It is pos.ible 

+ 
to develop a forec.sting model which produce. no more than a -5' error. To 

the uninformed, this may appear to be acceptably accurate, but in a system 

with 30,000 pri.oner., a -5' error is 1,500 prisoner., or the equivalent ot 

three SOO-man in.titution.. At $70,000 • bed in construction cost5, the 

economic if not the admini.trative cons~qu.nce. of .uch a amall error can 

plove catastrophic. In a small aystem with a total of 2,000 inmates, a -5' 
error results in 100 inmate •• vhich is more administratively digestible 
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The greater caustropl'l41 resul ts from W'lderprediction. In lllany 5tates, 

than th~ 5Ame degree of error in a lArg~ .y5te~. The percent er~or ('aritAl improvement ia an historically rare e"ent. '-''hen construction is 

associated with a particular model, therefore, CAnnot be considered in bA~~d upon W'lderprediction, the system may have to live with the error f~r 

isolation but must be examined in light of the ~gnltude of the population a long time to come. Devending upon the extent of the error, overcrowding 

involved. is the usual consequence, and violence and loss of administrative control 

From one perspectiv~, there are only two kinds of errors that can be of the instltution frequently follows. Such a climate increases the likeli-

lllade "bout the future population; the forecast can be too high or too low. hood of litigation which has resloUted in INIn~' states in correctional adr.,in15-

From a strictly statistical point of view, the consequences of error may 

appear to be symmetrical. rro~ an operational perspective, however, the 

consequen~es of Fositive and negative error differ in impact and qUAlity. 

Consider, for exa~ple, the decision to build more prisons. The legislature 

is primarily concerned with the error of overprediction. This results in 

overconstruction, unused bed space, and wasted money. The administrator 

is primarily concerned with underprediction. Since appropriations for 

capital construction are difficult to acquire, the administration fears 

underprediction and the nightmare of overcrowded conditions. 

In reality, the administrator's concern is much more valid than the 

legislature'. since t~e operational im~ct of overconatruction ia far les. 

than underconstruc:tion. Various surveys conducted qy the Bureau of Justice 

Statistic~ on the condition of the nation', prisons 'U9gest ~t many ,tates 

operate facilities which by reasonable standards ahould have been abandoned 

long ago. The net result of overcon5truction in many jurisdictions would 

not be excess capacity, but justification for the demolition of inadequate 

facilities. COnsidering the number of antiquated facilities in many .tate., 

even mas.ive overconstruction would not be too great an error, .ince it 

would provide humane justification for eliminating facilities which are un-

acceptable by contemporary standards. 
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tration by tederal court mandate. The fisc-al and adm.inistr,ative consE<quences 

of this sitUAtion are clearly undesirable, and usually far outweigb the 
~-

consequences of~e same degree of po5itive error which may lead to over-

construction. 

From another perspective, forecasting error may be divided into gross 

and net error. Gross error refers to the total error in the ~odel, while 

net error relara to the disparity between the predicted and actUAl population. 

A forecasting model contains multiple sources of error. Information 

.ssociated with the l.ad indicator used to predict admissions may be incorrect. 

The procedure used to calculate time served mAy be more accurate for certain 

types of prisoners and less accurate for other •• 

To some extent, gross error is ~terial .ince it 1. really the net 

~rror tMt is of concern. Not uncommonly, "there can be sizeable gross 

errors in the model, but it the errors associated with admissions are 

positive, and the errors a.sociated with time ~erved negative, they may 

cancel each other, resulting in a rather ~all net error; i.e., little 

disp&rity between the predicted and actual population. Depending upon 

how the model i. to be used, the lorecaster may accept a considerable gro.s 

error as long as the net error i. small. 
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AA interestine; problem occurs, how~ver, "'hen the lIIOdel is uSt!d to 

predict disaggregau~d populations. Depending upon the su~roup predicted. 

the snurccs of gross errors Ny no longer cane'e] ea,'h other, r~sul tiny in 

a much higher net error. It is also possible, of course, for the rcv~rse 

to be true. The net error may be higher in pr~dicting the total population, 

but lower in predicting some disaggregated portions, depending upon how 

gross errors cancel each other. 

(1) Ethical Problems in Forecasting 

Before concluding th.se thoughts on the administrative and policy 

issues,in forecasting, it se~s worthwhile to consider the issue of ethics. 

By ~d large, people who develop forecasting models are scientists. Admin-

istrators usually are not. The scientist'S perspective ten~ to be narrow 

and technical. The administrator's is broader and nore sensitive to human 

and political considerations. 

Forecasting the future population is a guess at best, and the extent 

of error ia never known until the future occurs. Scientific methodology 

and statistical ~eling can only improve the probability of quesaing 

correctly. Estimates of the future population are al~ays probabilistic 

and never known deterministically. 

The probabilistic nature of the future and the differences in mind 

sets of the forecaster and the administrator sometimes give rise to 

ethical pToblem.. The a~inistrator mAY direct the forecaster to suppress 

IIIOSt likely and lowest projections and testify beto'f. the l~islature or. 
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tht- hi;hut f!"oject ion. Dcrending upon the m.nner in which this is done, 

it may cause the tor~caster a conflict between his administrativ~ duties 

and his technical knowledge. 

Depending upon the nature of previous difficulties the ac'4Tlbistrator 

has had "ith the legislAture, he may direct the forecaster to develop a 

technology which yields a predetermined forecast. Th f e orecast is already 

fixed, and it is a question of developing a technology to justify it • 

Depending upon how badly communication. are strAined, this situation may 

also precipitate an ethical dilemma. 

Fudgine; fiqure." or aretrofi tting" technology to 41 predetermined future 

populatio~may be expedient 1n aome circumstances, particula~ly in the 

short run. In the long run, technical and administrative integrity are· 

the better bet. Ultimately, time proves whether forecasts vere correct or 
I 

incorrect. Forecasting~. a technical activity in which few administrators 

and even fewer legialatorsare either ,L"lterested or technically prepared to 

understand. Much of th~ir willingness to endor.e a toracast is • function 

ot the integrity and track record ot the analyst. If he or ahe has been 

consistent in the uti. of • model and ha. been reasonably correct in the 

past, there i. a much-greater likelihood to accept future forecast.. On 

the other hand, if the technical Approach has been capricious, previous 

forecasts grossly incorrect or used merely a. arbitrary mechanisms to 

justify what the administration wants, the likelihood of the legislature; 

accepting future forecasts i8 n11. 
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